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INTRODUCTION

1. Tn this Arnnep-}� the a'iir'+te anrl recent perform.ance of Mexircn
agriculture are reviewed as a background for understanding the policy
issues faring t 4Jo +in, ti se+or. T+he 

4
mcressir-v,productn

record of the past three to four decades serves as vivid testimony to the
effectiveness of a~ pu,i p.olc desL to deeo ad

agriculture through an integrated program of water resource developmen-;,
ai cu1tura. researc, r selectiLVe Ch -nUelLng of agricul U- l cre " 1 -L:t+ a-d

the provision of the required supplementary inputs. This concentration
o UffortLJA --I' p C.s to a 'I,eu n,WI±L)er of reg ions andI to a selecte;1

group of farmers has effectively demonstrated the power of technical
developm-ents in agric-ult-ural growth. in evitably, it h a-- l resulted in
concentrating the benefits of this growth among a relatively small group
of farmers. The central problem facing Mexico:s agricultural policy
makers today is therefore how to broaden the base from which the agri-
cultural output is generated, witnout at the same time reducing tne growth
rate of this output. Therefore, to the extent that the conditions of the
past can be expected to prevail in the future, this argues for making
additional efforts in -the sector that in the past has been more or less
by-passed by modernization and progress, without, however reducing the
programs that in the past have amply proven their effectiveness. In this
report, the policy instruments available to the authorities are reviewed
from the point of view of their adequacy to reconcile these two aims; it
need hardly be stated explicitly that (1) the nature of the problem is such
that only tentative and suggestive conclusions can be arrived at, and
(2) the social and political dimensions of the problem are considerable
but lie exclusively within the purview of the Government of Mexico. The
report focuses first (Part I) on the overall performance of the sector and
on the factors accounting for its growth as uell as those constituting
bottlenecks and impediments to growth, and on the general strategy suggested
by such an analysis. In the light of the great quantitative importance of
the population in the ejido sector, and in view of the very special problenr-
posed by this sector and by what may loosely be referred to as Mexico's
traditional agriculture, in Part II an attempt is made to diagnose that
experience and situation of this sector in some detail, and to consider some
possible lines of approach open to the government.



PART I

PERFORMANCE AND POLICIES

I. SECTOR PERFORMANCE

A. Rates of Growth

Aggregative Results

2. During the past several years Mexican agriculture has continued
to produce ever increasing supplies of food and fiber for domestic ancd
export needs. The 35 year record, from 1929-65, with an approxi-
mate 5 percent rate of growth in crop production places Mexico among the
leading performers for long-term agricultural product growth; fewi other
countries, particularly in the Western Hemisphere, have maintained a
comparable growth rate. For the period 1959-65, the agricultural sector
seems to have maintained a slightly higher rate of growth than this long
time average.

3. Livestock production records are not as complete and are con-
sidered to be of much more questionable validity than those for crop
production, although it is perhaps appropriate to mention that crop pro-
duction, yield, area and price data also have their limitations. For the
purpose of calculating broad overall indices of total crop production
during several decades, the census figures were employed for the years
1929-59, with only minor adjustments made for obvious reporting errors,
and the crop reporting service data (Direccion de Economia Agricola) wrere
used for 1965, with substantial adjustments made to the estimates relating
to corn and bean production for this latter year. (See Table 1). This
procedure yields a rate of growth in total crop production of [.7 percent
for the period 1929-65. with an estimated 5.3 Percent rate of increase!
during 1959-65. When broken down between crops principally sold on
domestic markets and those exported, the rates were respectively 4.7 rercent,
and 4.8 percent; the same breakdown for the period 1959-65 showed a 5.5
percent rate of growth for crons destined to home consumntion and 5.l nercent
for export crops.

4. Over the last 36 years about hO percent. of the increased
crop production has been a direct consecuence of increased harvested acre-
age, with the associated increases in manpower, simple tools and other
traditional agricultmral inputs (See Table 2) At the same time that
increasing acreages were being harvested, physical yields were also on.
the increase; abuiit. denh1ing nuar the sqmoe time nperinod anri o narc-nountinv

for about 40 percent of the increased crop production. (See Table 3).
Shift..s in crnnning pte++rno fv%m InT1 +e higher varliue opnsc haveup nn iin+.n

for the rest of the increase. It is now generally held that there are
onlyV limited further opportun-Vities to increase tvhe cultivated acreage,
and that most of the increased product is going to have to be obtained

+.'hy-emigpli vn+ " JTv,4r, iic,% ,.f I-4c,. 1.,Ac,c~ 4 ---- ,c n- .,, w yr cMlAc

The data for the past few years, 1959-65, support this observation. Chile
c5o productio,terea resd increased oyraa average rate one spghtln and- yieln
5 percent, the area harvested increased only about one percent, and yields
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betwT-een,3= percent. It is wortwh notg4- +hat nove 4-igEfcaP4-4f-ene
*.".~'' -'.~ ,d~ ~ .'~I * .L~ J~V~JJ ~ L%J U.LL.Lr' UJIGU LJAJ V~-L d.kyiU JLS 

occur in these relationships between the predominantly export crops andl
Whilose destined' for domest-ic Co.-01ISUmptiOn.

5. These aggregative rates of growth are significant and highly
satisfactory when measured against a rate of population increase currently
estimated at between 3.1 and 3.6 percent, and aLi the more so when vievwed
against the background of generally weak international export markets
for agricultural commodities. Nevertheiess, pernaps a better appreciation
of the magnitude of these gains can be obtained by reviewing a few of the
more important crops.

Principal Commodities

6. Corn. Corn continues to be the most widespread crop in Mexico.
By 1965 ovTer6.5 million hectares were harvested, compared to about 5.5
million hectares in 1960. Yields were also up more than 10 percent. Ih
the last few years both greater harvested acreages and higher yields have
been associated with better than average rainfall conditions. While
definitive data on the 1964 and 1965 corn harvest are not yet available,
preliminary estimates range up to 8.5 million tons; and although this upper
estimate seems high, production in 1965 was certainly more than 7 million
tons compared to about 5.5 million tons in 1960. Approximately 600,000
tons of the 1965 corn crop were exported. This would leave at least 6.5
million tons for domestic use. (Additionally about 600,000 tons of sorghum
grains were produced as feed grains; perhaps 100.000 tons were produced in
1960).

7. One of the most significant features o0 M4exican agriculture
during 1964-65 has been the large export of grains. Roughly one million
tons of the 1964 corn crop was exported, and 600,000 tons of the 1965 crop;
aided by government subsidies the corn exports, combined with the wheat
exports, brought the participation of grains in exports up from practically
nothing in 1963 to a position of second only to cotton in 1965. Foreign
exchange earnings from grains were approximately US$ 120 million in 1965.
A critical question with respect to these commodities is the degree to
which surplus production will continue to be available for the export
market once the export subsidy is withdrawn or reduced as it was for wvheat
in 1966.

8. Wheat. Wheat has in recent years been produced in quantities
adequate for domestic needs and nermitting substantial exnorts in both
1964 an/ 1965. In fact, wheat is a classic example of effective public
nolicvl- dirpeterd to innrpast th,- nrnrii.inn of a hasic food cron. Tn
1950 domestic production was less than 600,000 tons and more than 400,000
tons had to hp imported to satisfy national needs. Ry 1959-60 prodcntion
had doubled with an average annual production of 1,200,000 tons and no

1/ For a description of this policy, see below, paragraphs 30)-33
adu U).
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si..iYca.n+4 _.or+ Tn 1O64ar.d 1965 OC)At_ hina 4di -w.e1 +ro nhni+.

2,200,000 tons and not only were national needs met, but also some 600,000
to4- ne pr year were nMa,e a41vaiabl for-. nrn+. '.u grar.s, although his-
torically only grown for domestic consumption, in the last two years were
an 4iliportluar.tlu source o48 foreign exch_.g -,-ue e-.LL4a rnigs

aii JIIJUJ Ij..L~j ~JU. L. 'JJ ±- 4,1 1- - ± ±L LkLgs4.4 -

9.* Deans. BIean prodUCa.UUUL UjUi± -LO is UL.i Uth thr- big dVUU1-1 P c Jro .

Mexico. Much as corn, beans are produced by subsistence farmers in all
_, ~_ t L_ n_ _ __ _ - __ L_ _ ~ --- _parts of tie Countvry; also, Us is true of caornlv, harvestue acrla-Ucets and

yields vary greatly from year to year as a function of weather. Since
this crop is grown so extensively, and crop reporting methods are not
completely satisfactory, only approximate estimates may be given of total
production. Something more than 650,000 tons of beans were produced in
1965 compared to about 500,000 tons in 1960. About one-third of production
comes from interplantings with corn. This level of production satisfies
national needs and only minor quantities are exported. International markets
for some varieties of beans are relatively strong, but the principal pro-
duction in Mexico is not of these varieties.

10. Sugar Cane. Sugar cane is a fourth principal crop which has long
been grown principally for domestic uses. Since 1960, with growing access
to the U.S. market from which Cuba was absent, increasing quantities have
been destined to export. Production of cane increased from about 16
million tons in 1960 to 23 million tons in 1965. Harvested sugar cane
areas rose from about 290,000 hectares to 370,000 hectares over the same
time period, with yields rising from about 55 tons per hectare to about
61 tons. This rate of growth in cane production has permitted a 35 percent
increase in domestic sugar consumption from 1960 to 1965 and has allowed
annual exports of between 400,000 and 500,000 tons of sugar. The prospects
for further increases in production are more limited, since the U.S. sugar
imports are growing only slowly and Mexico's average cost is too high to
make present world market prices attractive.

11. Cotton. For the past 15 years, cotton has been the leading agri-
cultural export commodity. At the close of the Second World War, cotton
exports were less than 100,000 bales per year; they grew rapidly up to a
maximum of 1,800,000 bales in 1956. Faced with increasingly difficult
international markets, exports dropped off to a low of about 1,350,000
bales in 1960 and 1961. Domestic consumption accounts for about 500,0)00
bales per year. Beginning in 1962 exports of cotton began once again to
rise, and presently the level is once again up to the former high of about
1,800,000 bales. Cotton production has been resnonsive to the demand for
the final product. When world demand was strong, with associated high
prices during the late forties and early 1950's. Mexican nroduction in-.
creased rapidly, more than fourfold from 1945 to 1955. In contrary fashion,
production stabilized or actually dronnped beginnina in 195 and An intcr
the sixties. In the last few years, production has once again begun tc
expand, although not greatly above former peaks. The relative stagnation
in cotton production seems to have been demand induced; yields have increased
at better thnn 5 percent per year and areas plan1ted hve fluctuated in
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accordance -44-1 A-rlA -------- s Dome stic dema-, 'as no' leer, a strr.

expansionary factor for this product, with apparent per capita consumption
no highr UtoaIy UWth IIw,y yeas. a g. Th1eU ree.tly d.IJILUUIannounced new co'U-t

policy of the U.S. makes it unlikely that foreign demand for cotton will
Lie a maJor e'LemenLt L-. t-,buia+Uv.t.LIig addtUU±Los.LVb tU oubpuL+ u1 ilf..2LLo n11 tlhe

next few years.

12. Coffee. Coffee production has increased rapidly from 1960 to 1965.
rroduction has been estimated at about 120,000 tons in 1960 and at about
180,000 tons in 1965. Exports averaged about 90,000 tons for 1964 and 1965
and about this level of export is programmed for 1966. Domestic consumption
is estimated variably at from 40,000 to 60,000. The rapid growth in pro-
duction in the face of slowly expanding demand is forcing the development
of increasing and burdensome stocks. In order to increase local consumption,
a number of steps are currently being undertaken. These include new coffee
roasting regulations and the promotion of the consumption of pure coffee
without mixtures (such items as chickpea, wheat, beans, coffee shells and
unrefined sugar). It is still too early to judge the effectiveness of these
campaigns.

13. Corollary to activities tending to promote coffee consumption is
a program which proposes simultaneously to improve technology for coffee
culture and remove from cultivation marginal coffee production regions
where other crops might be more advantageously produced. The fundamentals
of the scheme may be illustrated with the data given in Table 4. Basically
the scheme calls for four things:

a. doubling crop yields over the 10 year period.

b. reducing the area planted by 20 percent,

c. a slight increase in exports of coffee in accordance with
expected quotas through the international coffee agreement,
and

d. more than doubling domestic consumntion of coffee in the
decade covered.

14. The steps undertaken to increase domestic consumption were mentioniUd
abnve; and thAre is litlenee to 11mg.erateC hoe- Qrepei.f-i on intrnat-onal
coffee arrangements. The two aspects of the scheme which are most nearly

for coffee and the reduction of crop areas through the implementation of a
crop subsi+utio±WFn effort.* Th.e increase in crop yields is being accomplishe
through an aggressive program of technical assistance supported by the
Coffee Institute. The Lns+itue-,,4- has about 110 techcians most -' -m
work either on experimentation or extension activities related to improved
co_^ffee 1 cultur -e . r.I-e phlase of thIAe prg&, asbe terelcr,1en f ol
plantations with new ones, using improved coffee varieties and with superior
shade conditions. The Institute estimates that coffee yields have iLcreased
from 470 kg/ha in 1961/62 to approach 700 kg/ha in 1965/66. The program
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appears to be progressing in accordance with original plans rith, regard to
the increase in yields.

15. The same, however, is not true regarding the substitution of
coffee by other crops. Trhe scheme called for the displacement of about
30,000 hectares of established coffee plantings by other crops, principally
rubber, although some acreages of citrus and avocado were to be planted,
and all by the end of 1965. In fact, substitution has not progressed as
fast as planned. A total of perhaps 15,000 hectares has been planted to
other crops; the data for rubber are reported as:

1962 800 hectares planted

1963 1,500 hectares planted

1964 5,500 hectares planted

1965 1,500 hectares planted

In addition, more than 2,000 hectares of citrus have been planted and
something more than 1,000 hectares of avocado. Some farmers have also
made plantings of these crops outside of the program directed by the
Coffee Institute. As can be noted, planting fell off in 1965. The
Droblem is reported to be a lack of financial resources to push the program
ahead. Rather than continue to expand the program without assured continuous
financinl munnort, the diretnrs have chosen to restrict plantings to fin-
ancial realities. Financing is critical in the crop substitution program
be-ausi of the long time needed for estab ishment of tree crops and becauso
the program is being carried out with small holders of very limited finan-
cial resources.

16. AP though this .ission was not able to obta m.ore thar. a super-
ficial view of the full program, what it did see was impressive. One
additional problem associated with the rubber program is the initiaticn
of a second synthetic rubber plant, production of which was not included
in the earlier calculations of t ,he devlpment scheme. The exact si-ifi-
cance of this additional source of rubber could not be fully appreciated.
UndoAubtedly, +there -re seriou problems -.assoi+ed Tn4 +1h ra,p4 ly rr ng

coffee production and weak export and domestic markets. The projected.
expansion o do..est-ic consu,,Hion of coffee calls 'or an increase frorm

49,000 tons in 1961/62 to 114,000 tons in 1969/70. These projections are
at wide variance wit-h *uhe relent- reeased ±xuwa. of` 14,exico suppljy-demiZar.d

projection study which identifies 1960 consumption levels of coffee at 34,000
tons and projects 1970 de,, nd at 5.1,00 bons. The nwuc study does not con- 
sider the possibility of an effective promotion campaign to increase coffee
consuriptioon or changed regulations for coffee roasting. It is clear that
the combination of rising crop yields, slow growth in demand and a slower
than hoped for reduction in coffee areas presages grave uncertainties for
Mexico's coffee producers.
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17. * Meat. Thl.e availbnility of me+a for dm i n a
export in Mexico is determined by three principal aspects of livestock
production:

a. 4thbe rte ofi growth of+ livestock ir.vent4 e

Li. utie natli.Ll C ep roVUUUUctVII raGLtUi, adiU

c. the weight Of the animal carcass.

wnile data adequate tc) analyze the historical effects of these factor;5 on
the production of meat products are not available, estimates have been
made of numbers of animals and production of carcass meat for the 1959-61
period. These are presented in Table 5.

18. Because there is an intimate relationship between the number of
animals slaughtered and either the increase or reduction of inventories,
it is not possible to deduce rates of growth of the livestock population
from short-term annual slaughter figures. The figures given for the
1959-61 period depend on various independent estimates of livestock
numbers and slaughter. Unfortunately data are not available to indicate
in any quantitative manner the rates of growth of meat production. In-
formed estimates, however, confirm the impression derived from census
data, that the rate of growth in cattle inventories has been about 1.6
percent annually over the past ten years. These same sources do not
suggest that any significant changes have been occurring in beef catt:Le
production systems that would permit substantial shifts in the other
determining parameters of available beef supplies.

19. As can be appreciated from the data given in Table 5, the ratio
of slaughter to inventories is only 16.4 percent for beef cattle in the
1959-61 period. This compares to average rates of 35 percent in the United
States and well above 40 percent in European countries. Additionally
carcass weights are comparativelv low. While both of these aspects. 'Low
slaughter ratios and light slaughter carcasses, suggest areas where
effective proerams could be initiated, it is sienificant to note that
informed sources did not identify action programs currently being under-
taken which would tend to increase livestock productivitm. Poor animal
nutrition and endemic disease have been identified as the most significant
problems facing the bee'h.f nle inndustry. Natural p particularly
in the tropical zones, produce abundant forage supplies during the wet
season, but dry uip an-d pronide very little feed supply during about half
of the year. Nutritional problems associated with short feed supplies
havern rIinr-+ rnnseruenci-e;in g"ro-^th rates orfn cattle, but. a-lso h:ave indlirsect.

effects on the provision of beef supplies. These nutritional deficienlcies
are directly related to the low fecundity rates reported on Mexican cattle
ranches. The average calving rates are estimated at about 45 percent of
tI-he ^owsn - ,- 4 e ntory.4- A14,-, Adies proble,ms arnd - ---r.& ril s yem-s

may also contribute to this low rate of reproduction, nutrition is coil-
se aU f Ldunda,mental cause. Some lives U pc Lalist also suggest

that the genetic characteristics of the bulk of the cattle population
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cause the stock to be slow growinag and inefficient users of available feed
supplies. Obviously genetic improvement is a very long-term activity, and
more immediate results in productIon can be expected by programs intending
to improve managerial systems, including pasture improvement and diseasec
control.

20. The rates of growth of pork production in the recent past can
only be appreciated in a qualitative sense, since no satisfactory staticti-
cal data are available for specifying growth in pork production. Much aEs
in the case of beef cattle production, estimated numbers of slaughter ari-
mals flowing from breeding stocks are low when compared to averages from
other countries, although carcass weights are comparable in weight to those
produced elsewhere. A number of factors are considered fundamental to
the provision of increased supplies of pork products. Animal nutrition
is basic. Ample and cheap supplies of concentrate feeds are essential
to an expanding hog industry. This means the provision of increasing
quantities of feed grains and protein supplements. The current rapid
expansion of sorghum production has propitiated pork production, althou;h
slower expansion in the production of oil seed meals and the export of
some of these has not been favorable. Price relationships are also
important; the high guarantee price for corn and its associated influence
on sorghum grain prices. comDared to authorized Drices for hogs. are not
conducive to rapid expansion.

21. On the managerial side, the low number of piglets per litter anid
once-a-year fnrrowing are aspects of the production system which need
improvement. Both of these limitations could be alleviated by diffusing
g,r,2ter informnMion on rrinnnaprin1 system anrd h tt_ckirng nlit.ri ti onnl
problems associated with hog production. Hog sanitation is considered
to be not limiting at this time. It sholnl also bo pointed outthatsome
hog producers are using the most advanced production systems.

22. Milk, More than one-third of the value of livestock products is
accoiln.ted-for by milk productilon. In a certain sence it ls difficult to
appreciate the changes that are taking place in the industry because of
the small prnnor-trion of' the nomirimll7l, Itmillr t'TjII +that. nre really-u- animrin
specifically adapted to milk production. Although almost seven million
head of cattle are listed as of milk tyes, less than one .Llon ore of
improved milking breeds.

23. Although the stock of milk cows has been estimated to have in-
crese b 19.7L40.J cariiU. 197~.J'0 at U c1an an..U ' rate of 2J.7 pecn aJ ..d L.±.fl

production per cow to have increased from 300 liters per year to over 500
;~~~e . - l _3 -1- 4 A - AX b1_ _ - _ __ _ _4 J_ r 1- __ _ - _ - _ >J_ 

L.I U1 t ?e UDDLIL-e D1IU t" tsd > UI ULo iji l lDaUiV- L Ud.±U .LUUU d;L- 3UDLJ.-4

noted. Restraints on the increase of milk supplies appear to be caused
L.)h lack ofCU auu.itUeoiU forage in mlK prouUUcirg zones, by the hi±gh LUC

of dairy feeds compared to the authorized price for milk, by the lack of
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mTnrnevd nrvnnlm and mosr t nnrqir v1 hy the +. ack one 'f dairyr onian tion

which will supply replacement heifers for a continually expanding industry.
Newspaper reports of lack orf millk for the metropolitan M14rro +.-r market
and observed deficiencies in outlying markets suggest serious deficits
i n +t4h4 indu S .ty eI S-ArOv is ni nP ., nn+_; l; on1 1,7 aa nec esr nr du
._.* w4a .h.S.U. VI. J) - V 11 AJ 'J.LV V . ± O U VI.| J. vas.L.flV.LL ±.)J. I Js;so L ,r JI vu V.u

B. Factors Associated with Past Growth

24. A number of highly inter-related factors have been associated
with the growth in agricuiturai production over the past twenty-five years.
Of fundamental importance has been the development of the modern complex
of irrigation facilities in north and northwestern Mexico. These newly
established agricultural lands, endowed with ample supplies of water,
provided the opportunity for the development of Mexico's new and modern
agriculture, with its yield-increasing technology. The substantial public
investments in irrigation development would not have been anywhere near as
productive as they have turned out to be, if concurrent with water resource
development, successful agronomic research had not been able to develor'
superior production systems. Supporting the opening of new irrigated lands
and superior production techniques were the provision and financing of the
needed inputs. Moreover, a selective price support program was used to
enhance the profitability of certain lines of production. No single
activity of those mentioned would have been so successful without the
support of the others, since all were part of an interconnected effort.

Development and Adoption of Superior Production Processes

25. Systematic agricultural research in Mexico was first undertaken
in the early 1940's and has continued with increasing emphasis up to the
present time. The National Agricultural Research Institute is the or-
ganization assigned the chief responsibility for agricultural research
in Mexico, although other specialized agencies work on sugar, coffee,
cacao and a few fruit crons. The Tnstitute is organized on the basis of
five research centers, each with a number of subsidiary research stations;
Chapingo. in the State of Mexico is the station responsible for basic
research in support of applied work all across the country and is addition-
ally charged with the tasks of anplied research in the arid and semi-arid
high central plateau region; Roque, in the State of Guanajuato, is the
center resnonnihle for agronnomin resa'rch for the sePmi-arid regions of
intermediate altitude, including the Bajio zone. Ciudad Obregdn, State of
Sonora- is where research related to pnns iin +he irrigatedi Inis of the

northwest is carried out. Matamoros, in the State of Tamaulipas, is the
center with respnnsib-ihi-ieA for the nor-+.heast. npart nf NMexio, anrd CotC,rt,qxt q
Veracruz, is where trop:ical agriculture research is carried out.

26. The Institute has more than 200 technicians working on agricultural
rmo_nparh prb,10S, -r,

4
-. -- Ay 'A_; 

4
-;nn - A _ r4A n-r0 . 4+e

* --'~ k' a._ILbs k-') Js.J .J..LF J J IA UJ1~ .1JJ J v.W L .LV A L 6 uL '. '.. X J. U, .^ v.-

budget expenditures are currently estimated at about 25 million pesos,
un from about Ll mil1onl pnessn in 1 T+, r4- ll soon be, .oi i+s -cent4l-r -- ~~ j~~.h.J./- -.. a.'%.L .L f..J.. L1.t.A LJn - h&t V iu6 ..b.VIJ 
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offices from Mexico City to the ne-.r center at Chaplngo, -exico, where
the School of Agriculture, the Extension Service, the Post Graduate School
and the institute will jointly use new facilities developed under the
"Plan Chapingo" program.

27. But numbers of personnel and location of research stations are
not the really important parameters describing a research institute.
What is much more critical are the results, and when measured by this
standard of the effectiveness of applied agricultural research,
the Mexican Institute shows an enviable record. If the case of wheat
is reviewed, one can c,bserve that national yields averaged between 700
and 800 kg/ha from 1930 to 19h5; beginning in 1946 yields began to rise,
at first slowly, but then with increasing rapidity up to present average
yield levels of about 2,700 kg/ha. There is no sign of yields leveling
off even at these relatively nigh levels. It must be recognized that some
of the increase in yields has been the consequence of shifting the lo-
cation of production from the center zones of the country to the new irri-
gated regions of the northwest, but the bulk of the increase is the conse-
quence of effective research which has increased yields and permitted the
expansion of wheat production into the new areas.

28. Plant disease (wheat rusts) has been one of the most limitinrg
factors on wheat yields. By introducing genetic resistance to these
diseases the productive potential of the plant has been released. Effec-
tively, as diseases have been controlled, research on plant nutrition
(fertilizer requirements) and water control has permitted higher yielcds,
and as yields increased on experimental plots and on the parcels of the
most progressive farmers to about four tons per hectare; serious lodgi-Tp
problems developed. By 1961, it was estimated that over half of the wheat,
crop in the northwest., planted with imnroved seed and under conditions of
high fertilizer application, lodged. Although yields were high, maxinum
benefits of improved varieties, fertilizer applications and careful w-ter
control, could not be obtained as long as lodging of the long stemmed
wheat varieties were used. Cultural practices, including the use of loer
seeding rates, later applications of nitrogen fertilizers and careful
timing of water applications, alleviated the nroblem but more def'init-Lve
resolution depended on genetic improvement of varieties. By this time,
experimental work had already been indert-aken on +-he introduction of
dwarfing genetic characteristics into accepted commercial varieties of
wheat, As these short-stemmed varieties have become available, farmers
have been able to make even higher applications of fertilizer with
res,ulting increased yields. Top farmer yields are now reported up +o
seven tons per hectare as compared to about a four ton maximum only f:ive
Years ago. Scientific erndeavor, losely related 5 the realities of a
progressive agriculture have paid off in the case of wheat research in
MP5riC .'

29. It should be added that as TItex-co ceased to be a net importer
of wheat and became first self-sufficient and later an exporter, prob:Lems
of wheat quality became in,creasingly iportant. "wereas earlier the o-n-
significant characteristic needed was a greater tonnage of wheat - since
inported wheats co-uld be purchased at the quality specified to be blenided
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-with domestic production in accordance with millerfs specifications - as
national needs were met with domestic production it became increasingly
necessary to incorporate milli-ng qua'lty as well as strictly agroromic
considerations into the research plan.

30. Work on no other crop is able to demonstrate the same kind of
results as those associated with wheat. Nevertheless, as was pointed out
earlier, crop yields have doubled over the last thirtyfive years, with
significant increases in the past few years. And these yield increases
have been obtained for both domestic crops and export crops. While no
suggestion is made here that yield increases have been determined exclus1Ove.
by the research effort, clearly this activity has been a critical and en-
abling factor. One further qualification is that with the exception of
wheat and cotton, crop yields in M4exico, while rapidly increasing are
still at notoriously low absolute levels.

31. Among the aspects of agricultural investigation still to be em-
phasized are natural rainfall farming systems, including crop selection,
improved varieties, fertilization and other cultural practices; livestock
farming, with work on the full range of nutrition, disease and management
problems; economic research, including farm, regional and public policy
problems; and a full scale research effort on the problems of tropical
agriculture. The success already enjoyed for some crops and some systems
of farming augur well for the tasks lying ahead.

32. Although expansion of agricultural production has been based on
advancing technologica:L systems, a broadly based and integrally organized
extension service has not develoned. Even at nresent perhaps no more than
250 extension agents are employed directly in the educational tasks
associated with a progressrv. auricmilture. To many it may seem incons:istent
that such a small effort, both quantitatively and qualitatively has been
associated with an eminently successsful agriniitIirP. Fuller discussio:as
of technical assistance will be given in later sections; suffice to sa;y
that no significant credit can be given to formalized extension ac-
tivities in the growth of agricultural product in Mexico. Such growth
has hben ac-omplished in large part benause of the concentration of the
national effort to a limited number of areas and a selected group of
farmers. Usig 1960 census fic-gres it is possible to esti-mate that more
than half of crop tota:L sales were made by less than three percent of
the country' s farmers; ar.d t4at abou+ 15 percet of +Ih- --- ----

three-fourths of the crop sales. An active extension program is not
necessary to propitiate the establis-,hment of a progress-ve a-ricul+ure
with so small a group of producers. Many of the 50,000 private farmers

~ _.J_.ALuJJ -k __ V U..L± V'_. L. -... LJi1 4. U 1 4.LI 1 ~ & prdu. n hal orl cropLj W. ..VFsales have (dlirect- conr,t-act, wiuh the lattest ac-
complishments on research stations, receive advice from their farm credit
associat-ior, anr.d fr om 'thIIe farr. suppl'y h'ouses selling to Wien, arj.d fro,,.I uJt];eir

farmer friends who have tried out the newer practices. The somewhat larger
num,ber of colonists andIu ejidatarios wivh more fa-vorable resource bases are
encouraged in their activities by similar sources of stimuli and in addition
by their contacts with the technicians of the public agricultural credit
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bdar.Ik s £or tULis srima'LL group of far1r1ers, 9 iproveU dgrl-.Lcu± UU-LL LeU ,i.ul

have been adopted with little or no recourse to an organized extension
service. The great mass of peasant producers have not had recourse to
organized technical assistance services either, but neither are they joining
in the miracle of Mexican agricultural growth.

Tne Provision of Production inputs

33. Concordant with the development of improved farming systems and
techniques, and the dissemination of information about these improvenments
to farmers, is the development of systems making available to farmers the
inputs needed to put into operation the new methods. In one or another
manner the improved seeds, the fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides and
the machinery and tools needed, have to be made available.

3h. Agricultural Chemicals. Increasing quantities of the chemical
products associated with a modern and scientific agriculture are being
used in Mexican farms. (.SeeTable 6). As will be noted there has been a
doubling of nitrogen use over the past five years, with more modest in-
creases in usage of phosphates and potash. Studies of soil fertility
have shown high production responses to nitrogen in almost all parts of
Mexico, with more limited responses to phosphates except in some tropical
regions and other cropping areas where high yields of crops on a sustained
basis are drawing down fertility levels at rates faster than normal soil
chemical processes can make nutrients available for plant growth.

35. Recent rates of growth in use of nitrogen fertilizers are pro-
jected for the vyars ahead, with almost 50o 000 tons of nitrogen (N)
expected to be used by 1970. Four crops, corn, wheat, cotton and sugarcane,
will receive 80 nnercet of the nitrogen iptliGngions . Although 21 most one-
half of the nitrogen used for fertilizers in 1964 was imported, plarned
expansion of the fertilizer i.dustry is expected to fill the 1970 demand
with domestically produced product.

36. Insecticides are the other principal chemical product that is
used in modern agricultural productio n processes. At present ahoii. 120,000
tons of prepared mixes are being used, most of these on cotton production.
S_r.ce mo++on', normahs -ave rmt- be-e 4 -nv 4-e-,n rfcer.+lyI, us of nAAnci

has not been growing rapidly. Additionally, successful biological controL
of .lful iscshas been pror,oted Jn a rmbrof agrcultrl eios

37 I. *.Ipro Ted SeedV. * The Jpi.LLciJpJal pJro JoU.L1er. thekV avil

ability of improved seeds center on the crops of corn and beans. These
4 . .6u - - - -' __15 _ _L-4 _4z __A : - Wr - - A -A 4 -
UII'o cropsjJ repre~L1seii we'.L± o-Ver I'a'.± O UI. , L.J. Z L LJtZI..L -L.LI MIj'..' WLLA L .

is these two traditional crops for which the provision of improved seeds
is both the nost difficult and the most deficient. In the case Uo con,
early work on improving corn varieties was based on the hybridization
principal and this has meant the necessity oI replacing farmers: seed
supplies each year if maximum benefits are to be obtained from the experi-
mental work. Not only is the task of getting farmers accustomed to re-
placing their seed stocks each year difficult, but it is also a complicated,
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expensive and' highuy techninca job bo reproduce hiL.gl qud.±±I -rid sed._
For many years the national seed producing agency has been the only
authorized source of hybrid corn seeds. Tney have been unable to produce
more than 20 percent of the required corn seed and in addition the quality
of their seed has been questioned. Attempts continue to be made to
open up the seed market to private enterprise, particularly for progressive
farmers associations. A concurrent attempt is being made to provide al-
ternative types of improved corn seed which will permit farmers to plant
second and third generation seed without losing much of the inherent yield
increasing capacity. These new varieties are less expensive and difficult
to reproduce and may prove to have much wider ecological adaptability than
hybrids.

38. Crops such as cotton, which are grown under highly commercial
conditions, have few seed supply problems. And the small grains, because
they are self-pollinating do not tend to degenerate rapidly as seed iEs
replanted by farmers, season after season. An additional factor in the
case of wheat is that wheat farmers have become accustomed to changing
their seed stocks in accordance with the extraordinary opportunities
for higher profitability that they have experienced in the past few years
with yield increasing varieties. Among the other major crops, problenms
of improved seed availability exist for beans and for oil seeds. Although
some new bean varieties, with disease resistance, are being distributed,
the regional preferences for different types of beans complicates the
distribution of seeds. Only modest progress has been made in developing
improved oil cron seeds and henne there is little need for a seed distri-
bution program.

39. Power and Machinery. Only a small number of Mexico's farmerE
pnsssRS traitnrn and assciated power mnahineryv For mrnt. fqrmnrs, nogri-

cultural operations are carried out with animal power, there having been
P_i q+iJmM'+.A I C:n nor)~ Awivf+ ni4mnl 4v~ IOAn AnIngnn stn.atd ,50,00--aftv an-.als in 1960. A me-.canizedagiutr

is often considered equivalent to a progressive one, but although the
n.-1-be.r of f-a-m tr-actwors Ias -creased --r sloly ro 1904r +- 1966,S*.4~fJ~., 3JJ *3. AL dA t.¼ UJA C *.OO .LIL.A L O. C VOlA 31 QJJJVV.LJ .. %JIlL .fJ.. VIA *7tIJ

(slightly more than one percent per year) the work potential of these
t.ractrs. increasedl more rapidly, becoauea ofb the _repl_rcent of smaliler
tractors with increasingly larger units. (See Table 7).

40. This pattern is consistent with the observation mentioned above
tnal most of the increasing agriculturai product is coming oII oI a
limited number of farms. Although there need be no relation between
mechanized farming and the use of biologically superior production tecn-
niques, under Mexican conditions the two factors have tended to move
together. The farmer using the best production techniques tends also to
use a mechanized cultivation system. The small number of.trmetors com-
pared to the number of farms is symptomatic of the failure of the great
mass of small farmers -to actively participate in the expanding agricultural
production of Mexico.
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Agricultural Credit

41. No attempt will be made here to describe the structure and
organization of agricultural credit in Mexico. A detailed report on this
was included in the document covering the 1965 Bank loan to Mexico fo:r
the agricultural credit project (Report No. TO-489a, August 27, 1965).
Additionally a section of this report will treat some of the special con--
ditions of credit as directed to the ejidal sector. Special attention,
however, should be devoted to one aspect of agricultural credit, name:Ly
the role which credit plays in financing the adoption of modern farming
systems.

42. Since much of the rapid growth of Mexican agricultural product
has been associated with the adoption of new production techniques and
since most of these practices are expensive to implement, credit has been
essential for the fulfillment of the public policy favoring rapid growth
in agriculture. Total outstanding agricultural credit has increased
about 50 percent from the end of 1961 through the end of 1965. (See
Table 8). The announced policy of encouraging increasing participation
by the private banking sector in agricultural credit is demonstrated by
the figures which show that private bank loans almost doubled between
1961 and 1965, while pnh l J crediit hnnk.- inrreased their outstanding 'Loans
by less than 30 percent. In the process of this change, the proportion
that private sources represented of all institutional agricultural crerhit.
increased from 35 percent in 1961 to 45 percent in 1965. In the 1961
report of the B+nco Ejidal, 1,200 million pesos - over two-thirds of
outstanding loans - were classified as overdue, after accumulated bad
deb~+s had beendeduct estir,.ated for tat. year at more +han 1,000

million pesos. No comparable data are available for 1965, but it seems
* 1A eV. ^U ELI2.UCL % J 11V II4V G I.dI UIJIV1 IdLLI VI . VU U±LW VU L1

loans were in good standing in later years. In fact, officials of
tIhe LE#Jidal BarJ'L iU.LLd. L,teU Uha1 t.heir± di-lUal loc4L rate is currentl. y

running at about 1,200 million pesos a year (as against a theoretical
potential lending leve-l of some rIex$3,700 mil ion, see Table 8).

L4J . ULU ±0?7 d LIUW LJUL)±±L dgV UU LLUId-L L I*t6U±L Ua4IU Was estULbIi DII_U,

the Banco Agro-Pecuario, which has been in the process of organizing
itself and is making its first loans. This bankts actual contact with
farmers will be by way of its regional affiliated banks, four of whicil
have now been established. The Mexico City bank will operate as a
discounting bank for iLts regional affiliates. This structure has been
adopted to facilitate two fundamental considerations in the establish-
ment of this bank - finctional and regional decentralization. The
regional banks wlll each be organized with their own board of director.s
and a complement of administrative and technical personnel; they are
empowiered to establish branch offices within their regions.

44. The Banco Agro-Pecuario with its affiliated regional banks,
will emphasize intermediate and longer term credits which are intended
to increase the economic capacity of farmers and which will make sig-
nificant contributions to both regional development and to the ful-
fillment of national needs for agricultural products. VJhile the
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principal projecs which are to be undertaken will be longer term credits,
a component of the loans will be available for the short-term financing
needed for a balanced complete farm credit program. One feature of the
operating pattern in process of being established is the making of loans
to formal farmers associations of more informal small groups with joint
responsibility. The Mexican authorities expect that working with groups
will facilitate administrative operations and permit the financing of
activities which are of mutual benefit to groups of farmers and that the
joint responsibility will help to identify the more responsible and
dedicated farmers, all of whom are voluntarily agreeing to work together
and to absorb jointly the risks. Loans will also be made to indivildual
farmers under exceptional circumstances.

45. Mexico has had a long experience of extending agricultural
credit to associations of farmers and to groups with joint responsibility,
and this without particular success in the case of the Banco Ejidal and
the Banco Agricola. Several features of the planned activities along
these lines are pertinent to an appreciation of this organizational feature
of the Banco Agro-Pecuario. A fundamental feature is that the farmers
determine themselves with whom they want to be associated. They know
their neighbors, and they can best judge who is likely to pay their indebted-
ness and who would constitute a high risk to the group's solidarity.
Additionally it is assumed that the group will be able to identify problems
with particular members long before defaulting on repayment makes it ob-
vious to bank officials. In order to eliminate two problems long associ-
ated with joint responsibility groups in agricultural credit operations,
namely lack of understanding by members that joint responsibility means
that members must repay loans for their associates if someone defaults,
and failure to maintain adequate internal accounting by the group, the

Banrco Agro-Pecuario 1-as included efforts to resole these nroblems as an

integral part of its technical assistance program. Bank officials explain
at every opportunity the significance of joint responsibility to clients
and simple accounting systems are established for each group so that
each farm,e may know exactly what the status of his account is ^ith the'
group and the bank. In order to further minimize this problem, groups
are also kept small - in the begiuiing perhaps no more than ten members -

so that members know each other well and so that all operations concerning
the receipt and repayment of loan fu,nds may be witnessed by all concerned
members.

46. The Banco Agro-Pecuario was established with a paid-in capital
of sor,,e,hing nore ,lian Lj,UUv mI'Llion pesos in Jpri. 1765; it had few

operations last year, but programmed loans for 1966 amount to about 600
millioun pesos. iTle magniitude of the bank's future operations seemas not
yet to have been deterrmined, although the intention seems to be to expand
operations as fast as it builds up cornsetence for admidnistering loans
and to the extent of possible demand by qualified farmers. The bank's
policy, at the present time, is to work with economically -viable farmers,
private proprietors and selected ejidatarios. Loan policy is to be co-

ordinated with that of the Fondo de Garantia of the Bank of Mexico, so that
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there will be no competition with the private banking sector. Indeed the
policy is to encourage the larger farmers to work with the Fondo. Thc
imDression obtained concerning this bank's operations is that it will
extend increasing quantities of loan funds, although -the number of re-
cinients will be limited by the use of traditional banking concepts of
creditworthiness. Small farmers and ejidatarios may continue to find
it difficult to obtain credits and technical assistance to improve their
production and incomes.

Irrigation

47. Over 90 percent of public investment in the agricultural sector
.n recent years has been directed toward the development of new irrigation
facilities and the rehabilitation of earlier established irrigation

dstri'c's. an 19657U abovut, 2.5 mAilliorn hecltares were ir.cludd- -_ irrgaio
districts under direct administration of the Ministry of Water Resources
and perhaps 1-2 million hect<ares were privately irrigated. wentyfive
years ago less than 300,000 hectares were included in the formally or-
ganized districts. The continuing large public investments in irrigationl
works are part of the decided central policy tending to create, principally
in peripheral areas, a new and modern agriculture. VJihereas 25 years ago
except for a few notable exceptions, production centered in the central:
plateau region, as a consequence of irrigation investment and other
associated developments there has been a significant shift in the lo-
cation of production. For 1963/64, production from the irrigation dis-
tricts represented over 70 percent of total cotton production and over
90 percent of wheat production, and these principally out on the periphery.
In addition substantial quantities of corn, sorghum grains and sugarcane
were produced in the irrigation districts. In the current crop year pEMrrips
40 percent of all crops were grown in the irrigation districts, althous:h
these represent no more than 15 percent of the cultivated cropland.

48. Between 1940 and 1964 an average of about 56,000 hectares a year
of new lands have been brought under irrigation and improvements were
made to an additional 30, 00 hectares annually. The accumulated investment
(at 1960 prices) made to accomplish this rate of irrigation development
is reported as 8,200 million pesos or an average annual investment of over
320 million pesos. Costs per hectare of developed land have been relatively
low in the case of M4exican irrigation. In part these low costs have been a
consequence of having selected for early development the more favorable
potential sites wherecosts of construction and layout would be lowest, but
in addition costs were kcept low by not completing all aspects of the prDject.
In order to obtain maximum benefits from scarce funds and a limited number
of technicians, projects were turned over to users when they were oper-
ational, even if incomplete. In the future, the development of additional
sites is likely to become increasingly costly and the returns on rehabi:Li-
tating or completing existing ones is therefore becoming an increasinglyr
profitable alternative, but it may well be that by the same token the
development of smaller scale irrigation in the central states will also
prove to be inrreasingl v atractive as t he returns on other tvoes of irri-
gation projects dwindle.
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49. For the period 1960-64 the rate of development of new irrigaticn
lands fell off from the earlier levels, averaging about 40,000 hectares per
year and with an additional 16,000 hectares receiving some improvements.
Beginning in 1965, substantially higher levels of new irrigation develop-
ment are programed, with 54h,000 for 1965, 8h, 000 for 1966, 90,000 for 1967
and 100,000 hectares each for the years 1968-70. There can be little doubt
that Mexico has demonstrated capacity to develop, administer and use effective-
ly its irrigated lands. What can be noted is that the new zones scheduled to
be brought under irrigation will have higher construction and development-costs
than earlier prolects. The tendency to concentrate the irrigation invest-
ments on the periphery continues.

Price Incentives

50. The importance of shifting production systems from traditional
to modern has been emphasized in this discussion of Mexico's agriculturaL
growth. Implicit to the prescription of changing production systems as
the basis for a countryvs attainment of increasing supnlies of agricultural
products, is that producers have economic incentive to make the requisite
changes in their farm organizationn For the most nart this means attractive
prices for final products or subsidized prices for the new bundle of pro-
ductive innuts! in Mexico public programs h2u- Pmnhqi!PZ. nr-mnwhqt highe3^

than world price levels for several basic food crops.

51. The administrative agency responsible for the price support
n-r-r%mnrqm f' ̂  hnv4, f^re4 rY C (P, WTA3T,D4 rsrcl AQ qrlhci a Pe

Populares) which - a,thouigh recently reorganized - has been the continuing
aggenicty since l9Lg.l/ It. does_ r.t oevr oki slt ut-rtheJ_.--'-4., ±LU 'JUtOC 14L±O11WtV1C, WU1rA L11 ±LOU±aLCUULW LJ U U I -~ Ul ~-
participates in a consortium agreement with the Banco Nacional de Credito
J.ijdLUdL, thet BancoU A&rE±la adLU bl U lt LaLe_ NacUior,alebUs Ld DeUpOLAJ, S.A v

which divide between themselves the tasks of executing the price support
programs defined by the National Government through the Ministries of Agri-
culture and Commerce and Industry. The two agricultural credit banks
collaborate in the purchase of the product produced by their ovn clients,
identify farmers eligible for the sale of products to CONASUPO, even thouLgh
nob cL ents of uiese UaHKns, and serve in eiiec- with their many cowiuiy
branches as the purchasing agent of CONASUPO. Almacenes Nacionales de
Deposito, S.A., has the responsibility of receiving, weighing, analyzing,
storing and handling the products for final distribution.

52. Although there is a coordinating committee to facilitate the
work of the four agencies, CONASUPO is the responsible agency for determining
the organization and operation of the price supporting mechanisms. FiYe
crops - corn, wheat, rice, beans and sorghum grains - have been the principal
products with which the agency has been operating. Guaranteed farm prices
in 1965 were as follows:

1/ Before April 1965 a Sociedad Anonima, and since that date a
decentralized public agency; from 1949 until 1961 the antecedent agency was
CEIMSA (Companaia Exportadora e Importadora Mexicana, S.A.)
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Corn Mex$ 94o0/Ton
Wheat 913/Ton

(except in Baja California) 1,100/Ton
Beans 1,750/Ton
Rice 2,150E/Ton
Sorghum 575/Ton

In 1966 the price of wheat was officially lowered from Mex$913 per ton to
Mex$800 per ton, except in Baja California where it was dropped to
Mex$913 per ton. The support price for export corn was reduced in 1966
on a selective basis, depending on the proximity to ports of embarkation,
to Mex$800 in Tamanlipas and Mex$750 in Sonora. Other products will be
maintained at former levels. A number of mechanisms are used by CONASUPO
to affect the guaranteed prices for farm producers. In the case of corn the
agency enters the market as a marginal purchaser with the intention of fDrcing
grain dealers to pay the designated guarantee price; farmers thus having the
alternative of selling their products to CONASUPO. Although for the case
of corn, coverage of the agency is not complete, it has effectively brought
farm prices in most production areas up toward the guarantee price. Sur-
plus purchases of CONTASUPO are sold on either the domestic or foreign markets.
Their sales price is Mex$950 per ton on the domestic market, except for
400,000 tons which are distributed to the Federal District corn millers at
Mex$637 per ton in accordance with a contract between the Government and
the millers to keep the prices of tortillas from rising in the metroplitan
market. Exports are sol(d at prevailing international prices. Wheat is
handled differently. The bulk of the milling industry is centered in the
central part of the country, and this region is less than self -sufficien-. in
wheat production; as a consequence they must brine in wheat from the
northern region to fill their milling quotas. CONASUPO buys all the wheat
in the northwest and then seLlL to millers from its supplies. Because 9]:
this capacity to sell to the millers or restrain supplies it has been ab:Le
to cnntrant with the millprq +.n +.hn+. +.hey will pay t+he minimulm guarnnteeo
price to producers in the central region. CONASUPO, in turn, sells to
millers at te+. same rice as it pays to farmers, the agency ahsorbing
transportation and handling costs. CONASUPO has recently signed a long-
term contract in wV.i +the selling price of wheat flour ha been fixed 
to 1971. Wheat, beyond that needed for domestic consumption, is sold on the
int.Prn ttJr%n:a1 m:nrlrp+. n+. p.Ct..LJ .3. %SS;;n T1

53. ~P.ice i 110-A-A soewa-+ dfen+y c +heprdctoni

very nearly in balance with utilization there have been only modest programs
in the last couple of years. Because rice Must also be processeA before +

U~~ UV%,C&U0V L Lk, V ~~~~~~_LQV VUU 

enters consumption channels, both producers and millers are involved in t;he
r,.&A.LiI1WUIL gUCLntLUee pr..Lce pIrogram. FUor Iregio W[1erLe jJJrar d are Ut

carried out, agreement is reached between CONASUPO and the millers in which
th.e millers agree to pay the guaranvee price for paddy and CONASUTO agrees
to acquire any surplus milled rice at the corresponding negotiated price.
Most rice mark-e-ting is carried on under traditional private trading arrar,ge-
ments with only marginal quantities removed from consumption channels by
COi: ^o u ru .

h4. For the past several years sorghum has been in short supply andi
it has not been necessary for CONASUPO to enter into the market to support
domestic producers! prices. In former years purchases were made in a
limited number of production zones, with distribution in zones of utili-
zation. Bean purchases have also been modest ir recent years, with pur-
chases restricted to a limited number of production zones.
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5ff. C0nTASU>' C pTT gaI - -- tbus create +1heI- posiilt of' hi-h agency -- 

losses because of the minimum prices paid to farmers and the lower prices
received ftror, sa'les, either domestic or Z.xUpo.r V. I±LUIUM-L reporIt fo r.1

CONASUPO, S .A., for the years 1961, 1962 and 1963 show the followring

_ __ ~~~~~~. ,x . _ '-__ __ 

1961. isIeAx$3U, 720, ooo
1962 620,540,000
i96393 00)0

Actual Treasury transfer payments to CONIASUPO were: 1961, I lNex$266 million;
1962, 1Nex$400 million and 1963, Mex$400 million. The difference seems to
have been absorbed by the Federal Government wnich took over CONASuPO s
debts to the banking system. Annual reports are not available for 196!1
and 1965 operations, but Treasury figures show transfers of Mex$500 million
for 1964 and Mex$634 million for 1965. Inasmuch as transfer payments were
less than losses for the period 1961-63 by an amount of about Mex$856
million and since during these same years inventories built up from an
estimated Mex$550 million to Mex$1,150 million, and with a paid-in capital
of only Mex$1,000 million, it is understandable that the agency went into
receivership on November 18, 1964.

56. In April 1965, CONASUPO reorganized as a decentralized public
agency with similar responsibilities to those of the former "Sociedad
Anonima"'. The intention is to improve efficiency of operations, exerc:ise
more rigorous control of surplus production, control costs of handling
and maintain agency operational losses within the currently authorized
Mex$500 million Treasury subsidy.

57. But more important to the purposes here at hand than the fin.-
ancial losses of the agency is an appreciation of the role which the price
support program has hacd on farmers, supply decisions. Comment will be
restricted to those aspects of supply response related to particular
commodities and the allocation of resources towards their production.
Inasmuch as only five commodities have been included in the price support
programs, in fact there has been no national policy program to affect
agriculture's terms of trade relative to the rest of the economy.
Principally. guarantee prices have been used as incentives for the pro--
duction of particular commodities although occasionally references are
also made to supporting small farmers' incomes through the price support
program, much as minimum wages are set to protect wage earners in other
sectors. A brief review of three crons may be adeauate to see the
functioning of the price support program and its inter-relationship with
other production oriented nrograms,

58. Durino' the earlv 1950' sj MeYicn ,ran a netimn-m-ptenr of wheat-
To ensure national self-sufficiency in basic food crops an integrated
nrogram enomiraging whnat. produc+ion wtasr inita+.te+.oA Pri-ceTs were set+.

at levels considerably above the world market, research efforts were
concen+.trated on sol production problems related to wheat in the newly
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dPvelonPd irri gation zonne. in the northwest and inqtitmtional agriculture
credit was earmarked for financing wheat. From 1955 to 1965 production
increased from aout n00,n to 2,300,0 tons. Over +.his sm +.im, periodj
the farm price only rose from Mex$800 to Mex$910 per ton, but profiataility
of urhea4v prdcir . appears to hnvre been highn an, , edu ,rivng .,rX+ of' +h-sa tm.e-f -I-_n4- J~- CA-.' .Lj-. ..j~t i VJ1 V -L.--- LJ,L1S M1.,1 *A,,"i of th5 1S t LI E

period, in large part because of the rapid adoption of cost reducing tech-
nologJ.~~~~~-&% WtweeV LWQ5c an 9 ha rS srs r.,.lj abouV 1,000Ak,/h

to more than 2,600 kg/ha. Because of higher yields, even at only slightly
hihrU^e, gross-- --- reeit -4-,1s tripl. --- ed in 4his 4e- ya-pridIILr,.1I.L 6.J± O IUUb t .L . D L -.JI1UO .L Y LI±JJ±U .LI U1L.L UqUll± J0. j; 1.L.J.

and while the costs of producing wheat also rose - both because of an
increase in. the costs of inp-uts that farmers had to b-uy an.d of the greater
quantity of inputs needed for the higher yields - wheat production became
increasingly profitable and farmers responded by almost tripliung pru-
duction.

59. Corn is of course the basic food crop for Mexico. Because it is
produced in almost a-l regions of the country, and by many smail farmers
who have little or no marketable surplus, yearly production data are less
accurate. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that production was
about 4,500,000 tons in 1949 and about 5,700,000 tons in 1959. Production
for 1965 is subject to question, but probably something more than 7,00c0,000
tons were produced. From the early 1950's up to the present, the rural
price of corn increased from Mex$400 to Mex$940 per ton. The response
to price increases has been less pronounced in the case of corn than
has been true for wheat which is produced on the more commercially or-
ganized farms, although it is important to point out that farmers in
irrigation districts and on the better natural rainfall lands are be-
ginning to shift to corn from other crops as corn prices combined with
known high yielding techniques offer increasing economic opportunity.
In general, however, price response has been more limited in the case of
corn as compared to wheat, because of the predominance of small farmers,
many on marginal lands, who produce this crop.

60. Although cotton is an export crop for which no direct price
support program has been maintained, it is perhaps useful to review
farmers' supply decisions with respect to a commercial crop for which prices
actually declined. Farm prices for cotton fell from a high of about
Mex$ 6,600 per ton of grinned cotton in the middle fifties to Mex$6,000
in 1959 from which level it rose once again to Mex$6,700 in 1965.
Deflated bv the Bank of Mexico's Wholesale Price Index. 195h = 100.
the comparable figures would be: 1954, Mex$6,600; 1959, Mex$4,360 and
1965, Mex$,.440. The stability of farm prices for cotton in the face
of rising costs brought a reduction in cotton acreages of about 20 percent
from the ]evels n1anted in tht m; 19 '. Marainal areas and marPinGLl
producers were forced out of production even though the government re-

Farmers who stayed in production raised average yields from less than
500 kg/ha in the 1954-56 period to 700 kg/ha in 1964 arnd 1965. This
40 percent rise in yields has permitted the maintenance of production at
a fai-ly conrs+n+ level over the last ten years TNBu+ declining relative
prices of cotton have been a disincentive to expanded production in
accordance with weak dom-estin and P)mort market onnortunities.
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61. For commercial farmers, crop profitability is basic to decisiocrs
about their cropping systems. The resources they have available can often
be used in the production of alternative crops, and there have been indi-
cations that in the irrigation districts farmers first substituted wheat
production for cotton and more recently that they have begun to plant
corn and oilseeds in place of wheat. The technical production systemS
and the availabilitv of new resources (Darticularlv irrigation water and
chemical fertilizers) combine wqith final product prices in determining
the Drofitabilitv of alternative cronn or increasinpg the level of nro-
duction in a single-crop agriculture. A price support program can be
most effertive w.hpen it is associated wi+h a total agricultural develop-
ment program.
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II. SvIuITOR OBJdCTIVES AiND POIiCY FOR±vALLON

62. Wfhile the particulars of public policy with respect to agriculture
are not easy to identify, the broad objectives have been clearly articulated
by Mexican authorities:

a. to provide an expanding supply of food and fiber for
both domestic use and export needs,

b. to provide an increase in the social welfare and income
levels for the great mass of low income population engaged
in agriculture.

A. Nlational Needs for Agricultural Production

63. The discussion in the previous chapter concentrated on the recent
accomplishments of the agricultuiral sector in providing the supplies of food
and fiber for a growing economy. The record has been admirable. Agricul-
tural commodities have beXen available in quantities adequate to the needs of
a population growing at a rate of 3.1-3.6 percent per year and receiving
higher incomes permitting higher per capita consumption of foods and fiber.
In an attempt to review the prospects both for agriculture and for the ful-
fillment of national needs for agricultural commodities the Bank of Mexico,
jointly mith the Ministries of Agriculture and Treasury and Public Finance
sponsored a major supply and demand projection study for agricultural prcducts
in Mexico. 1/ The purpose of the study was to evaluate the expected demand and
supply for agricultural commodities in 1970 and 1975 to provide a guide f'or
long-term development policy.

6h. The structure and growth of the general Mexican economy provide
the framework within which the demand for agricultural products and the
possibilities of supplying them will develop. Recent historical data show
that rapid growth has occurred in the general economy and that important
structural changes have been taking nlace. Gross domestic nroduct increased
at an average rate of about 6 percent per year, with per capita gross prcduct
going up from 3.200 Mex $ in 1950 to h.500 IIex D in 1963 (at 1960 constant
prices). Between 1950 and 1960 population was increasing at 3.1 percent per
year. Of particular interest, because they condition the aggregative prc-
jections for agricultural commodities as well as for particular commodities
are a nnmher of the hasi cr condi t-i ons and aumptions of the Bancode MeXn Mi
study. (See Table 9). Population is projected with an annual growth rate
of 3.6 pernent; this compares with 3.1 percen.t be+ween 1950 and 1960. Growth
rates of the rural population are assumed to be 1.5 percent and that of urban
areas 5.3 npercent for 1961-19Q70 and 4. percnnt from 1971-75. she na-
tional population will be almost 60 percent urban by 1970, and climb to an
estimated 64r percent ua y 197

65..,~ Per -gross - rdc is projected 4to -increase 1 b 7 percer.t
S A ~-J U- r,J. WO F ~ W UL%,.V JJ. W.J V U %S. VWJ C1 ;O U ~ .IJ L. I jJvJ. ~'1j. U

per year from 1964-1970 and by 3.3 percent from 1971-75.' Per capita

1/ BDanco due Mexi co I.A., op. Ci.. nReferred to buelo-w as A_ l-
tural Projections or as Banco de Mexico study.
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consumption will incre2s a- t.3 percent annnllv fvrom 19I6-197n annd at 2=9
percent from 1971-1975. This is a drop from the annual average rate of 3.3
percent from iQIiOACi but may still be soeha+ hiher +hanv rw.hat in fa:t
can be achieved under the presently foreseeable constraints on resources
n,r0

4
tW1 rolCI WIn ; nrnC.+n, nn

'J~~~J. e )i.l. LJJ r±e.A:J"UV. Ot jUUJ V.L UtAlildIiU ±LVI CV,.L.L U.LUULL1.c1J. k.A%JII11UII J.UJ- U

makes two independent estimates of the income elasticity of demand for
Ultese proLuuUs. 'A regresisiulo analyss f pe capacL Udo1mtme-c ufdeaniu for

agricultural and livestock products from 1940 to 1960 showed that "the
increase in demrsand a3sociated with a one percent increase in per caplta
gross domestic product has been progressively less: 0.89 percent in
1940, 0.63 percent in ±i950 and 0.53 percenT, in i960. If the relationship
derived from the time series -was valid throughout the projection period, the
ra'io -woulU Ueclire to .47 in 1970 and .44 in 1975." 1/ &stimates of demand
elasticities derived from a family income and expenditure survey carried
out by the Bank of Mexico in 1963 gave an income elasticity coefficient
for all agricultural products of 0.35. While there are differences between
these two estimates, the rough magnitude is comparable and the differences
may be largely explained on the basis of the difference in the basic data.

67. The aggregate Agricultural Projection based on the consumer survey
estimate of income elasticity and on the Inter-Secretarial Working Group's
estimates of the rate of growth for the Mexican economy is that demand for
agricultural commodities is expected to almost double between 1960 and 1975,
while per capita consumption mill increase by less than one percent per
year. (See Table 10). The rapidly rising national population accounts for
more than three-fourths of the projected demand increases.

68. Three main groups of commodities were identified in the Bank of
Mexico study according to their projected annual rates of growth in per
capita consumption.

a. Those commodities for which projected growth rate are
less than 0.9 percent per year. Included are: pulses,
0.4 percent; cereals, 0.1 percent; and animal fats,
0.4 percent. The declining relative domestic demand
reflects lowerine consumer preferences for beans, corn
and lard.

b. Those products for which the rate of increase is similar
to the average: starches. 0.9 nercent; hides and skins.
1.1 percent; vegetables, 1.1 percent; and oilseeds, 1.0
pernent. For these nrodiucts;q the share in domestic demand
will remain approximately unchanged.

c. Those commodities for which there is a projected per capita
ir re"asn in consumptinon gren+er +han the averageman for awll

products: cacao, coffee and tobacco, 1.2 percent; sugar,
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1.2 perce:nt; textile fibers, i.4 percent; meat and
milk and eggs, 1.5 percent; and fruit, 1.5 percent.
These products will constitute an increasing share of
aggregate domestic demand for agricultural commodities.

69. Considering the exports as vell as domestic consumption, the
Bank of Mexico's projected rate of growth in expected demand is about 4.3
percent per year. In view of the recent growth in crop products averaging
almost 5 percent per year there is little room for concern that Mexican
agriculture uill not be able to provide the crops needed both for domestic
uses and exports. There is less certainty with regard to livestock products.
While data are inadequate to quantify possible problems with respect to the
availability of livestock products in the recent past or for the years ahead.
there are indications that not all has gone well. There are repeated reports
that milk has not been available in adequate quantities for the Mexico l'ity
market. Early in the morning one can observe long lines of women waiting
for the distribution of subsidized reconstituted milk in Mexico City; t'he
daily distribution ends long before the full demand is met. IWhether those
who fail to get milk from this source do obtain it from other sources,
albeit at higher prices. is not known. Also with respect to milk, and
its derivative products, quality is less than acceptable. Numerous townrfs
and cities do not have pasteurization nlants or hvyienic milk distribution
systems.

70. Beef has currently been reported to be in short supply in the
Fedpral District. Mont. recent.lv nPW remulations nrrmit the introduction of
meat slaughtered outside of the Federal District into this market area.
It is hard to tell what part of the reported difficulties conncrning he!ef
availability in Mexico City is due to inadequate farm production and what
part springs from nadequacies inu the markeinta g system_ But there is no
doubt about the very substantial rise in the real prices of meats from
191on. (See Table 11).Gonsumtion of' beefP -111;h was about 8Ikilograms 

.5.7 1.J '..flS~~~~~ A. LL/.A..t3-__ ..LLJ. - LQJU~ ...IIjJ trL'I. iiJ SJ~S - _ - _ c

per person in 1940 seems to have dropped to about 5 kilograms in 1950, but
from 4these rose once Cagain to- 8 kilogLVrams in IL956f and 'as held at -tha
level since then. At the same time the real price of beef had almost
doubled be+.tw~ee.l 10 anL -4°60.or There can be -itt-le t U.+hat scla h napid

rising relative prices for beef have restrained domestic consumption. It is
also ikelUy tlha Uthe Vstruc tUr Ve LIof V L11. LC, LJ-L metA I-V. in Mxc has n

these high retail prices for beef to serve as an effective incentive for
expanding produucti0rn.

71. Pork prices also lncreased, altho'ugh no so greatly as those for
beef, during the same time period. Consumption levels beginning about 1957
have also been stationary for pork. No consumptlon estlmates are a-vailable
for eggs or poultry meat, but the general opinion is that for both of these
products, prices have not been increasing and that increasing quantities of
product have been reaching the market.

72. To summarize, and using past performance as the best indication
of the country's capacity to provide needed food and fiber for the years
immediately ahead, the conclusion is clear that crop production will be
adequate for national needs, notwithstanding a 3.6 percent population
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Lin crease .11 WlIthe case oUf livestoc O prodU ctiUo Ut1h f.Uect is less clea r

if for no other reason than the lack of data regarding recent past per-
formance. The Mmpid population increase plus an expected 1. percent
annual increase in demand for meats and other livestock products requires
a 5.4 percent increase inI prQoucTIr. Recent price Ilicreases suggest that
consumption of meat is already being restrained. Any action tending to
decrease prices would tend to put further pressure on a tight supply sit-
uation. Further rises would of course tend to restrain consumption, but
- particularly in metropolitan centers - mould be burdensome for consumers.

B. Income Distribution and Productivity

73. No single national promise to Mexico's millions is clearer or
more repetitively insisted upon than the proposition that it is the na-
tional purpose to increase the social welfare benefits and to provide
increasingly rapid increases in income levels for the great mass of low
income people. Although it is now -well over half a century since "Land
and Liberty" started to become a reality, the repeated calls on the part
of national political leaders for broader involvement of low income peoples
in the national life suggest that there are pervasive problems which the
progressive and modern nation has still to resolve.

74. After fifty years of agricultural reform the extreme concentration
of commercial production by a small fraction of all farmers is a key element
of Mexico's agricultural economy. A rough approximation of this concentra-
tion can be obtained by using data for the private ownership sector, from
the 1960 Census of Agriculture. (See Table 12). While exactly comparable
data are not given for the ejidal sector, a division of ejidatarios by size
of parcel is reported. 230.979 out of the 1.512.125 elidatarios with
cropland, had parcels of ten hectares or more. These ejidatarios, with
larger land endowments. may be assumed to have the best chance of par-
ticipating actively in the commercial market. Indeed, it may very ap-
proximately be estimated that this group sells somewhere around 2.800
million pesos of crop products.

75. The total number of private holdings plus the ejidatario parcels,
sum un toc slightly more than 2,>j100n0 farming units.. (The number of farms

may be smaller because of the possibility that more than one unit may be
1l-As I hir on i-n 11 Aiun- r'nl Pnvmevr) rTI1.i +n+nl ¶nIuiim rf c!nl;r i c rannrtszii

at 11,818.2 million pesos. Now using these data and those given in the
table it can be de-monstrated that the 68, 23L priva+e holdings from each of
which more than 15,000 pesos of produce was sold, produced over 6,000
*,taaJSJ,, ps of& sa~lesJ. 4V*S.L%.fl.^hJ is,J +oJJ say~ t ,. pc of4 U the h gr

were responsible for over one-half of crop sales. Although data are not
ava i labl, 'L e, geerl' 4el -- 1at lw-e c 4rodctio is- -ve more.J. L a L rW JJ..LC_j_ 1 JLL.%L U1 Lmu _L LVUO %, L~'.' J '.UOJ'J .V -

concentrated than crop production. If the 230,000 largest ejidal holdings
are ±inc..luded, th1en± ~UU~Li.,IVV,UVV i±U±UJgO UrLough] 3I00,00 -L_,) or les aU.L1IUr of. aLL

holdings provide three-quarters of agricultural sales. The remaining 85
percent of producers are a very marginal item in the national agrlcultural
economy. It should not be overlooked that this massive group of small
farmers and the associated large group of agricultural workers, who jointAly
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with their families total perhaps as many as 20 million people, do not
constitute a significant market for tne expanding consumer goods industries.

76. This is a truly significant national problem, and its resolution
will have to be worked out through the political processes of the country.
The emphasis here is that the limited participation of so large a part of
the population is an important factor; at least as important as the provi-
sion of focds and fibers for urban centers. Resources exist which are not
being used in accordance with their known potential and economic opportu-
nities exist for their utilization. By grasping these opportunities, the
ultimate end of development policy, increasing total welfare, may be better
served.

C. Public Policy Issues and Instruments

77. It was noted above that two overriding objectives guide Mexico's
agricultural development efforts:

a. The provision of adequate food and fiber products
for national needs.

b. The wider participation of small farmers in the
national economy, both from the standpoint of
expansion of economic activity and from the concepts
of social iiisticp..

Thp.qo tw.r ficniamental objctihirpq nfri not. n vac.-Arilv inrtv.cnint.Pnt, wit.h pn.h
other, although either can be pursued without having perceptible effects
on +.he ther.

78. A wide range of po icy+ ilnstruments are currentlyr wninl mto 
implement agricultural policy. Mexico does have a land policy, one which
combines land re-di stribution waith a mo0dic,,-. of security in rural properties.
It has a resource development policy and the magnitude of irrigation de-
velm was Iescribed above. ColorJU.zatUiJon actul.viti.Les are al1so undertaken,
albeit with variable success. And credit, research and education, agri-
cltural. prices , +he provision of --. -ir.pAu, are -- com-nent p of
public policies directed to agriculture. We have also noted above the
singular success ofL thALese policiVes Cass M,eas,ured 'b-j thbe amountu of produc
generated by the agricuLtural sector. The essence of success in this

jJu±1~ j.CJpol±4Uy _± u- L 4.u± -u -4U -LI 4 - -y i- UIL~lJd~iIpublic policy h as b een t hie, h2 igh degree ofL consistter.cy ir. concetrating&-L1

potentially productive inputs and services into a limited number of areas
and into the hands- of a relatively limited nuriber of fariers.

79. A q-uick revie-w of the pragmatic aspects of the policies are these.
Irrigation investments have been over 90 percent of all public investme:ats
in agriculture. Tney nave been concentrated in the peripherai zones oI
the country; undoubtedly because of the location of basic water resources,
Dut incidentally in the zones of relatively low population density. in 1965
the total number of water users in formally organized irrigation districts
was 340,000 (the actual number of farmers would be less since some farmers
control more than one registered holding) or no more than 15 percent of all
farmers in the country. Credit, public and private, has also reached a small
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proportion- of the country'so far-merIs. Th- Banco ETida1, pncial agency
for public credit to small holders, reaches no more than 10 to 15 percent
of all TheBarco Agricola reaches even a smaller proporticin
of its potential clients. The Fondo de Garantia of the Bank of Mexico
on December 30, L1965, had a total of 20,JDO9 farmUer clients, a number so
small as to be insignificant in terms of proportion of farmers served,
although of substantial effect in terms of helping to generate agricultural
production. The concentration of institutionalized credit is not only on
a limited number of farmers, 'out also, operates by channeling credit into
the same areas as those served by the public water resources agencies.
Irrigation mater reduces production risks, and increases farmers' credit-
worthiness. The controls of water and credit also are used to stimulate
production of particular crops. W0heat, cotton, oil seeds and even from
time to time corn production have been stimulated through the use of these
rather flexible instruments.

80. In like marmer, agricultural research activities have been
concentrated on a limited number of crops and most particularly for
production on irrigated acreages. Little mork has been done for crop
production under natural rainfall conditions, except for a feti regions,
recognized as offering immediate potential. Recognizing that almost no
formal effective extension service exists, the experiment stations have
been used for direct demonstrations to leading farmers of the consequences
of the application of scientific techniques. On annual and semi-arnual
field days several thousand farmers attend talks and demonstrations at
each of the five regional research centers. This direct contact with even
ten or more thousand farmers is a significant contribution of these centers,
but it hardly means an effective technical assistance program for the
millions of peasant farmers.

81. The provision of production inputs, particularly fertilizers, has
also follomed the same pattern. Emphasis has been for fertilizer appli-
cation on cotton, wheat and sugarcane, the crops grown on commercial farms,
sometimes in association with industrial plants- Usage has been concentrated
in the irrigation districts; except for a few isolated experiments, fer-
tilizer response experiments have been carried out for irrigated farmine.
Credit availability is determinant in the use of fertilizers. Mechanized
farming svstems are; of course, restricted to large farm holdingsj includinng,
in a limited number of irrigation districts, ejidal holdings.

82. Public Thv-estoments largely in irrigation, agricultural credit,
technical developments and their propagation, and the provision of production
inputs, have similarlr been con.centrated into the hands of a limited number
of holdings and into a fairly limited geographic area. In a very real sense,
public nolicy has been to create a new and comm-ercial agriculture almost from
virgin regions; attempts to modernize and reform established and traditional
agriculltu're have been rather weak. The result of this concentration, of this
newly formulated modern and scientifically based agriculture, has been the
provision of expnding supplies of food and fiber both for domestic and
export needs. But it has also been the development of an agriculture whi-h
concentrates the benefits Of public investment and modernization among a
limited number of farmers.
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83. The fundamental issues which confront the policy maker concerrned
with the pronucivvityr anr welfare of so largea segment of the Mpxican Fop-
ulation, as well as with tons of final product, is how to use the instruments
of policy so as to permit a broadening of inrolvent by peasant farmers in
expanding the production of agricultural commoditie-. Certainly the issue
is not one oft transferLng large sm~s of the national product from one sector
to another; the national economy is not so strong that it can afford thEse
kidsof trLansfers. %h qetAion isUL r.or nearU IVZl y rlatedLL to Uthel fesbily

of encouraging a greater flow of production from a set of resources which
are not currently produci4ng very 1-- r,1ch albei by chrln the cor,plemntar~ ~LJ, U~JtLL±JjJ.PI.JUU.LL1% Vt-.L-y faIIU;11y CA±ut:4.u U Ly IcU wit:~IiJIIILa

resources into this sector. Basic to this possibility is that Mexico now
has at its disposit ion a quite dfferenlt stbock of physical and tecnLical
inputs than it had twenty years ago when current policies were initiated.

84. Where then lie the opportunities? Surely the start must be in
effective decisions at the highest level that policies related to agriculture
will consider the availability of final products as well as the effects
on the national economy of a more productive small farms sector. Once this
decision is taken, pragmatic review of program alternatives can look clearly
at the hard realities of the national need to use under-employed human and
other resources in an expanding economy.

85. Water Resource Development. The principal public investment
directed toward agriculture has been irrigation development. As such it is
the most directly controlled aspect of public policy. During the period of
1960 through 1965, considerably less than 10 percent of the lands benefitted
from nevi or improved irrigation facilities were located in the high population
Center and South Pacific Highland regions, where two-thirds of the country's
farmers and agricultural workers live. Although irrigation development de-
pends principally on the availability of water resources, and this may be
limiting for the central plateau region, about one-third of the nation's
irrigated lands are located within this region and it is generally held that
systems of water distribution and efficiency of water usage are less than
ideal.

86. Greater attention to water usage and distribution systems, both at
the district and farm levels offer opportunities for greater production in
the older and less effective districts. In 1964, wheat yields averaged
2,150 kg/ha in the Alto Rio Lerma Irrigation District as compared to 3,360
kg/ha in the Rio Yaqui, although the former area in many respects is a more
favorable ecological zone for wheat production 1/. Much the same occurs in
corn production where yields averaged only 2,880 kg/ha in the Lerma while
reaching 3.5L0 in the Yaqui. More factors than just water control are
involved in these differential yields, but clearly water distribution systems,
drainage and land leveling are amona the contributing factors.

87. Related to non siderations Of nolicies with regard to water re-
source development are the questions of the market for final products that
might be prodnuce Tn 1Qo11 R% npercnt of the crop area in irriagation
projects was planted to grains and cotton, both of which categories of
products have orly modest demand prospects J ln i -theyear aheadA. Go~nsiderln i nge

the transportation facilities available, the shipment of perishables from

1/ Informe Estadistico No. 29, Secretaria de Recursos Hidraulicos,
ocetobr 1~.fX5
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the periphery to the center is still not particularly feasible, and it ls
meat, milk, vegetables and fruits that have the better demand prospects for
the years ahead. Proposals for the development of new and improvement of
old irrigation projects should keep these basic demand relationships in
mind, and allocation of funds between alternative projects determined in
accordance. Even though the technical coefficients might be less favorable
in the center region, the possibilities of producing forage crops for
livestock enterprises or vegetables and fruits for the nearby markets
might more than compensate the technical disadvantages.

88. Technical Developments. It is in the area of technical de-
velopments that the most substantial opportunities exist for public progrrams
leading to both adeouate supplies of food and fibers and a wider parti_ t -_ n
tion in modern production processes by small farmers. Mexico has reached a
degree of distinction in scientific progress in agriculture unmiatched byr
other countries in comparable levels of economic development. Its agri.-
cultural scientists are respected members of international associations of
agronomists, and workers from all over the world go to Mexico to review the
most recent advances in genetic materials and cultural practices. Mos+
recently substantial quantities of wheat seed were sent to India and Pakistan
to provide the foundation for ex-anded production of im=qproved wheat var`-4eties
in those countries. The genetic materials on maize maintained at Chapirgo,
Mexlo -are also interncitiona`y famous and are increasirgly beco,ing ar.ong
the most important sources of yield increasing capacity for corn improvement
+he world over. As wor'k has advanced on crop improvement, dises vesl;tancC,
fertility studies and insect control, a significant research capacity has
been either a by-product' or perhaps the principal accomplishment.

89. The hundureds of well trained agronomists now working on agronomic
research and related activities have the technical capacity to attack an ever
broadening complex of problems in Mexican agriculture. Indeed the current
100 million peso development program at Chapingo, Mexico, financed by the
Mexican Government, the United Nations Special Fund, AID, IDB, the Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations, is testimony of the faith, both on the part of the
Mexican Government and by prestigious international agencies, that Mexico
has the capacity to use effectively substantially better facilities in
attacking the technical problems of its agriculture. And it is precisely
this capacity which is presently needed and which will be increasingly
needed in the years ahead. Rather than only emphasizing research on the
problems of technifying irrigation agriculture, the powerful research
experience with plant genetics, plant pathology, entomology, soil fertility
and other related disciplines should be brought to bear on a much wider
group of ecological zones and differing problems. Clearly among the areas
for which research needs to be emphasized, are those in the central plateau
regions and the high valleys which have at least minimal rainfall for
effective agriculture (700 mm. or more) and which are also the high population
centers of the country. Here opportunities exist for the production of
forage crops as the basis for an expanding livestock industry, but the full
range of possible crops, the disease and insect control, the fertility pro-
grams and other associated cultivation practices have not been studied. At
present, with limited exceptions, farmers only know how to grow corn in the
traditional ways. Which is to say, to plow the land, take seed from last
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years harvest and plant it once again, wait for the rains, make some
physical control of weecis and virtually have faith that God mill provide
a harvest. Over the dec:ades, the seed used has been selected by farmers
to provide a degree of surety of a minimal harvest, and the plowing and
seeding dates have been developed in accordance with farmers' empirical
experience of former rain patterns. But few have asked if something
better could not be done.

90. The nature of the kind of policy that can be followed to
provide both the nation's needs for agricultural products and at the sane
time incorporate a larger number of producers into the production process
is suggested by some recent research findings. The question, framed in
terms of the research nurnose -was "to determine the fertilizer resnonse
functions, relate fertilizer response to yield-limiting factors, and to
emnlov resnonse data, field rohbservations oni drought_ soil pronPerties and
climatic data for past years to calculate the family of nitrogen res onse
functions ani thpir probahbijjlitie ffor jmpnortant pn.rondc-ing systems.' _/

Using a detailed research plan, including 47 field experiments in the
WlEifiUs ~ ~ ~ 1, <2JAL 1 L, t:. JJLL GXJ., s1 U 8 U-LII D UUlL:O-It; A U -LUL O VY _ Ull Uile a-LU V UllUVl UD%_Z

concerning the physiological response of the corn plant to drought, optimal
rate of Uir og en fCe r tlliz at io -wer ____abdfr 6podcin ytL,sI au~ 'i. 1± LU~~LI±~I,i±L~L,±OI WtJIuX Ua±LU± LutU i.O. U P0 pIUUUC UJ.UIi ~' Oi~

'where production systems were identified in terms of soil texture and depth
and average arxfual rainfall. In addition other common characteristics of
the systems were: (a) that temperature and other climatological factors
are thoie that correspond to the study region;(b) that zne soils are non-
toxic, and that slopes vere not excessive from the standpoint of water losses
and erosion;(c) that surface and internal drainage were good;(d) that tweeds
and insects would be controlled;(e) that improved seeds be used and that
piant populations be optimum, both in accordance with the best existing
knowledge, and(f) that corn be planted after June when the first rains moisten
the sandy loam soils up to 25 cm of depth. _/

91. IWhile the results for each of the 16 production systems mere dif-
ferent, nitrogen applications mere recommendable in all identified production
systems except one, that with 525-600 mm of rainfall and with soils of less
than 30 cm of depth. For the more favorable production systems, those with
more than 800 mm of rainfall and with deep soils, 120 and more kg of ni-
trogen were recommendable. For these situations, the field experimen-ts
indicate that the application of this amount of nitrogen would increase
yields by 2.6 tons per hectare. Which is to say that an expenditure of
about 600 pesos per hectare for nitrogen plus an additional 200 pesos for
additional weed and insect control generated slightly more than 2,400 pe-
sos of additional product per hectare. Small farmers with three or four
hectares of corn mould more than double their net incomes through the appli-
cation of these improved production systems at current corn prices. These
production systems, while requiring substantial purchased inputs, are ef-

1/ Laird, R. J. and J. H. Rodriguez G., "Fertilizacion de Maiz de Tem
poral en lasRegiones de Guanajuato, Michoacan y Jalisco," Folleto Tecnico Mo.
50, Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas, Mexico, February 19f7
p. 66.

2/ Ibid. pp. 60-61
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fectively cost reducing systems, thus they may lead to higher incomes for
farmers or to an expansion of output and to lower corn prices or to a
combination of both.

92. The technological development here cited is just one of what
might well be a flow of economically viable new agricultural production
systems which would both nrovide the national needs of commodities and at
the same time enlarge the involvement in the national economy of thousands
of npoAnant. farmernq A haginninga reuirAment. i; a national dcnision to
work on these problems and the provision of the research funds with which
suchstudieiis might. hbe earrieAd otn+.- ir-ronfl.v t-he annuanl oynpii tiirp orf

the National Agricultural Research Institute is about 25 million pesos per
year. WhJile funds are being made increasi l n aailmnhl, it is dIoubt+.ful

that this quantity of funds is adequate to pay salaries sufficiently at-
tracti"r+ mni"+nt staff andA to LLJ +ca the.covea ftwork;- the

better staff members are already being offered higher salaries in industry
and in serpublic agencies. (Th -

reported to be attracting numerous of the Institute's personnel through
attr±active sa'Lary offI Ier.rings and perquiSteS A.UU SubstLaniL increas inL

public support seem to be indicated. Among other factors, it should be
clari.LfieU lId Lta I W uit bar Uc .Vr of the co-unvry profit' ± l theUl morLe effi-

cient production of food and industrial products originating in an in-
creasi rgly technifi ed ag.riculture.

93. Tne development of the superior production technique is just one
part of the overall task. While public resources devoted to agriculture
were adequate for a policy of concentration of efforts to increase agri-.
cultural product in a limited number of areas and by a limited number of
farmers, an expanding policy would require a substantially greater effort.
The application of improved production techniques in the case of wheat were
discussed above and it was mentioned that research results were picked up
by the relatively small number of wheat farmers with considerable effective-
ness and in fact without a highly organized dissemination program. It
cannot be expected that the wheat experience will serve any useful purpose
with respect to programs directed at a much wider number of smaller farmers.
In point of fact, the more efficient corn production system described above
is an extremely complicated way of producing corn. Although land prepara-
tion may be about the same as under the traditional systems, new materials
include selected seeds, insecticides to control both soil borne and other
insects, herbicides, and chemical fertilizers. Not only are these all new
materials to the small corn farmer, but timing of operations and exacting
formulations of chemical materials for application are an integral part
of the system. To enjoy even moderate success, technical assistance will
have to be made available to participating farmers, perhaps on a weekly
basis. The need is thus for a large number of agricultural technicians
who will have direct contact with farmers.

94. Provision of Production Inputs. Associated with the availability
of technical assistance is the necessity to provide the new inputs which
are the basic ingredients of the new systems of farming. Fortunately the
agricultural chemical industries have been developing rapidly in Mexico; the
projected availability of nitrogen fertilizer would nrovide 200.000 tons for
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apDlication on corn in 1970. Consequently, the materials will be available,
if distribution systems are organized and if farmers? demand is fomented.

95. Agricultural Credit. Agricultural credit is already recognized
as a fundamental i nstrument o nf MeYxian aari te1i tairal nolicv. Thr avail ahilitv
of public credit has long been used as a tool for stimulating expansion or
contr-r'inn of production of particular commodities. When eternal demand
for cotton was strong, maximum availability of credit was directed toward
,n-vnandi.nT production. In T- ike Irrn!,a. in the years *her. wha ca in short

-tl' . Irb fr tA.1** ~ L .1 &l'I W *f' .4. -. 1 * I - LI

supply, agricultural credit availability was used to stimulate production,
ai in recent years cree' t av ail aboil-.ities1 were curt--iled in ar nefrt to

restrain further expansion of wheat production. It is to be expected that
cre9 t will contir,e t4- be u e' as a ,,eans off ( Urecting .arme4r resource

allocation in accordance with public policies and interpretation of the
nat>[lonal good.±i -'JaL UVJ~.

96. vver the past few years ±iitiutionalized credLit seemts to
have been directed at a shrinking proportion of Mexico's farmers. The nMm-
bers of ejidatarios receiving credit from the Ejidai Bank is actually smaller
today that it was thirty years ago when the bank was first organized. The
Banco Agricola serves the needs of only a small proportion of smaii private
farmers, and the Fondo was never designed to serve the needs of any except
the traditionally defined "creditworthy."' Even in its program with the
Alliance for Progress funds, the number of small farmers (ejidatarios) served
is less than 7,000 and of these over 70 percent of the loans made with
ejidatarios are in association with sugarmills which thus receive an assured
supply without much reference to market price fluctuations. Operational
procedures are still in the process of formulation for the new Banco Agro-
Pecuario and it is not yet clear whether it will be organized to incorporate
a much larger proportion of the country's farmers into the system of institu-
tionalized credit.

97. In point of fact, it would make little sense to try and broaden
the coverage of agricultural credit unless that decision is a part of an
over-all public policy with respect to agriculture, i.e. one that sees
agricultural credit as an instrument which permits the adoption of new and
different farming systems. It permits the obtention of new materials ancd
systems of production by entrepreneurs who could not otherwise obtain control
over such resources. And in a developing agriculture, when the shift is from
traditional production systems to modern and technically superior ones, it
is highly productive. Hence, it does not really matter if the interest charge
is 6 percent or 12 percent; neither does it matter if there is a service
charge for credit supervision. The high productivity of this kind of change
permits the absorbtion of the costs, either by the individual farmer or by
society. It is on the basis of the potentially high productivity of shif'ting
systems of production that an aggressive credit policy might be followed,
tending to incorporate a much larger proportion of Mexico's farmers into the
institutionalized credit system.

98. Price Policy. Mexico has had more than twenty years of experience
in administering limited national agricultural price programs as instruments
of public policy. Wlhile in the beginning the policy was to favor urban
consumers with low priced agricultural commodities, more recently the reverse
has been true. Over the past 15 years rural prices of the national food
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crops have beean maintained at leess'ehJr?hlgher than wonr1ld m2nrket+

prices, first to stimulate additional production in accordance with na-
ti; onaol needst 1Q, ad later as a.y to pov h;gher4 incomesor small 

farmers. Particularly in the case of wheat, the price program, combined
w ith-1- an aggressive development policy ten%-n rm o lo-wer p r odCu,ction costs,
has moved the country from the position of a net importer of wheat to
that of a net exporter. Tle price prugriam for corn has not been as
universally effective in coverage and neither has it been associated with
so effective a productionl development scIheme; prouuctLon has been sub-
stantially higher the past few years over earlier levels, but this may be
rmore the result oI weather conditions and Of so-me shift into irrigaton
districts, than price incentives.

99. Effective price programs have their maximum potential as in-
struments of national development policy when viewed as an integrated part
of overall policy implementation. When attractive prices are being used
as an incentive to greater production, the obtention of that production is
more likely, if consistent resource development, technical services and
agricultural credit policies are also followed. Such was the case with
wheat some ten years ago. An example of much less consistent policies can
be cited in the case of wheat more recently. Although national demand at
existing prices was being met, aggresive technical programs mere still
being developed which tended to stimulate wheat production, and the guar-
anteed minimum prices to farmers afforded continuing profitability as
production increased. The increased production could not be absorbed by
the domestic market and had to be exported with substantial losses to
CONASUPO. At the same time that this mas occurring, guaranteed corn
prices were raised, based on an argument of affording a rise in small
farmers incomes somewhat comparable to the increase in minimum mages
announced for workers in other segments of the economy. This rise in the
price of corn coincided with bumper crops, in large part a consequence of
better than average weather conditions. The combination of greatly
increased inventories on the part of CONASUPO and substantial exports,
all at several hundred pesos per ton losses, could result in nothing less
than enormous agency losses, insolvency and in November of 1964, the
entrance of CONASUPO, S.A., into receivership and reorganization.

100. Price programs which have had difficulties in the past are not
likely to be more successful in the future unless they are geared more
nearly to the basic national policv for agriculture. It also seems
unreasonable to assume that Mexico as a nation can long afford an agri-.
cultural price nolicv nrogram that nrovides a large ner ton transfer payment
out of Treasury funds to producers. The level of national income and pre-
sent tax -cnhPrfiAP. do not provide nn absolutely large niiblic sector inrome
and the opportunity cost of transfers is high in terms of productive public
sc:nr+.tor expenditures+.c and invesrme.mn+tcs Nit+.her cnn sch npr +.on tranqfer

payments be justified cn the basis of equity. Poor farmers, with their
stagnan-t low leels of production, just don't produce enough tons of product
entering commercial channels to materially benefit from such subsidies.
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101. It has been airgued above that the development of biologically
superior production systems offer some of the best opportunities for the
continuing provision of foods and fibers for national needs and also for
expanding the participation into the national economy of large groups of
small farmers. f lustration was made of a particular scheme for the
production of corn under natural rainfall conditions. It will be recalled
that in the more favorable rainfall conditions of the western Bajio Region
traditional systems of corn production vield about 1.5 tons per hectare..
Using superior production systems, the yields can be incrensed to L.1 tons
per hectare. This grain in ireld is accomplished by using some additionaL
800 pesos of purchased inputs. Information about these improved systems is
now avail2ble, nlthough no systematic promotion nampantgn is vet. hbingJ
developed to carry through to the masses of small farmers located in the
note.nti;l produtonn zone q rasic consideratio n are of c .ours t.he onminrn

incentive for farmers to participate in such a development scheme and the
economic rationale for l;he i-overr.e to ,r.+ert<v it.

102. Tf corn prices are maintained at cir-ent guarantee levels of 94J0
pesos per ton there is 'Little doubt about the benefits to farmers. A yield
of ). 1 tons v.,Cl A rn ., v, - v 4' 4 n rnac ,nnm fnrIn r r 1 n frnl c

V- -4 .- - - .e-- 4 se . jut,, Cs ,t,j & * C,, 1 VI1 1

1,400 pesos to slightly more than 3,000 pesos per hectare after having
paid for 4the-A -;-- --dtin- -Cut ., Suc a, gai is sinfi l -n 4ol -clearly -- A- IA-Ul tl1 MU"LU-L. ULJIc" L4..1jJLLUDJe "JU.iI d cl r.-LliI L.0 C%1 -- ~-
provide incentives if farmers are convinced of feasibility, receive tech-
rLkCa-l assistLacUeLC, caI UUbtainL LUocaLLy ithe needUteU inew ir.VLpUts ardU Ucan4 arra^.1Vge

financing. But there might still be doubts as far as the national economy
- ~ ~ ~ 1TL~ A -L I .~.fl t - -1 -1- - ~ -- - ~ - _I- -I- is UoncerndU. ThIU UomestUlU UUnaidiU for Ihighi prIcd grains is clearly l-imi-

ted and international markets, while currently strong, have prices much
lower than the Mexico guarantee price. In fact current policy in - Mexico
is to restrain excess production of grains, both wheat and corn, because of
the loSses absorbed by CO-L!ASUPO whcn exports are made. Even a progrf;-u o:U
limaited (but significant) .cope, including a hundred tnoesand produccrs
with some 400,000 hectares would produce an additional million tons of corn.
A 300 million pesos loss in exporting such an additional production is :lot

an attractive operation,

103. One alternative would be to offer more limited economic
incentive to producers and force most of the cost reducing advantages of
the new production systems to find expression in lower final product
prices. In the example at hand, if internal corn prices are reduced to
620 pesos per ton (export prices of 720 pesos, less 100 pesos handling
and shipping) the gross receipts from the sale of 4.1 tons of corn would
be about 2,500 pesos. If from this, the additional out of pocket costs
of 800 pesos are subtracted, it would leave a net figure of 1,700 pesos
per hectare for farmers, compared to the comparable figure of 1,h00 pesos
for the traditional sys-tem. Indeed prices might be brought down to this
level, but the farmer incentive would be rather limited, and the develop-
ment program would be only partly successful. Another alternative could
be to study the possibilities for a crop substitution program, bearing
in mind internnl and external demand f'oreoasts- with snpecil emphasis
in replacing corn in the traditional sector with other crops in which
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Mexico still has a deficitary position and that could excell corn's
nroductivitv for the farmers. Tt should be added that lower relative
grain prices would clearly facilitate the development of more rapid
growth in milk, eggsn poultrv nnd nork nroducitiAn. A f'1 exihl e nriee
program might permit accomplishments somewhere between the extreme

Di A Concluding Note on Policy

lO lThe conments here .IrctdI. ton the discussin of prl c-y formula__-
tion and instruments of fulfillment have emphasized the dual considerat½ons
of fulfilling rnational needs and exp-ading the involvement of a -ider
group of farmers in the national economy. No serious problems are expec1;ed

policy are required for the fulfillment of the second, the discussion
ila re e 4Al 4' ;.- .t4-1-, 4 - 4., - T... -- I A 4-~_ ; - M - AI1C L JH a I U..LY .1 G QU UL.LGU. UV U1.L1. UIIII2 . ._LU WUUJlU. L'LI d. I AU J." ± V

and elsewhere there is substantial support for policies tending to con-
tLinuu Ue _ th UJ.IILcL VJUrL"L lihc h UccUeededU soU Well n Lthe pasU. ThtU is, Lt

continue to limit the resources directed to agriculture and to concen-
trate them. The express and i.mplied assumption underlying such a policy
is that ultimately the country must get people out of agriculture and
that it should proceed with all due speed in the development of other
sectors. Agriculture is important only to the degree that it provides
the products needed in urban centers and for export. These needs have
been well satisfied with the current limited but highly concentrated effort.

l05. It was argued above that on the long run perhaps the most ex-
pedient form of increasing the national product is to foment new prodruction
systems among small farmer producers. There are obvious limitations to
providing new jobs in industry and services for the rapidly expanding
population and not even the most optimistic projections call for an absolute
reduction in the numbers employed in agriculture for the foreseeable future.
The resources now in agric .lture can, in accordance with the contemporary
national capacity, make a greater contribution to the national economy and in
like manner participate more fully in the benefits of an expanding economy.

106. The emphasis has been on technological developments and the power
these developments have in the growth of agriculture. While the emphasis of
illustration has been with respect to natural rainfall agriculture, parti-
cularly corn production, the general relationships are the most important.
Known opportunities exist for corn production, but there are also currently
known superior production techniques for a wider range of products which
can be applied by the manty farmers who have at least some irrigated acreage,
no matter how small. Additionally, an aggressive and broadly based research
program will identify an ever wider range of opportunities. The natural
rainfall areas of the central region and less than optimally utilized
irrigated zones also in the heavily populated regions offer the advantage
that necessary infra-structural services are already available at least on
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minimal levels. Other ones on +.he periphery, whether in the doesrt zones
or in the Gulf Tropics may have less well established markets and transpor-

ttion -nd other services but Ir too a c opprtni ties may e-ist-
The stress should be on the shift from traditional to modern agriculture
waherevrer noport-r.ity may exist, ro-i that sc efforts may I.e"

bek flC madJ inV t hvp lation zoes. " - O.. WA Q )
be made in the heavy population zones.
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iII. iF\VEsTMhNT OPPORTUNITIES

107. No integrated or even partial national agricultural investment
plan was available to form the basis for a systematic review of investment
in agriculture for the years immediately ahead. Therefore, only a general
outline of what may be some productive investment opportunities under
contemporary Mexican conditions will be attempted here. The discussion is
based on the orientation established in the sections descriptive of con-
temporary Mexican agriculture and those which treated policy considera-
tions.

A. Current Account Expenditures

108. Investment opportunities in agriculture are conditioned by the
very close relationship that exists betwreen public investments and the
supporting current expenditure activities carried out by public agencies.
Research, extension or technical assistance. regulatory and other activi-
ties all condition the rates of adoption and the effectiveness of public
investment programs. As has been pointed out before; over the past years;
more than 90 percent of public investment has been made in irrigation
development. Because of established ways of classifying nifh1irn exnen8
tures, it is perhaps not unusual that fixed investments in irrigation facil-
ities be the nrincipal recipin+t of these funds. Ir point of fact, if
current expenditures for agricultural activities were high, such a level of
investment expenditures might not be so out of balance. Bilt the absolute
magnitudes are enormously different. Irrigation expenditures (effected or
budgeted) between 1964 and 1966 ranged from 1,800 to 2,100 milli on pesos.
In this same time period the entire budget for the Ministry of Agriculture
varied betweer. 300 and h OO million pesos, and this figure inturL lncludLes
some investment expenditures. The budget for the Ministry of Agriculture
in the view of those charged -with departmental administration is no more
than adequate for minimal staffing of a traditional bureaucratic organiza-
tion. W .Thile one might be critical of marny agencies whin this Ministry,
for failing to use the limited resources effectively, it is also fair to
say that otal available resources are woefully inadequate. In a very real
sense it is much easier to point to an installation constructed and take
national pride in accomplishment; it is much -more difficult to appreciate
the effectiveness of an operational program.

109. Under any circumstances an effective investment program in agri-
culture m,ust be associated with a coordinated set of agricultural services,
provided either through the traditional Ministry of Agriculture agencies
or through special ad hoc arrangements. And no matter how they are organ-
ized they will constitute significant costs on current account. These
are, however, the services which will permit the new investments to reach
their economic potential.
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B. Public Investments

110. Irrigation. Considering the long dominance of irrigation
development among possible investment activities it is to hp nexneted
that this category will continue to be prominent among the agricultura:l
alternatives, if for no other reason than hbe2iise of the effpctivpnpes of
past programs. The agencies responsible also know how to draw up plans,
nass them through to favorable im.plementation decisions, and then +t
build useful installations.

111. Mexico's national geography, much of it arid and semi-arid dces,
of course, make the rational utiliza+ion of i4s li.it waterresource; of
primary importance. Within the limits imposed by nature and with due regard
to benefiS+ and costs e-very effort should be ma,ade to develop new irraton
facilities in the higher population centers and regions where the comp2emen-
tavr in str Uc tur is a .O d.rea c.ue a -dU± . L blU. .LI U1U.U- LU tg:U I[FLd_[1U1A1 0UU&d 

benefits, irrigation works should increase the resource base of some of the
less privileged farmuners, not by hauling Ulern off to forge their way in some
unknown ecology, but rather to develop known resources in established areas.
So,me of the developmental work in the Plan Lerma promises this kind of
emphasis.

112. Members of the mission were unable to establish whether the
presently empnasized large scale irrigation schemes, or small irrigation
works offer the more promising long-term opportunities. Obviously the
physical availability of water is fundamental to the development of either
of the two scales of project. lW1hat needs to be clarified is the compar-
able initial investment, the duration of installation with corresponding
depreciation charges, and the operation and maintenance costs.

113. Clearly rehabilitation projects should be continued in estab-
lished districts wherever they may be. The majority of the installations
have been made, farmers are established in the district, the zone may be
adequately capitalized, but the whole agricultural organization may not
be producing at potential because of some engineering inadequacies. It
is to be expected that 'Limited expenditures will bring about substantial
benefits. Experience over the past few years suggests that this type of
project is particularly attractive. The W4ater Resources Ministry has pro-
grammed about 2,500 million pesos for rehabilitation work in the period
1965-70.

114. An additional area of investments in the irrigation districts
which would seem to offer attractive perspectives are "on farm" invest-
ments in land leveling, drainage and internal water distribution networks
that will tend to permit maximum benefits from the irrigation system. Com-
plementary to these on-farm investments would be technical assistance pro-
grams and short-term credit programs permissive of an aggressive production
development scheme. This coordinated activity could well be handled by
the public agricultural credit banks, including nerhans the technical
assistance component.
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115. The comments on irrigation development presuppose a continuing
agricultural research activity supporting irrigated farming. It should
also be clear that emphasis here has been on projects that would benefit
small holders within the irrigation districts as well as the larger ones
who have not already accomplished much of what has been suggested here.

116. Natural rainfall agriculture. Two aspects are fundamental to a
more flourishing agriculture in the natural rainfall zones. The first is
an expanded research effort. Such an effort would need greater current
budget expenditures, and also limited investments in research facilities.
As viable production svstems become known, their implementation will
depend on credit availability, much of it short-term, and on the provision
of technical assistance to the small farmers concentrated in this kind of
agriculture. Most of the illustrations in this report have centered on.
the onnortunities which may exist in this categorv.

117. Trnniril 7.nen. Altogether too little is known ahout tronical
agriculture. Excepting a few enclaves of plantation type agriculture,
the t.-ropicrn1 z n ra still no-t wall t mmiinieae+,A with t-hp rest of the
national economy. Some farmers have found economic opportunity in the
t-ropics ard4 they are evlngae p~~ n +hep -1--ppoc^ foe of*' p >ng. back +he f.ronrier
as fast as their empirical experience permits them (and from time to tine,
retrea+;-g). r .i.mos,+ indicated present unertakng waou hld +-to e-- 7aze

the development of additional knowledge about tropical agriculture, and draw
on Anwego from, otAher countlries, and a-llowt those fa.es salihdi

the area to try out the results. Minimal road constructions, effective public
hLaealt4L measures ard.Il perh'Laps a fLew otheL1Ur a,-,tLrLn,iti L id ed' LIU jJJI UV.LLL ., LbUU .fLor

the near future emphasis should be on gathering and interpreting past exper-
iLenc as a g. uide f.oU ±urt.llV utvulopm,eUb. "VesLojI.ckU pI UUct.LoLL exc

ambitious operational programs should not be initiated at this time.

118. Livestock production. It was pointed out above that the one
group of products for whiich some doubts of future availabilities exist
are those related to livestock production. The problems surrounding
livestock production include the full range oI disease, management, quality
breeds, reproduction, nutrition, markets and economic incentives. A com-
prehensive approacn must De directed to the aaequate definition oI IundIa-

mental problems. Opportunities may then exist for investment in demon-
stration facilities, in the introduction of improved breeds and the estab-
lishment of livestock organization which will maintain and increase
these improved stock, in disease eradication and in the establisnment of
expanded feed supply and distribution systems. Agricultural credit wili
be fundamental to an aggressive livestock development program, just as a
more systematic technical assistance program will also be needed.

119. Land registry. During the current presidential administration
a systematic review of land holding is being undertaken by the Departa-
mento Agrario. The intention is to identify public lands and private
lands affectable in order to terminate the redistribution ohase of the
agrarian reform. Such an effort is urgently needed and the project should
be expanded to give definitive resolution to problems associated with
rural properties, both private and ejidal. ¶lhile it cannot be documented,
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there is much evidence that uncertainty in land holding and titling
restrains farmers' development of their farms. There can be no doubt
that cloudy titles to rural lands eliminate farmers as clients for
institutionalized credit. No bank, public or private, will lend to
farmers who do not have reasonable surety of title to their properties.

A Comment on Priorities

120. We have repeatedly indicated that opportunities exist for
incorporating a much wider group of Mexico's farmers into the national
economy. VWe have held that viable economic opportunities exist, but that
effectively a national political decision would have to be taken to ini.-
tiate such an expansion of involvement. One expression of the decision
to broaden the production base would be in the allocation in the current
expenditure budget of meaningful amounts to such services as research
and extension; another would be an increase in the investments benefiting
relatively large numbers of farmers, without at the same time curtailing
the traditional h-i ch yield expenditures of nroven efficacv.

121 In short, the opportunities at present 1n nrmant in the
productive potential of the traditional sector of agriculture seem to be
large, while at the same time the social imnplications of leaving them
underexploited may be serious. Programs to exploit these opportunities
wil b. e neither ch.eap n.or easy, a..d w .±ill take a considerable t-.me to
become effective on a large scale. They will involve creating a whole
administrative infrastruicture of qualified extensionists, most of whom
have yet to be trained. Moreover, large numbers of sub-technicians would
have te t b traied nd put in the fi-eld. Credit actvities would hve to
be gradually oriented to cooperating with the extension activities and
somre of the present institu tiornal arrangements in t,he credit,, field would
have to be altered.

122. While neither cheap, nor easy, such an approach is likely to be-
come increasingly attractive on purely economic grounds as the opportuni.-
ties for expanding output economically through further investments in
large scale irrigation gradually are shrinking. The best sites are
already being exploited; not very many opportunities to repeat the pheno-
-menal success of, for instance, the Yaqui Valley irrigation in Sonora,
remain. Naturally, those that do remain, should be exploited, and the
older irrigation works in need of rehabilitation should be improved as
much as possible; incremental returns on investment here are frequently
very high. But this approach wi-l eventually have to be complemented by
investments of a different nature, and the long gestation period of these
makes it advisable to begin to lay the basis without much delay.
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Table 1: INDEX INTMBERS OF CROP PRODUCTION
MEXICO, 1929-1965

Physical Production /
Domestic Use Export All Crops

1929 100 100 100

1939 148 117 137

1949 254 210 239

1959 379 397 386

1965 523 534 527

a/ Weightecd by average prices 1929-65.

Source: The index numbers are based on 25 principal crops grown in
Wvxico- 16~ principally used for domestic consum.ption and 9 awhich have
been historically considered as export crops. The 25 crops represent
close to 90 percent of the cs total crop production. Ind
crop data for the years 1929-59 were obtained from the respective

6 - A 4 - ~ O.. L IOU .LUV%91.kU0. J.&JIWD 1 J L 7U) .L J.7J. J_L.LL.LU I .ALJ LLI U Li ~1II1
the Direccion General cle Economia Agricola, except the estimates for
corn and beans which iwere adjusted by the mission.
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Table 2: INDEX NUMBERS OF CROP YIELDS
MEXICO, 1929-1965

Crop Yields
Yeanr Domestic Use zort All Gro

1929 100 100 100

19 09 151,) 5
0 o.n

1959 r' 136 163

1965 198 216 199

a/ Weighted by average area harvested.

Source: Coverage, basic source materials and adjustments are the same
as for Table 1.
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Table 3: INDEX NUMIBDERS OF ARE(A HARVETED
MExico, 1929-1965

Area Harvested-/
Year Domestic Use Export Al-lCr )s

1929 100 100 100

1939 122 93 118

1949 153 149 152

1959 191 226 195

1965 203 230 206

a/ Unweight1d.

Source: Govprag.e haIi.R -onnrre materials and verag are t,he same as
for Table 1.
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Table 4: DEMAND AND SUPPLY ASSUIPTIONS IMPLICIT IN MEXICO'S COFFEE
DIVERSIFICATION SCHEME

Area to be harvested
Thousands of tons Yield at the expected yield

Year Internal Desired per to provide desired
(Oct. 1- Consumption Export Production Hectare production
Sept. 30) (a) Tb) (a+b) (kg) (thousands of hectares)

1961/62 a! h9 95 141 470 300

1962/63 a! 57 74 132 h60 287

1963/64 60 96 156 5h7 285

1964/65 69 99 168 615 272

1965/66 78 102 180 697 257

1966/67 87 105 192 772 248

1967/68 96 108 204 837 243

1968/69 105 ill 216 904 240

1969/70 114 114 228 955 238

a/ Estimates of actual data, before preparing the projections for
thel s;cherue .

Source: Adapted from data given on page 63 in Idmeo report, " Plan de
Tecnificacion de la Cafeticultura y Programa de Diversificacion de Cultivos,
1965??, prepared by the Instituto Mexicano de! Cafe.
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Table 5: AVERAGE ANNUAL MEA.T SUPPLIES FOR MEXICO
1959-1961

Annual Slaughter
Inventories Total Weight per Consumption

Number Number of Weight Carcass per Capita
Class of .ead Head (tons) (kg) (k)

-~~~

Beef 16.009.000 2.025.00O- 309.000 153 8.6

Pork 6;132,000 2,691;000 15;7800 59 ql,

T,.rnmh anri
Mutton 5,170,000 825,000 12,400 15 0.3

Goat 9,732,000 778,000 11,700 15 0.3

a/ In addition to the 2,025,000 head of cattle slaughtered fcr
'.JJlL~~ 4~'".iL ULlk tL\ 1 47 L' SiJ.J J--.i1J '-I~~J~~~± ~ ~ U ,JIL-S A .L 'J-d.WI~omestic consum p4, pi o nn 6700 head of cattle w ere sla~ugtrLed foUer

and 440,000 head mere exported on the hoof.

Source: Adapted from, "Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricul-
tural and Livestock Products in Mexico for 19710 andu LY( ' Secrebar±a de
Agricultura y Ganaderia, Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, y Banco
de Mexico, S. A. pp. 256-260.
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Table 6: APPARENT CONSUMPTION OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHOROUS AND POTASSIUM
NUTRIENTS, MEXICO, 1956-1964

Nitrogen Phosphorous Potassium
(N) (P2 °5) (K20)

(metric tons)

1956 69,541 28,651 6,679

1957 69,845 30,730 7,930

1958 93,577 28,312 12,995

1959 98,408 37,o48 15,500

1960 118,160 43,621 17,009

1961 122,519 40,508 10,672

1962 11U4,466 44,588 14,918

1963 190,428 61,450 11,236

1964 228,513 59,526 12,508

Source: Mexico: Proyecciones de Demanda, Costos de Fabricacion y Colstos
de ,AWloniaco, Urea, Abonos Complejos, Metan(ol Y Formaldehido, Nacional Fi-
nanciera, mimeographed 1965.
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Table 7: NUTMBER OF AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS AND THEIR HORSEPOWJER, MEXICO
1951 - 1965

Available
Horsepower

Tractor (thousand of
Year (units) h orse-power)

1951 22,700 650

1952 31,600 920

1953 33,900 998

1954 37,800 1,120

1955 41,400 1,240

1956 46,700 1,430

1957 48,600 1,506

1958 49n,400 1,5hO

1959 51,000 1,600

1960 52,700 1,680

1961 54,500 1,760

1962 54,800 1,780

1963 55,300 1,800

1964 56,800 1,880

1965 58,700 1,980

1966 60,100 2,100

Source: Adapted from Mexico: Estimacion de la Demanda Futura de Tracto-
res Agricolas, mimeo report frcm the Nacional Financiera, S.A., and fotr
the years 1964-66 from trade sources.



Table 8: LODANS OUTSTAN)ING FOR AGRICULTURE,pMEXICAN BANKING SYSTEN, 1961-6c
(millions of pesos)

December 31 December 31 December 31 December 31 December 31L
Source 1961 1962 1963 196__ 196t,

BoiLrce .1. 96i 19%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Total 6 8 7,947.2 8 890.5 52JŽ.0 30 2'7.0

Private BELnking Institutions 2,h13,*5 3,529.2 h,211.2 4m,oo6.6 4h,586.o

Public Credit Institutions (4L,47003) 4,418.0 4,679.3 5,109.4 5,711.0

Banco Ejidal 2,900,7 2,697.6 2,909.3 3,098.9 3,682.3

Banco Agricola 1,2b94,4 1,341.2 1,528.3 1,670.1 1,760.3

Nacional Financiera 33.7 28.7 25.1 110.5 112.5

Banco Nacional de Comercio
Exterior 93.,9 103.6 85.2 90.5 '95.3

Other Public Institutions 192,6 246.9 131.4. 139.4 60.6

a/ Preli inary
bJ Figures differ from those of 1961 Annual Rejport of Banco Fjidal.

Source: Departarnentc) de Informacion de C,r6diLto. Banco de Mexico, S.A., April x, 1966

H



'Table 9: SELECTED INDICATORS OF MEXICAN EC')NOMIC GR(OWTH, 1950-1963, AN) BANCO DE MEXIlCO PROJECTIONS. TO 1970 AND 1975
(Percentage Shares and Rates oi' Groiwtb Calculated on Values at 1960 Prices)

Actual Projected Average Rate of Growth

(oncept -151- 1961- 196- 1971-
1950 1960 1961 1962 1963 1970 1975 1960 1970 1970 1975

Population (thousand)~ 26,136 36,003 37,272 38,585 39,944 51,086 6D,892 3.1 3.6 3-6 3.6
Rural (%) 57.4 493 48.3 b7 .4 46.5 40.3 36.L 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5
Urban (%) 12.6 50.7 51.7 52.6 53.5 59.7 63.6 '.0 5.3 5.:3 4.5

Per Capita Gross Product
(in dollars) 259 346 347 3151 362 437 514 :'3.0 2.3 2.7 3.3

Per Capita b/
Aggregate Consumption-
(in pesos) 2,732 3,789 3,770 3,762 3,919 L,598 5,310 .3.3 2.0 2.3 2.9

Gross Domestic Product
(ir millions of pesos) 85,409 155,867 161,498 169,503 180,587 2'79,127 391,50L 6. 2 6.0 6.4 7.0

Agriculture and Livestock (%) 20.0 16.6 16.5 16.5 15.9 14.4 13.1 4.2 4.5 4.9 5.0

Industry (%) 28.9 3L.4 31.4 31.4 32.2 33.6 35.1 7.1 6.7 7.0C 7.9

Commerce,Services and Others (0') 51.1 52.0 52.1 52.1 51.9 52.0 51.8E 6.4 6.0 6.5 b.9

a/ F'or 1950 and 1960, population census data as adjusted by R. Benitez and G. Cabrera.
157 Includes changes in invenitories.

*Source: Adapted from Table I-1, "Projections of Supply of and Demand f'or Agricultural and Livestock Products in Mexico to 1970 and 1975 ,"

.3ancc de Mexico, S.A., Secrei aria de Agricultura y Ganaderia and Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Pablico, 1965. This part, of
the study was lprepared by the Joint Wcrkirg, Group, Ministry of' Finance - BarLk of Mexico.
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Table 10: BANCO DE NE1CO'S PROJECTION OF DOMESTIC D04AND FOR
AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS, MEXICO. 1970-75

Aggrepate Domestic
Demand Per Capita

(Millions of Consumntion b/
Year Pesos) a/ (Pesos) a7

1959-1961 22,881 640

1970 35,721 700

1975 44,682 730

Indices: 1960 = 100

1970 156 110

1975 195 115

Average rate of growth

1961-1975 4.5 0.9

1961-1970 4.5 0.9

1971-1975 4.6 1.0

a/ At average 1958-1960 farm prices.
b! Calculated uith population figures from Table 9.

Source: "Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural and Livestock
Products in Mexico to 1970 and 1975," Banco de Mexico, S. A., Secretaria de
Agricultura y Ganaderia and Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, 1965.
P. 39.
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Table 11: RETAIL PRICES OF BEEF AND PORK, MEXICO, 1951 - 1960

Year Beef Pork

19) 1'.2 14u.±

Source: Data from 19511-u960 from '"Projections of Supply of and Demancd
for Agricultural and Livestock Products in Mexico to 1970 and 1975."



Table 12: NUYBER OF HOLDINGS IN PRIVATE PROPRIETORSHIP SECTOR AtD VALUE OF
-- 1PODUCTION MJXICO0 1960. CLASSIFIED BY AMOUNIC OF CROP SALES

Of M4ore than Of 5 Ha. or less All Private Holdings
5 Ha.

Value Value Value
Iriteriral (millions (millions (millions

i,peso)s ) Number of plesos) Number of pesos) Number olf pesos)

Up to 30000 128,848 1,83.9 292,358 291.5 421,206 475.. 4

3,001 - 15,9000 74,h42 579.1 31,336 185.9 105,758 765,,o

L5'i,OOl 30,000 29,p423 i11.8 1,985 38.9 31,408 650,,7

10,001 50,000 13,942 5:24.0 524 19.4 14,466 543.4

iO,OO1 75,900 6,880 426.0 153 8.7 7,033 43h4,7

r5,001 - :100,o000 4,272 364.9 25 2.2 4,297 367,.1

)0,001 - 500,000 9,366 2,102.3 20 4.3 9,386 2,,106.6

)0, 001 and more 1,644 1,932.7 - 1 6 h44 Ij, 932,,7

TOTAL 268,797 6,724.7 326,401 550.8 595,198 7,275.5

Source: IV C ensos Algrlcola-4ana,dero y Ejida~l 1960, Secretar{a de Industria y Comercio, Mexico,, 1965.
_ _ u~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
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TRADITIONAL A(u1V.UULTURE AND THIF EJIDO

INTRODUCTION

123. In the annals of agrarian reform, the Mexican reform holds a unique
place. Its long and crowded history is the record not only of sweeping
tenurial changes but of the rise of Mexico as a modern state. It is not the
purpose of this report, however, to present in detail either this often
told story, or the principal consequences of the reform. Nevertheless, any
assessment of the prospects of Mexican future agricultural development
requires a consideration of the results of the reform as they appear today.
The ejido system 1/, which is the most important institutional product of
the reform, accounts for 45 percent of all the cropland of Mexico, 54 percent
of the landholders in the country, and in 1960 for 35 percent of the value 2/
of all crop and livestock production. This report deals with many aspects
of the Mexican agrarian system, but the main emphasis is on the ejidos and
ejidatarios 3/, most of whom are indigent and in a way, wards of the State,
whether or not so acknowledged.

12h. Mexican agriculture has made striking progress in recent years:
between 1941 and 1960 per capita production increased by 46 percent compared
with an increase in the world as a whole of 12 nercent- and a decline of
4 percent in Latin America.4/ Much of this growth has come from the best
irrigatedj technically well-equipped, large-scale .ommercial farms. The
ejidos have also benefited from government credit, irrigation facilitieDs,
rural education, road building, and of course, from the a1sornton of manfy
of their unemployed or underemployed in industry. These benefits, however,
were very li+ed *n scope, . To.toithstandinge he overall success of the
country's agriculture, rural Mexico cannot hide the fact that it has a Large
number of subes,i,steoCOnce far..efrs wsl,e hl-;r.g are of'n underfiae under=
developed, underirrigated, overcrowded to bursting, and subject to other
5.aS..lJAs~J. Lley .,.a'e Up , h iLe L Urin-Lu, which comprise the bu'9 of

I/ The erm- "1e44 A- refer to a"A tJHe -flndad ae- rsure, -4. 4L VL ~A± ll ~ U. J 4%V . V.I 0J LI AJ aJL UYt .L. J.CLIL% O.IA±.A VV C LA J I U~J4 5. (5, 54UL

title to which is vested in villages as a whole and which are exploited

definition of "ejido" in all agrarian legislation enacted since the
Revolu'4 .Lr.ni of 1910. ±rfi tuurm -- Jiuo!1 origulally referred to cirnuuai
lands outside (at the "exit") of the medieval Spanish village.

2/ Pesos 22.4 billion in 1960.

3/ An ejidatario is a nmember of an ejido.

4/ From the annual address of the Secretary of the Treasury before the
XXXII Convention oI tne Bankers Association oI Plexico,March 24, i966.
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the ejidos and perhaps a million small private holders with 5 hectares and
less. The farmers of this group do not present a picture of stagnation
only but, as a whole, they do not tell a success story either. Few of
the 3 percent of the farmers who produce over 50 percent of the crop
sales are in this group. 1/ The minifundio is the problem-child of
Mexico's agriculture, and of its whole economy. Generally speaking, it-
does not contrihntpe si-nificant1v to the nmintrv's ranidly growing apr-!-
cultural productivity, its rising standard of living, nor to the expansion
of the nationa1 market mechanism. Numerically speaking, it. is of very grea.t
importance. If landless farm workers are added to ejidatarios and small
priv a holders, +h ol .

economically active population engaged in agriculture. By the same tolken,
the minifulo i;S the "o8a0 pernt poble f Mexicas agriculture. _n h

.J~- .. JAJUU .L.L uiiu rUUJ.J ~..LIuU. LLL LII. OVIJUQ r uu A. 0 J.. .. 1.. .' -~4~ 

seen in the existing pattern of land distribution. There are, on the one
h"and,4 20,000n-22,000n eJidoss- ar. a,- ofC prvtem,a'' ho-lders, an 2.5 r mi- I A1iU GAJU UIJ LL%. C--UVA t;JLUVOS, dil a± LIV 4.L JJY±-.VCLUU 0IUd LJ. L±LJ.UJ. ,D, dIIU W- ) LJLJ.

lion landless peasants, a number exceeding the number of ejidal owners;
41 - - _ 4__L.1 _ _ Ln_ nn -. n __n and on theU UUlthE', a re'Ula ti § vely simll gr-oUp of larE-ge alU pv-UPsU.E-UUD landU-

owners. Thus, although the reform has been instrumental in widespread
diLstribution of P5 million hectares of land among the peasantry and the
acquisition of land by a large number of small private holders, 50 years
after its beginning, the attempts to reach the goal of land for thle tiller,
how best to use this land and how to improve his living conditions,
still present the Government of Mexico with some of the touchiest oI pro-
blems. The unquestioned and remarkable success of the government policy
of channelling investments into that section of agriculture that could
yield the surest, largest and quickest returns is not without an adverse
side-effect: it accentuated the line of demarcation between the relatively
few "haves" and the great multitude of "have nots" in agriculture. The
great problem that faces Mexico revolves about measures to narrow the gap
in order to insure the future progress and stability of the country.

126. The Government is committed to achieve the "reforma agraria
integral". This implies, to "complete" or to reform the agrarian reformn some-
time in the future. It is not difficult to surmise that this means
adding another dimension to the existing land tenure system, namely, an
adequate development policy for the depressed agricultural sector.

127. The content of that policy will become apparent as this repori;
unfolds, but this much may be briefly noted now. A great many of the
ejidatarios and a number of private small holders can and must increase
their production potential. They have the capacity to use resources,

l/ Source: IV Censos Agricola-Ganadero y Ejidal, 1960, Secretaria de
Industria y Comercio, Mexico 1965. Cuadro 40, p. 551.
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though granting that their agro-cultural background leaves something to
be desired. There is rio vay of fitting them into the country's
agricultural economy and the country's economic development unless they
augment their output per unit of land. To bring this about, their
technological base must be measurably improved. This can be done only
through allocation of additional resources and government concentratiorn
on their needs with the same vigor as it has displayed vis-a-vis the
commercial sector. The extension of this policy to the non-commercial
sector is in the best interest of all concerned, including those of the
large proprietors, particularly from the point of view of their
lasting control of the land they now possess. Failure to heln raise
ejidal output and imprcove the living conditions of the ejidatarios carries
consequences other than economic. from which neither the small nor larr-e
owners, nor the country as a whole would benefit.

128. There is ampley evidence that the Government of Mexico is fully
aware And concerned about the problems just raised= Statements hy the
most responsible leaders of Mexico that something must be done to
ameliorate onr resol1ue -thern are not- 9re -I +e temetsv,r- dok- notv Iolaek

references to specific measures or desired goals, and it renLains to be
seen what form the realityr of rnvss will asslme. Tr s
the reasons for the weLl justified concern and what the present situation

iTnnlipc -: n- hr +c:;; An4c ^ "rl +> AP1- ; + ; - -- -- 1- +T4A t A +11 A~- _ - -_ _ - r . -.'CU ± J , v4 L -a .40 ~., v vLvJ' . 1 v .~V t lv,
origin of the reform and the kind of agricultural system it created.

T ADTn'T?,Tc ryE' rrvUt' V'T-rrV%

129. In 1910, on the eve of the Revolution, the hacienda, or large
estate, held an almost complete monopoly over MKexican rural resources and
dominated lives f thne rural population. In the process of accumuiati1-tg
land it had "separated" the traditional village unit from its land and
gobbled up the iarger part of the public domain. In the same process, the
hacienda had reduced the peasantry to a state of peonage, working its
land for a pittance, and virtually eliminated the mobility of that captive
labor force. A few well-known statistics are worth repeating. By 1910,
an estimated 95 percent of the rural population owned no land at all.
Generally speaking, the proportion of the landless to the total farm
popuiation ix the various states ranged from a low of 88 to a high of
99 percent.f

130. Landlessness went hand-in-hand with the huge principalities into
which Mexico had been carved, which were controlled by one percent of the
population. These holdings had not come about through any significant
investment of risk capital. In the Diaz regime (1876-1910) the main
cause of the growth of the large estates was the transfer to the hacierdas

2/ George M. iAcBride. Land Systems of Mexico p.154.
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or newly created land corporations of 64 million hectares of the public
domain, leaving in that category less than 23 million hectares. "This
was so great an upheaval in Mexican rural pronerty that it has been called
the "New Conquest".V While most of this land was of limted economic
value, it did contain manv millions of hectares of valuable crop, forest
and pasture land. "In return for this vast quantity of land the Mexican
Government received a little more than 11.8 millinn dollars, paid mostly
in depreciated bonds."27 The main source of land concentration before
the dissinption of the national doma.in had been the illegal usurpation
of cultivable and cultivated village land. This, more than any other
factor, provided a rati.Dnale for the agrarin reform, and particularly
for its character, i.e. the creation of the ejido system. It gave the
proponents of reform a powerful argment for the return of the land to
its original owners - the villages - roughly on the basis they had
originally held the lands. There were other charges against the 'acje7n4:
lack of enterprise, perpetuation of backward agricultural techniques, a
drag on the national econor, and that morally it was a system "1Born in
conquest and nurtured on iijustice (and) it gradually absorbed the livirig
substance of a people, only to nourish pride and arrcgance in its bene-
ficiaries, permitting them to live idle lives in distant cities and to
waste their- inlieritance wilh littie sense of the human and cultural
tragedy their career exemplified."s/ }hen all these factors are taken
together, it is clear that the existing land system had created a
revolutionary situation and made it ripe for a drastic overhaul. The
war for independence in 1810 had also been an agrarian war, "a war of
proletarios contra propietarios," but that aim had not been realized.
In the intervening century the hacienda had become even more an anachronism
and the Revolution of 1910 provided the spark that spelled its end.

131. The Revolution began as a political movement, but it was the
peasants? call for the return of the village land that became the domincait
issue. Much of the turmoil of the first decade or more of the Revolution
centered around that issue and the pressure to reconstitute the ejido
type of tenure. In fact., the promise of land was the crucial commitment.
that enabled political leaders to gain and hold power. M,oreover, in
Mexico, in contrast with most Latin American countries currently faced
with land reform problems, the peasants participated actively in physical
attacks on the haciendas and their protectors. Neither Hidalgo in 1810,
nor Zapata a century later, had any difficulty in arousing peasants to use

2! Frank Tannenbaum: Mexico. The Strugglo for Peace and Bread,PP.139-1-40.,

/ Eyler N. Simpson: The Ejido - Mexicofs Way Out, p.28.

2/ Frank Tannenbaum: op. cit. p.141.
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gin nndr mchete j+.r1,nnst m+nt o~f soci lnterc^ i,,t. iv-n -d-r. that, 4
Zapata's words, "the ejidos of our villages are restored to us, until we
^re given back the l- dS which the haenadsole fror. 1/

ITT PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE EJIDO

132. There is no need to discuss in detail the crvstallization of
the program of the reformers nor the mass of legislation which eventually
nut the nrogram into effect. Comment cnn he limited to the two legal
cornerstones of the reform: the decree of January 6, 1915 and Article 27
of the MeicnAn Constitution of 1917. The former, 1'hiCh waslater incor-
porated into Article 27, declared null and void all types of alienation
of villae land and called for the r to the villages of land
which had been taken through the expropriation and distribution among
the hAenida and non-hac d r properties.r Ar 27 wn borndr
the January decree by defining the nature of property in land and the
limitat~ions on ln-4 - identfyin the individuals and l I

entities who might hold landed property, and by setting forth the general
p'rinciples0 an prcdrs lo le followed in solvin -hel, pobem
These principles and procedures are of particular importance for they were
directed at the removal of inequalities in land distribution. Specifi-.
cally, Article 27 made clear that the aim of the reform was the creation
of the ejido out of land taken from the hacienda, or through grants of
land taken from other sources.

133. As has already been pointed out, the reform gave rise to a vast
body of legislation, conslsting of more than 100 laws, codes, decrees,
executive orders, etc. For the purpose of this report, however, only
few provisions of th1e Agrarian Code of 1943 need be singled out. Under
the legislation an ejido might obtain land from a hacienda or from the
public uudmain in an area 7 kilometers from tne center of the village.
However, the distance provision was not always obligatory. In most
Lstances the ejidos were established on hacienda land. The owner of a
hacienda was, however, permitted to retain part of the land of his own
clloosing. Xhe 6Agrarian Code laid down the Ifollowing maximum retention
limits: 100 hectares of irrigated land, 20 hectares of unirrigated
.Ld, 150 hectares under cotton, 300 hectares in bananas, sugarcane,
coffee, cacao, fruit trees, henequen and a few other perennial crops, or
bhe amount of land required to maintain 500 head of cattle. All holdings
in excesa of the indicated maximums were not automatically expropriated;
Uhey were merely subject to expropriation upon a request by a legally
qualified body of farmers or village.

134. As elsewhere, the retention limit proved to be a rather flexibls
and -stretchable"' provision. From the literature, talks with informed
students, statistics on the pattern of land distribution, and observations

I/ Nathan L. 4hletten: Rural Mexico, p.112. This quotation is
from a Zapata Pronouncement addressed to President Madero.
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in the field, an observer cannot but gain the impression that the land
retention limitations have been honored mainly in the breach. In many
instances, owners have transferred many times 100, 10, 200 or 300
hectares to relatives while continuing to operate the land 4y and for
themselves. When they obtain credit, they do not often take single loans
for all of the land thhus "distributed" plus what they have personally
retained, but separate loans for each parcel of land. separatelv held.
This provides a cover f'or the evasion of the requirements. The ease or
difficulty with which the ceiling provisions can be evaded depend in part
upon the local population density. In densely populated rural district;s,
where the peasants are clammoring for land, excess retention. is likely too
be more difficult; in relatively thinly populated areas evasion of the
ceiling is n so hnrd. In fact, evasion occurs areasofboth kindE
and apparently with fei questions raised by the authorities,

135. Reform legislation provided for the compensation of the hacienda
o^Tner in t-he -amol-t equa ' 1, ----- 4+he asssse -,x 4,u- 1f the lar. pls- ~ ~ ~ *~=~~* - ~ ~ ~ 4~ v LO.A. V d.LLU vL ± UA&~L a.J jJLI.Au F .Lu '

percent. Payment was to be made in 20-year, 5 percent bearer bonds. 'The
* ~.L~ r__ J JJ _LQLAU WG1 Gi ULlurn t] VUe±IbLGbuLset" ULIe gU VVr11II1itent

for the land they received. The ejidatarios have in fact never paid ary-
thing, while the govern-Rm=ent paid the original ownaAers very little prior
to 1931 and virtually nothing since that date. Even if compensated, the
assessed trix vlue of1 the land, grossly understated by the hacienda ow-ners,
would not have availed them of much compensation. In any case, under the
Constitution of 1917, whicn defined individual property as social in
nature, expropriation became a right which the State was free to exercise
to the extent required by urgent social needs. For all practical purposes,
in relation to that portion of the hacienda that the government took,
the government exercised tnat right.

136. TFhe ejidos were created hurriedly and without plan or program
mainly on the basis of political considerations. With landless peasants
all over the country, often with arms in their hands, vociferously de-
manding land, it was not possible to carry out lengthy and careful
investigations before making the distribution. There was, moreover,
another important reason for haste which can be found not only in
Mexico. That reason is well presented in the following dialogue:

IrWhy do you do this at such breakneck speed and in such
wholesale fashion? Why don't you take time to plan the
communities before distributing the land? Why don't
you choose the recipients of the land more carefully?"
Almost invariably I got the answer, "It would be better
to go slow... But throughout our history, everytime land
reform was even attempted it has been resisted and blocked.
If we try to move slowly now, all the hostile interests
will congeal in a golid front, and no land reform will
ever take place. '4(

1/ Nathan L. Whetten The Rnle of +hp Riir in Moyicnn Land
Reform, May 1963, p.4. Land Tenure Center, The University of Wisconsin.,
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No care was exercised, therefore, in endowing the ejidatarios with "viable"
or "economic" holdings, both in size and quality, nor was account tfaAken

in the distribution of the qualifications of the applicants. The ejidos
were thought of largely as meanS OI subsistence agriculture to supplement,
the farm wages of their members, and the consequences of that assumption
plague most of them to this day. Until 1943, recipients of iand were
supposed to get 4 hectares of irrigated or 8 hectares of unirrigated
land; the Agrarian Code of 1943 raised the figures to 6 and 12 respectively;
and in 1947 the allotments were raised again to 10 and 20 hectares. In
most cases they are smaller than the specified amounts, and the number of
hectares actually cultivated by the majority of the ejidatarios is much
smaller.

137. Not all the peasants who asked for land received it. Often
there was not enough to go around, and those who failed to get a piece
of land are considered as having reserved agrarian rights and are placed
on a waiting list. This group is estimated now from one-half to one
million.Y Every member of an ejido in full standing is given a
"certificate of agrarian rights"w eventually each one is supposed to
get a title to a specific parcel of land (titulo parcelario). The
significant distinction between the two items and the length of time
that elapses before a title is issued will be discussed below in the
section evaluating the ejido system. It should be noted at this point,
however, that only titles recorded in the National Agrarian Register
"constitute proof of ownership of ejido propertv" (Article 335).

138. The land in an eiido mav be cultivated collectively or by
individuals; 96-97 percent of the ejidos are divided into individual
plots and each family farms its o-n land in its own way. Pasture and
woodland are held irn common by the ejido for commercial use.

139. "Ownership" in the ejidal sense is complex and carefully
c-irrTAscribed. An eiidatario mYnT passz his,z l=nd on l 'r ronl nf his
children (to avoid fragmentation). He may not sell or rent it, and since
he does not own +he land outright, he m.ay not mortgage nit to secure a
loan. If he fails to cultivate his land for two successive years, it
reverts to t-he ejid-o; t4-e lan_d i9a suPpsed t"orever also if- he rer+.Q

the land to others. The limitations were imposed because of the justi-
fo hi A Pa n 4h - + -r.- -n s o- - -.T-1 iii A A;4 - a4 4-1.- = -4 n h'Tl r ,- -A

b a. * , U.- tus a any za IJIAULGA bJ _ %VJI .LU. WQ~ W'.L wU~L.LTh4 1 .- ~ 1.J.-

easily acquired land if they were free to do so. To some extent, events
hflav Ie JLustifi. L. U1e d 'Jht ±t lose fe ±J.L U f 0JJ.Lor dsite kJ.L& SJLUIJJ..iJt1o0 rCM Lag1in trans-
action in ejido land, leasing or sharecropping is a common practice that
.Lo J.L .LV.Lj f YL1L14tV 9 LtZ 0. ~V14tn A rj1 WLI ;cL.d,"0 VI OCLLzti 0± Loul 14.L.LA.uclV:,0

of agrarian rights" and "parcel titles," although in most such cases the
lanrd has rUiaieUtd in the hands of ej ido members.

lj Land Distribution in Miexico. Foreign Agricultural Service,
U. S. Department of Agr:iculture, March 1964, p.5.
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140. Finally, the ejidos operate in an institutional framework that
was designed to serve the interest of their members. In theory, each is
an organization whose ultimate power rests with the membership. They
are governed by t-hre hones: the general assembly, the comisarirdo
ejidal or executive committee, and the vigilance committee. The assembly
elects twhe executive carlm.ittei, made fup- of' a preszideant, secretarv ancd
treasurer, which actually runs the affairs of the ejido and represents
it 4n dealing w-ith externa- agen.cies but is resonsible to the assembly
for its actions. As its name implies, the vigilance committee is another
device to insure that the comisariado serves the interests of +te eJidC.
On its face, the ejido, as an institution, should be the creature of its
meMbers. In practice, lt may be scre thg else again.. In ancther cont;ext,
it will be pointed out that one of the most serious criticisms leveled
against the eJido as an institution is that it fails to prevent certain
activities which favor the private interests of the comisariado rather
thanl tGhose of the ejido membership.

Tli The numerical growth of the ejido system has not been steady
as shown by Table I which gives the amount of land distributed, and in
consequence, the number of ejidos created. Tne fluctuations refiect
mainly differences in the driving force behind the reform exerted by
the various presidents. Under President Cardenas (1935-40) 18 million
hectares of land were distributed; that was one-third of all the land
given to the ejidos between 1915 and 1965, or 2.5 times as much as was
distributed between 1915 and 1934. The table shows clearly the important
role played by the man at the top of the political ladder in the
execution of an agrarian reform. The relatively limited distribution of
land during 1941 and 1958 was a reflection not only of declining land
availability but also of a certain ambivalence about the agrarian reform
on the part of those in power and, more particularly, of their nagging
doubts about the ejido system as a solution of the problem of the land-
less. However, distribution increased sharply again in President
Lopez Mateos t administration (1959-64) and this was probably the last
distribution of land on so large a scale.

142. At present the ejidos can be regarded as permanent institutions,
in spite of occasional vague mutterings about the possibility of change
in their form and substance. On the basis of numbers alone, there can
be no question that they are a major element in the agricultural economy
of the country. But they do not appear to constitute a potent political
force, nor have they been as important a factor or played as effective
a role in economic decision-making as they were expected to. And perhaps
not surprisingly, therefore, they have not been among the major bene-
ficiaries of the country's economic progress during the past two decades
or so.
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II. REFORM ACHIEVEMENTS - AGRARIAN AND NON-AGRARIAN

1L3. Although the elidos have not achieved as much as they wsere
expected to or as some of their more fervent proponents hoped, it would
hp a miqt.kP to minimizp. the great fhievpments of the aograri,tn refnrm in
creating the ejidos, in stimulating the private agricultural sector to
higher pnro cii+.yvi +.a nd in the rfrmIQ i n fion n nn +.h Pen nmnP
development of the cowutry as a whole. Some of these attainments are
trui..smC by rT.o w,u+ 4b n +h4 s report,- it r^. 1b- .,or,,. seg++ 4 vct +lm fortr+h.

-1 -J - .I.* W.4. oI bei jw- i -, 4h w'"e there are *ISLr large
,I4 Ac,mw -n 4

A's 'T' knr,L Wv *LI, WLLsh4 W +,.m -5 nonr

holdings in Mexico today and substantial inequalities in the pattern of-
La31±~A~.4La .1 .LiJ U~J.L~ UL,LJ Y.L= WV'J.UU LW± aJ~) PiIJUV.L11 - WLJl d.LU%JLL L . .U1 I-land diJJstr4 bution., 4h rervluirar a,e -we a out95prcn

of the peasants had no land at all - has disarpeared. Small-scale owner-
I_ 14~14±J 4 .141 - JLJf- -- ±VdU 1± U.LL1___ !~ W U -dL. 4_II.L. d.

holdings are, much of the Revolution's aim, put forward in its battle cry
of "Lcand and Liberty!', has been largely relized. lThe smILl holder has;
a stake in rural Mexico. He understands what landholding means, for
as one writer put it, "Land is right unuer his feet."- He knows how he
came to have it, and he can make reasonably good use of it, under proper
conditions. Tne standard of living of the ejidatario leaves much to be
desired, but no statistical evidence is needed to show that he is
infinitely better off than the peon on the hacienda. It is probably no
exaggeration that

'"More and more rural people sleep on beds instead of on the
ground, wear shoes instead of huaraches or going barefoot,
use store-made pants instead of home-made white cotton
calzones, eat bread in addition to tortillas, grind their
corn in mills instead of by hand, drink beer (or the ubiquitous
"colas") instead of pulque, use doctors instead of curandero D
and travel by bus or train (or bicycles) instead of on foot
or by burros,"g/

The hacienda store, dreaded, yet very much the hub of the life of the
peon, with its credit for bare sustenance and its perpetual hold on the
poor through their debt, is only a memory. There is no hacienda, no
debt peonage, no "captive" labor force to be chained to the hacienda.

145. The mobility that the peasant has acquired, his freedom to
move from one job to another in response to changing economic conditions,
cannot be overvalued. In spite of the sharp increase in the rural popil-
lation, the decline in the relative importance of the agricultural labor

1/ James G. Maddox. Land Reform in Mexico. Quoted from
manuscrint.

2/ Oscqar L.ewis , Mexir)c Since C.>rdenns- p.20.
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force from 70 percent of the total in 1930 to 54 percent in 1960
shows both the mobility of the rural worker and t'ne opportu-lities
provided by the economic development of the country. Admittedly,
those who leave the village permanently or seasonally go partly for
lack of land or opportunity for employment in agriculture, but there
is a good reason to believe that they are better off as a result of
their change in occupation. It can be argued further that but for
the existence of the peasants' stake in ejido land, rural-urban
migration would have been much greater and of less manageable propor-
tions.

146. One of the crucial tests of the agrarian reform is the amount
of personal freedom or unfettered behavior of the members of the ejidos
compared with the pre-reform days. Judged thus, the social consequences
of the reform in the countryside are a major attainment. In this con-
nection, the single most important experience of a field trip to the
rural areas is a meeting with ejidatarios, whether in groups under a
village tree, in a provincial bureaucrat's office, or in the field.
The impression they give is not one of fatalism, passivity or submissive-
ness; on the contrary, they are articulate, of no fear to speak freely,
and show no subservience. At one such meeting, the mission was impressed
by the fact that the presence of a sugar refinery official did not in-
hibit a large group of ejidatario cane producers from sharp complaints
against the sugar refinery, the pricing system, the sugar content stand-
ard, the credit arrangements, irrigation facilities, and, in fact,
everything about it. The peasants were troubled by their debts to the
refinery; to the food shon that charges them no interest but takes it
out in high prices; to private individuals who lend them money at 5
percent ner month! thev were trnubled bv the feeling that they were in
a blind alley in re:lation to the refinery. Their land is irrigated, an
ideal condition every ejidatario aspires to, and they cird receive credit.
another vital condition that sustains him. But from the point of view
of the e+i4atarir .nn of +the tim.e considered here, there is a fly in the
ointment. The irrigation facilities are for cane raising only and in
accordance with the prnvision nf the 2)i millinn nesns Inan nrovided by
the Fondo via the Alliance for Progress, and administered by the
refinerv= The eiiratarios re strictly tied to a cane croppng npattern!
they would rather not place all their eggs in one basket, but under
the rrbles of t,heir particular relationship to the refinery and to the
inputs of water and credit provided by government agencies, and punctu-

cannot deviate from the cropping pattern and diversify even if cane
raising is not, as t+heyr sone + a pThgronosition''t:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ *s v - .R '91 w9xVH>^e ' Fv 
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1L7. 7^.s obevto r epre,hwvr ot so ..uch to--4 I .l. 4.~3. JUL1-.V(3 ,JAJ.A z ~J ..((J ~ U.A Af( ' 3 tnt - 1. 1-*Z(tLI -

indicate the condition of the ejidatarios producing cane for the
relfiner as -to ca"l.l attention tuo 4he fac tha *mar of thes 4m.en- P -- -

.3.~.i .Lj~J3)' O. L(J ~.4.L 0 ~L(OL 3.LAII ~L IAi J. C3.t U U±1GL U iii0.l VLJ UJ . ~ Q~ 1iiI_A

were peons only a generation ago. If the record of what life iwas
-lik.e in bhJIos days is to be UfUb WU -diU ad ULIe ULnIa n iLy ofte

reports attest to its validity - it is probably not going too far
tu sy th a While tite eJlaUtaro 'S Wewly adUiUredU bself-respectb imlCy

not make up for all the errors of judgment or policy committed by,
or in the name of the Revolution, it does represent a major gain.
A conclusion on this point drawn from earlier observations holds
in all essentials for the present as well:

"Everywhere they reported that they are enjoying
personal freedom that was nonexistent previously.
They might be living in the same shacks, subsisting
on the same type of diet (with, perhaps, some im-
provement in quantity), wearing the same types of
clothes, and drinking the same polluted water; but
at least they are not abused by the landlord or
kept in perpetual debt slavery, or hunted down by
the rurales if they try to escape. They are not
required to purchase their food and clothing through
the tienda de raya (Hacienda Store). There is now no
fear of arbitrary arrest and punishment without trial;
ley fuga is no longer the dreaded fate of those who
incur the displeasure of government officials." 1/

1h8. A further point needs to be made. There is a tendency to
regard the ejidatarios - or many of them - as "unfarnmers", on the
alleged ground that they are inefficient, poor credit risks, and do
not contribute their proportionate share to agriculture or the natiDnal
economy. That will be discussed in detail below. But it seems worth
noting at this point that the ejidatarios, too, though surely not all
of them, have responded to the stimulant toward improved agricultural
efficiency, which has been one of the important indirect results of
the reform. The statistical records show that for a number of crops,
ejido yields are lower than the yields in the private commercial sez-.
tor. But the comparison is not valid; the difference in yields is
due less to the inefficiency of the ejidatario than the small size of
these holdings, insufficient availability of innuts; and his admitted-
ly lower technico-agricultural background. In general, the small

1/ Nathan T= WhRtten_ nn= cit. n571-
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farmers give the impression that it was tne poor quality oT their
land and their lack of appropriate inputs and knowledge about im-
proved practices rather than shortcomings in character that make
so many of them unsuccessful farmers and poor. They give every
evidence of being able to use what they have, and one has a strong
impulse to attribute much of this relative competence to the reform
which put an end to peonage and listlessness of the peon working
somebody else's land for the price of survival. Of the missing
links which adversely affect the performance of the ejidatario there
are enough, but as the evaluation of the ejidos will show, they do
not appear to be mainly of his own making.

149. Schools can be seen in most villages and farmers show a
desire for education, certainly for their children. Surely a be-
ginning toward the improvement of the quality of the human factor in
production which is needed for better farming, has been made. In
Tabasco, for example, in the ejido Hidalgo, the run-down huts of the
ejidatarios are in sharp contrast to the two-story, blue school
building. There is an upsurge in the literacy level among the yourng
and there are some signs of an imDrovement among the older generation
as well. The word "some" is used advisedly; even in that well-knoNjn
showcase of a collective e.iido, the "Quechehueca," in the country's
richest agricultural valley, the Yaqui Valley, in the State of Sonora,
the ejido President, told the mission that 70 percent of the heads
of families are still illiterate. The large grade school with its
nine permanent tPn1ahers and the recently established secondary
school are going full blast, but the night school for the "senior
citi zens" i9 l1nguishin- tStill- in 19)iA, when t'Ouechehueca" col-
lective was established, practically all of its members were illit-
erate; today younger, literate farmers are here and there rpnlacing
older illiterate ones.

150. It is not easy to estimate how far the investment in human
resources will go, but the course has been chartered and the vision
of the future quoted below may not prove an idle dream: "In the
past Mexico was d;ivided ino latifundios, wih+ the big house (Iasco) in
the center; in the future we will organize it around the village, with the
sch'oL1ol1 4. We c.ter. 1, .l -I /A i1-Ari d p e 

made, and many village scho6ls have been built. Yet ejidal Mexico, like
- --1 - -1t 1 -. 1 - - -n 4- - -;- r .nry r t141,nrural Mexico in general, has sill a loug way to go in i,.rov;-g -!l

i/ Frank Tannenbaum., op. cit. p.i53. ulr' quoudu 1re,,iark L Lby L,1er

President Calles, made in a conversation with Tannenbaum.
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human factor of production." To quote an informed observer:

"It is impossible," a commentator writes, "to evaluate the
increases in productivity or improvements in public health
that may have resulted from them (rural schools), but in those
communities with multigrade schools, devoted teachers, and
sufficient economic potential, the improvements were probably
substantial. Unfortunately, these conditions were not met in
the vast majority of villages. "l/

In part because what has just been stated, the ejidos contain, as will
be pointed out in greater detail later, too many inherent and acquired
features that keep most of the ejidatarios from achieving high product-Lvity
and reasonable well-being. While rural education undoubtedly enhances the
ejidatario's ability to make the best use of the land he has, it must be
recognized that the climate within which he onerates is not alwavs
favorable to drastic or rapid changes in values.

151. Agrarian-private. On the owners of the remains of the haciendas
and on +hose whn by one means or ano+her acquired larger holdings, the
reform had a very positive and significant effect. It forced them to
participate directly irn land management and make the most of their land.
Wfith land and other means at their disposal, they became producticn and
profit-seeking agr i,ilil etprnus T is is - sho ebr.Tn in the r isi n

productive efficiency, especially noticeable on the larger privately owned
farms . In these circ,ms+ 4 -es, capit+al acc-umulat ion an -

naturally followed.

152. The rise of an acquisitive, achievement-minded agricultural
ent rUepr-enieu ral rgrouyp sho10ws clVearl vha -4 he wiel propagated ar1- 4~11 L ~j~ ~ J. ~JIAJ ~JJAJVO ULOL.L,y ULId. U AULi VYLAUL j.L JjJarCLV ~ d. LUJIL,L± u

that an agrarian reform drives capital out of agriculture is not true
oL' Mexico ar,y more tIbU.la of th1e 1 Lii nwmber Uo olLith LUUU ±Lo- wihere

agrarian reforms have actually been carried out. Because of the way ir!
which MexJcan agrarian legislation has been applied and of tbhe continucu3
clamor for more land distribution (the "unfinished" first phase of the
ref'or,,i,ij, JiILy [Jdo-LVUW ±dluuwners huave had re L asLond1U toi wIolndi1eWr h0w long nthey

could hold on to their land. It is significant, therefore, that the
break-up of the traditional land monopoly has actually stimulated public
and private capital investments in land. The fact that to the ejidos and
many of their students public investment seems to favor the large-sized
private agricultural sector does not reduce the validity of the pre-
ceding conclusion.

153. Non-agrarian. the agrarian reform has had consequences outside
of agriculture too. Some observers go so far as to say that "Perhaps,
even its most important consequences have been manifest outside that
sector." 2/

1/ C. N. Myers. Education and National Development in Mexico,
Princeton University Press, 1965, p.42.

2/ Glade and Anderson: The Political Economy of Mexico, p.53.
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The "dead hand" of the hacienda dominated the economic, social and
political forces of the country. The haciendas not only on*iTned land;!uith
land ownership went the ownership of the government at both the national
and local level, i-clurding the right to make arnd enforce (or not +.ro onlrre)

laws the right to tax or not to tax, the right to control and limit the a-
mount and direction of social (-nd econc-ic) Jin Unlent.l A/ I hll

went, the bulwark against modernization went with it, and the ground was
cleared for bas-ic changes in the economy, politics and social relation;.
It is hard to estimate the extent to which the reform alone was responsible
lor 'LA'ese chanlges. 'IU is c'lear, hlowever, Whla tWhLe P.evolution of 1191.0

unified the nation; made the Mexicans proud of their nationhood; accelerated
industrialization; graduall y brought about political stability by raising
incomes, minimizing, even if to a small degree, economic disparities,
reduced social class distinctions, and heightened the fluidity of the
nation's class structure. For the same reason, it gave rise to an enter-
prising middle class in government and business; gained for successive
administrations the support of all classes; and, finally, created an
infrastructure of economic and social services, which in turn provided a
favorable base for a continuous and rapid economic growth of the country.

154L Viewed in this way, the effect of the agrarian reform was
indeed far-reaching in areas not strictly agricultural. There seems good
reason to believe that post-Revolutionary Mexico would not have progressed
so rapidly if not for the land redistribution program. If, as generall.y
agreed, "the Revolution would probably have not been possible without land
reform," it seems reasonable that "the major result of land reform has
been its indirect role of acting as a pillar of support to middle class
governments that have used the strength thereby gained for direct action
in other fields ."2/ And yet, when the reform is viewed in relation to
the needs of the ejidos, it appears that the stress of agricultural
policy has been less on the ejidos and much more on the private, highlyr
productive coamercial agricultural sector.

1/ Ibid, p.53.

2/ James G. Maddox: op. cit. pp. 35 and 36.
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IV. EVALUATUION OF THE EJIDO SYSTEri

i55. The preceding section indicated in general terms the widespread
results of the agrarian reform: for agriculture, for the economy as a
whole, for the political character of MIexico which was placed on a new
basis, and for the peasant who was transformed from a serf-like peon into
an independent ejidatario. The present section will examine in some
detail the ejido as an institution, and atternpt to understand -vwhy, in
spite of some very great achievements, the ejido has been largely un-
successful, particularly as an instrument of production and, in conse-
quence, as a means of raising substantiallv the standard of living of its
members. In still another section of this report the pattern of lancd
distribution in the private sector will be examined, not alone from t;he
point of view of its effect on agricultural output but also of its re-
lationshin to the reform, as well as its social and nolitical implications.
The ejido system is 50 years old, and it is as good a milestone as any to
take stock of its performance. And in dorng this, two questions are
raised: WNhat of the ejidos in the more recent past, and what of the
nossihle course of their future development?

156. The "Yes-No" Controversy. The ejido is firml en+.trenphed in rura1l
Mexico, but the controversy over its merits is still very much alive. To
some the ejido d in Eyr AA;po ; _ C: hr1 rd cz J po - I C f a11+ -1

while to others it is an anachronism and a "dead-end"; to some it is still
the outstuandi-;ng achievem,ent ofP the agrarian reform, to o+hers lt is anr~**.. ~".4~ X±L~'Ai,L1 UL UIL~- -61L -± LaJ.L ± JJ U, - W-' -. -fl--

unfulfilled creation of the reform; to some it is an essential part of
thl'e social andu L political transfor,,atnlo. of tI, -- 4untrysie but V s little
to recommend it on economic grounds, to others - though not many - it
seems passableUC ecnoiIcally, as Wt.vll as sUoLally anU poltcally. ITc

some the ejidatario is a "forgotten man", outside in the "Mainstream of
modern society ...... a secondary figure in the general developmenl of the
country" 1/ because the State has favored the private agricultural sector
at the expense of the ejidos; to others, mostly officials, the State
"is doing its best by the ejidos." Finally, to some students the ejido
is a system born of an impulse toward social justice in which the baEic
measure adopted - land distribution - was not supplemented by other
measures required to enable those receiving the land to make the best
use of it. This is possibly the most telling criticism that can be
leveled against State policy toward the ejido. Despite the welter of
contradictory views, there is a consensus on the major point that all is
not well with the ejidos. They are in fact in difficulties and to ease,
let alone solve, some of their wJorst problems, will take a great deal

1/ Manuel Carlos, Jr. The Changing Nature of the Mexican
Ejido: Administration and Poli ticS. Ty pewri-t+en mrnuGrnt. pp. 1- and 2-
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of courage and determination at the highest political levels, a great deal
of thinking and action, a great deal of resources, and a great deal of time.

157. Land base. To begin, it is necessary to consider the land
resource base of thecejidos. The 55 million hectares belonging to the
ejidos are distributed among 1.5 million ejidatarios according to the
1960 census, or among 2.3 million according to the apparently more ac-
curate unofficial estimates. That would be equivalent to 36 hectares per
eiidatario according to the census figures, or 24 hectares if we take the
second set of figures. However, about four-fifths of the land is pasture
and woodland of little economic value to the elidatarios in part because
they lack the resources to exploit land of this kind. Vlhat about the
cropland? A fe-w examples will help to show its aualitv. In 1959-196C,
Mexico turned over to the ejidos 778,000 hectares of land; of this 2.4
percent was irrigated or "'hunmidf llnd and 295 npercent drv land; the
remainder was pasture and woodland. In the following three years the
percertages of the +otal repreentd hu +.hp +woi +ynpq Of land were

respectively 0.8 and 12; 0.9 and 25.4 and 0.5 and 16.8 percent. Although
+he tig-res are for recen+ years on carnotr +.hat- t-his sample is not
representative on the ground that the best land had a'lready been disposed
of-. For the period 1915-1956 as a whole, the cropla.d cstitutes about
20 percent of the total amount of land distributed. The census of 1960
pro-re uDh, ofrain The crop-land of +he ej 1dos was recorded

as 10.3 million hectares, or a little over 20 percent of all the land thaey

iiad rec.eived.

i8O. Even if ali tnis cropiand were evenly udiviueu amoiug th

1.5 million officially listed ejidatarios, rather' than the pos-
sibly 2.3 million, the share of each would average only seven hec'are-.
Cropland does not mean cultivated land, particularly in Mexico with its
mostly semi-arid climate. Of Mexicols 20 million hectares oI cropandjd

(private and ejidal), only 12.5 million hectares (1960 census) were culti-
vated and of these 10.8 million were harvested. Moreover, it must be
recalled that the haciendas had a right to choose the land they would
retain, and naturally picked the best land. The ejidos were often,
although not always, given the poorer land. But even if it could be
assumed that ejidal land is equal in quality to privately held land and
the national ratio of cultivated cropland were applied, the average
cultivated holding of an ejidatario could not possibly exceed four hectares,
and three hectares would probably be closer to reality. It is clear,
therefore, that the various allotment provisions of the Agrarian Code (see
paragraph 136) were goals that could not be met, and more important is
the fact that the effective land base of the ejido is so small that the
system as a whole must be characterized as one of "too many people on too
little land."

159. The cropland held by ejidos is not distributed equally. The 1960
census shows that in 37 percent of the ejidos the average holdings were
four hectares and less; in 43 percent from four to ten hectares and in
only 20 percent of the ejidos located mainly in sparsely populated areas
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with poorer land were the average holdings over 10 hectares (Table 2).
Even in the fairly recently developed areas where land is abundant, the
ejidatario rarely had received as much land as he was supposed to. In
Tabasco State, according to local authorities the aim was to give everyV2
ejidatario 10 hectares of good land and 40 hectares of unimproved land.-
A brief visit in the couMtryside reveals no such magnitudes. Ten hectares
or less - in total - is closer to the norm; 36 percent of the ejidatarios
have holdings of only 4 hectares or less; 42 percent from 10 to 4 hectares,
and only 22 nercent of more than 10 hectares. The denselv populated State
of Morelos is overwhelmingly ejidal, with 65 percent of the land in ejidos.
In that State. 96 nercent of the ejidatarios have holdings of 5 hectares
and less, mostly less.

160. Both the statistics and observations in the field raise a
questloZ+.nn - r har sh-iud I rl ti st-.rib'iohn+A rw h iibe niin1? Tn HindIi virinnIi1" Pjiiri
as distinguished from "collective" ones, all members are entitled to equial,
separate, l.d sh,ares. Con- Ao.side'ration iss of co,ursen given "to the quality nf

the land so there could be differences in the amount of land allotted to
waDss Il L 6 . VU SVs CL. ULA UiC0 LO ua.lKen intL account VV U J. s qua.li VJ a -ln s

Questions put to farmers on that point brought no clear answers. Talka-
-.LVe as ULi e ejida 1iU1Li..L-Ly are, W.ty WeeL retieLntl Uon Uthis poiul.

Changes in the ejido, including the admission of new members, departures
of mriemlbers and variations in the size of families probably explain the
difference in part. But there seems reason to believe that part of the
explanation - perhaps a amail part - lies in the relationship between
the distributors and recipients of land. This may explain the reluctance
of the farmers to discuss the matter. On balance, the unequal distribution
of land in an ejido is almost a natural development as a result of the
very mnall, economically usable land resource upon which the ejido system
rests, and the keen competition for that land.

161. Siall as the individual holdings of the ejidatarios are, they
are reduced in size under the pressure of a rising population. The over-
all rate of population growth in Mexico is 3.6 percent, one of the highest
in the world. Random checks in the field show that families with five
children are hardly representative; families with six, seven or eight
children and more are common. As a result, despite the out-migration
to the cities, the numbers of rural dwellers grow and individual holdings
are subdivided and fragmented. Subdivision is forbidden by the Agrarian
Code, but the facts of ejidal life being what they are, it is a common
occurrence. No data are available on the extent of the phenomenon,
but there seem to be few ejidos in Mexico where there has not been
some subdivision. One student of the ejidos goes so far as to say
that "there are areas in Central Mexico where population pressure is
heaviest, in which the atomization of landholdings has reached

1/ In Tabasco, the quality of the land depends not upon
whether or not it is irrigated but upon the presence or absence of
drainage facilities.
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such a degree that properties are measured by yards and furrows and no
longer by hectaresd'. The ejidatarios are alive to the consequences of a
high rate of population growth and the increasing man-land ratio. One of
them put it somewhat waryly: "Fortunately I had the misfortune of having
all my children die." Others made it clear that though the output
increased, the share of each person dependent on it had fallen.

162. The departure from the ejidos of second, third and younger sons
has had the effect only of keeping the problem from becoming worse than
it is. Not much relief can be expected from the further distribution of
land; in the densely populated areas where most of the eiidos are loca-ted,
there is no unclaimed land to "beef up" landholdings. To summarize, the
land resource base of the individual ejidatarios was limited to begin
with and has been steadily diminishing in size. In view of the rather
weak technical base and the absence of manv of the elements needed to
strengthen that base, it is clear that the problems faced by the
ejidatarios are formidahlt.

1635. Land rpntingy Although the renting of land is, with few
exceptions, forbidden by the Agrarian Code, it is a common practice for
thp Piid1Atnrinc +to rpnt. land +n toah othernr o the leaneprc nf the eiidos-
and to private operators. Farmers talk about it in a matter-of-fact way
as if it Tere entirely normal, which it is in some parts of the country.
Now and then some farmer may think it necessary to preserve the honor
of the ejido lietef+e .h e-dteeitneo he rctc
in his ejido, but volunteered the information that 60 percent of the
cj-ido land ir. she 1, - 4- -r, 4- qusto -a rente out - It Tis ;4 posil~ .L.L±U.±1 J LVr,AJn in -ueI 1JL,_0.LJ.1Ji WC Ue" VtA 'UU. L U J.0

to determine the extent of the practice country-wide, but rough
approxIatLons car, bue madeU IVL' forEcLr 1 areas. T1hJs iiuu may Lit-, sdau

with certainty: the practice is limited in the mainly dry land, dense'Ly
populated ejido centers and more widespread in the less populated,
irrigated, prosperous agricultural areas.

16h. There are a number of reasons for the practice. A widow with
a±l. cUhldrtn or a disabled eJidatario must rent,, and >±e CUUU ±Uv.F0w
that. But these recognizable legitimate cases do not constitute the
majority. IMost of the ejidatarios who rent their land are able-bodied;
some have alternative occupations, some live on their rents and some
work as farm hands to augment their income from rent. Tne most common
explanation offered for the rental of land is the inadequacy of existing
institutional credit facilities. The wider aspects of this problem as
it affects the ejidos are discussed in paragraphs 187-203. In the presellt
context, it suffices to say that the inability of the majority of
ejidatarios to gain access to credit is probably an important cause
of leasing out land.

1/ Rodolfo Stavenhagen. Aspectos Sociales de la Estructura
Agrariade Mexico. Quoted from a manuscript.
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165. In some cases, a lack of title to the land appears to be a
reason for renting. This is given as one of the factors in the case of
the ejido !,'ixaguianualarr, of Hidalgo State, a study of which has been
published.-' This ejido had 1,534 members, of whom 55 percent had
holdings of' three hectares and less and 45 percent an average of four
hectares. Of 100 ejidatarios studied, 42 rented their land to others.
The causes for renting were reported as follows: the high cost of credit
and crop insurance 2/;limited economic resources apart from the land, and.
finally, a lack of title to the land. On the last point. the study
concluded: "The internal political situation of the ejido is such that
the ma;ority of the ejidatarios who still do not possess titles to their
land....give the land on a sharecropping basis to persons who promise
them sunnort in their struggle to obtain the definitive title." 3/ The
study does not indica-te to whom the land was rented; one can only surmise
that in the eyes 9f the renters they were influential people not
excluding the leaders of the ejido.

166. In certain sections of the country, however, where rental is
verr commone,i lack- of' titlea of o' esl des not. seegmr t. o ben imnn-tannt
factor. In the States of Sonora and Sinaloa the problem of title is not
serious, ye+ the rate orf ren4-tanl +-^ prite operatrsn is -+mely higrh

In Sonora it is reportedly 65 percent of all the ejido land in the Yaqui
Valley, almost 90 percent of the neighboring Mayo Valley; in Sinaloa
the comparable figure is a rough estimate of L0 percent. In Mexico City
wh'ere some of tiWAs -ro-itinwsgven lo th isin,i seemedu~~ ~~~U±Ii~~~~~~ UJ. LL±±~~~~~~~~~~ ±1L±I.)±1~~~~~~~~~~~I~~~ LLUU Wd.~~~~~~~~~~ ~~±V~~~~I1 LU IA1~~~~~~~~1" iIL11ULL1i Wc1UIL, ± L 1L.Z) _L 1L

puzzling enough, but it became more puzzling when the mission saw that
marvel of an agricultural-pro-uction machine ca' ed the Yaqui Valley.
From a low-flying four-seater plane the valley was an unforgettable
sight, showing how the combination oI irrigation, good soil, an
experiment station and an enterprising owmer could turn formerly
unproductive land into gold. Back on hne grouna we were tola that
yields were pushing to new horizons and that the doubling of already
fairly high yields was only a matter of a relatively short time. The
yields on the ejido irrigated land are about a third lower than on the
privately owned land, yet they too have been climbing. Between 1958-59
and 1965-66 ejido yields of wheat rose from 1.3 to over three tons per
hectare, and yields of cotton from 1.2 to 2.0 tons. Tihe noldmings are
the largest for ejidos in Mexico; they average 18 hectares - all
irrigated and cultivated. The land tax is only 14 pesos per hectare

1/ Lucio Mendietta y Nunez. Efectos Sociales de La Reforma
Agraria en Tres Comunidades Ejidales de la Republica Mexicana. Published
by Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, Instituto de Investigaciones
Sociales.

2/ The ejidatario cannot get a loan from the Banco Ejidal
without first insuring his crop with the National Crop Insurance
Agency.

3/ OD. cit. p.179.
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and the cost of irrigation a reasonable 125 pesos per hectare. It is
hard to understand why they lease out two-thirds of such productive
land, denying themselves a profit that current rentals cannot make
good.

167. Wlhen the question was raised, a number of explanations were
offered. including derogatorv remarks about the eiidatario - his
preference for idleness, his spending against saving, his illiteracy
and ignorance, his "state of mind" which does not make for good farming,
etc. But this familiar type of comment must be taken with a grain of
salt. By far the more convincing explanation is that the technology of
irrigated agriculture is more exacting, and the investment needed for
it. i.s vastlv grPmntr Thp eiid;eannrinq nf the. Ynnui Va1lley (in not. h;ve
the resources for this type of agriculture. Such agriculture is a
crre-Pnlr plannedi quene of fi-Neld operaio ad appliaions of inniits.
that does not permit qualitative dilutions or haphazard timing - except
at the cost of lower output. The skill and knowledge required for this
type of agriculture have not been developed among the ejidatarios;

i; t+L t t;e ed 4a ga -. _- s t-- ---- 4---- -4 44 -ean A 4-,I,, A-.-+ --t~~~ ~ULI~ .L.a,l 6 WJjJ~, 0. U4.Jl 0 V L4± 0.i I c JJl.A.Ic III~ L U~J U"" 0.. -V F

of the best in agricultural technology, they do not cut strong figures.
1Moreover, lthtey 1-ave on-l- l4Xmit-3 r,.ear 4for_ finr-gthir peatins~~.~'J± ~JV~± , L ± .U111± IAU li1t-,ill LvlU ±LL 0.IuU_Ll16 Ullu.L.l VPl auJ.L d OII0.

The ejidatarios can get a crop loan from the Banco Ejidal of 1,000 pesos
per hIectare of whea+v or 3,000 pesos per hectare of cottoln, but mosti ofv
them cannot get a loan for a tractor, the minimum price of which is
60,000 pesos but which is a typicai Yaqui Valley tooi of production.

,/0.

iou. The Banco Ejidal of Sonora gives the impression of being a
very enterprising institution, eager to assist the ejidos, but it is not
geared to loans of that kind. Private banks generally refuse to extend
credit to ejidatarios who cannot mortgage their land as security. But
in the Yaqui Valley, the tractor has displaced the mule, not only
because of the relatively large-scale operation, but also because in the
irrigated zone it is difficult to till the soil with animals. MvIost
ejidatarios must rent equipment from private owners. Custom jobs of
this kind come in three grades, and price of all is high. The tendency
of the ejidatario is to contract for the cheapest job, and the results
show it. It is not altogether surprising, therefore, that many
ejidatarios prefer to rent out their land on the conditions offered by
those who can secure the full benefits from the most modern farm
practices and adequate financial resources.

169. Good soil, good sized holdings, good farm techniques and
ample year-round water should have provided the ejidatarios with the
incentive to hold on to the land and develop it with something of the
enterprise of the private owners. That the favorable combination of
factors has failed to bring that result about as shown by the "desertion"
of the land, is not, basically, the fault of the ejidatarios. Whatever
their failures to come to terms with the Yaqui Valley tyDe of
agriculture, what is more important are the questions this experience
raises about present wavs of annroaching ejidal imnrovements. These
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are well summed up in a careful study of the problem as follows:

"From the available empirical evidence, we can conclude
that the t+echnique was impnsedr iinnn the eiido groun of

the Yaqui Valley and it failed to be fully assimilated.
This was principally due to the fact that the public
institutions working in this field haven't given due
consideration to the val ue of the participation of the

ejidatarios, ignoring, maybe in good faith, ways of
improving the aspirat-ions and involvement of the ejido
group." 1/

170. The point is that renting is common and that its implications
must be recogrized. It is not hard to see what they are. A ransfer of
natural and human resources is taking place inside and outside the ejido..
Even if only inside the ejido, it is a serious breach of the Code provls.ior,
not to speak of an injustice to those on the land distribution waiting
list. Renting out ejido land to outsiders is both a -violation of the Code
provision and a source of significant land accumulation in few hands. This
is the case in the areas mentioned in paragraph 167. In whatever numbers,
ejidatarios are becoming something other than farmers. Even if the practlice
had unquestioned advantages for the ejidatarios, the exchange of the rihit
to use land for the right to collect rent is a retreat from a basic goal
of the ejido system. Yet in some parts of the country, as, e.g. the 7aqui
Valley, the retreat has gone so far as to raise the question whether what
is good for private farming zriay not be a sign of the decadence of the ejido
system. Thie complete lack of enforcement of the Code provision against
the subletting of land is not the cause of this development. It merely
facilitates it. What is important are the underlying causes. So long as

the rewards of the ejido system are limited, its members will not be able
to withstand the temptations offered them and administrative measures wi3l
avail little. If it is intended to reverse the present trend, the only
way is to come to grips with the most serious problems facing the ejidos.
There are pronouncements from official circles that this particular pract`cc
deserves attention, and we shall return to this problem in another connectioni.

171. Security of tenure. One of the principal goals of an agrarian

reform is security of tenure to tinse operating farms. In Mexico the
ejidos received millions of hectares of land, cost-free, but the vast
majority of the ejidatarios did not gain absolute security in the owner-
ship of the parcels they cultivate. According to some students of the
problem, "As it now stands, the Government, the community and the

1/ Francisco j. Andrade y Donald K. Freebairn, Economia Agricola en el
Valle del Yaqui; Los Ejidatarios Individuale'p77T?. Published by
Secretaria de Agricultura y Ganaderia. instituto N\acional de
Investigaciones Agricolas, Mexico.
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individual narcel holder all have t-heir rights to the same land t8Y
Whether as a result of this or not, only an estimated 15 percent of the
memhers o f t-he ejidios harve legal ti+le to the land (Atitulo nar ceirJc
Though most of the ejidatarios without titles remain undisturbed on
the land, the peasants are aware of the value of a title and eagerly,
if so far vainly, seek to obtain one. Until the peasant gets a title,

h i rund to have the uneasy feeling +hat t-he lced he culiva+tes ic
not quite his own, and with gond reason, for some peasants do lose
their l-and. In this regard, a ser.+ence irn. Presiden n; az Orda-z'
First Report to Congress is significant: "The legal security of
posslessi.sn whicar. r'fly bLJe oUb UC%.ZA1t;oughULL i . L J± rigiud applica± Lon of wLh th

protecting laws is as important as the distribution of the land itself."_

172. The government's remissness in this respect is at least partly
due to the fact that the Departamento Agrario lacks sufficient funds to
survey and demarcate the parcels and then issue legal documents of owner-
ship. Not unrelated to this is the ;'determination of the boundaries of
the ejidos in the relation to community lands and privately owned
lands. The important part of this project is to uncover the internal
problems of the ejidos and farm communities and to try to solve
them."' 3/ The Departamento Agrario is charged with the distribution of
land and all the functions relating to it, including the survey of
boundaries as well as the issuance of titles within the ejidos. These
activities call for a large and trained staff and ample funds. This
is not the case of the Departamento Agrario, the administrative pivot
of the reform. Its 1965 budget was a meager 109 million pesos hardly
sufficient to handle current land distribution, some titles, and to
enable harassed officials to adjudicate the constant flew of peasant
complaints connected with the application of the reform. The mission
is not in a position to state if its 1966 budget is much larger.

173. A title of ownership to land is important not only for
psychological reasons, important though these are; so long as legal
claims to the land are unresolved, conflicts among ejidatarios about
administratively assigned parcels are inevitable. Ejido cropland is
limited, and the pressure of the population on the land is enormous.

1/ Matthew D. Edel. "Zinacantants Ejido: The Effects of
Mexican Land Reform on an Indian-Community in Chiapas." The author's
reference on this point is ta the legal land scholar, Dr. Mendietta v
Nuniez Lueia and his work, El Problema Agrario de Mexico, 1954.

2/ From the First Congressional Report to the Nation,
September 1, 1965.

3/ President Diaz Ordaz . Quoted from his First Congressional
Report to the Nation, September 1, 1965.
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In such a climate the f'irst requirement for the security of an ejido member
is a legal recognition of his right to his parcel, which protects him
against other claimants. Lacking such recognition, many ejidatarics (the
exact number is unknown) have found themselves dependent upon the
goodwfill of the ejidal authorities. In practice, even if in-
directly, such situations have led to involuntary - as against

voluntary - leasing of land; they have led also to the shifting of
ejidatarios from parcel to parcel, and worse than that, to occasional
dispossessing of eiidatarios from the land.

17). Thre are no statistics on such occurrences, and officials
directly involved in the agrarian reform are reluctant to discuss them.
Groups of ejidatarios questionied hv an outsider react similarly. But there
is ample evidence that such cases occurring are not rare. On a visit to

an appropriate office crowrded with peasants, illegal dispossession from
the land was not an unconmmon cause for complaint. There is reason to
believe that the files of the perti- agencies would yield records of a
large number of ejidatarios wronged in such ways. The Mexico City daily

press does not prLt m.ucI news of this kind, but even the reader car

find occasional items. ]n El Dia, they are practically daily fare. The
provlncial press, which is smuch closer to the scene of "irregularities, 
reports enough relevant stories on this subject to compensate for the
lack of statistical evide,nce.

f75. if legally conferred ow-nership does mear, securiy it is only
reasonable to assume that peasants on such land would take better care of'
it. That is where the psychological and the practical are likely to Meet,
though recognizing that the ejidatario cannot sell or mortgage his larnd.
For all the enumerated reasons the title of ownershlip is a com,,pelling
need if the process of land redistribution is ever to be completed.
There are students of the reform who denigrate the element of ?Iewnershiip"

in the ejido on the grournd that technical and cultural improvements among
its members are of greater importance. It is idle to draw such a
distinction as if the combination of these elements is not basic to a
stronger ejido. VWhat matters is the attitude of the ejidatarios who are,
after all, good judges of their needs; nor can one take lightly the
consequences an eJidatario must face in the wake of dispossession, or

shifts from plot to plot. The importance of technical and cultural uplif't
is not in question, but to feel secure on the land is the precondition
upon which much else depends.

176. Some commentators on ejidal tenure see other weaknesses in a
system where rights to the land are held by the government to some degree,
and to a larger degree by the ejido communities and individual ejido
members. The ambiguity of ejido ownership, it is argued, can in itself
be a factor limiting production; the 'uncertainty", of this type of tenure
discourages investment and improvements, the ejidatario cannot sell or
mortgage the land, buy more land and has limited recourse to credit to
improve what he has. Along the same lines, one of Mexico?s outstanding
agricultural economists, Dr. Fernandez y Fernandez, deplores what seems
to him too rigid a link between the ejidatario and his land, and urges
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that the ejidatario ouwht to hold his land in fee-simple, i.e. have an
unhompered right to sell or mortgage land, althoiuh Dr. Fernandez would
restrict the right to soles v;ithin the ejido. To others, unrestricted
right of ownership or selling and buying could not be contained within

the ejido;private interests would find their Ylay into this market.
ceusing a good deal of selling of land, especially the best ejido lend.
Not all nor even a majority. of the ejidatarios T^-ould sell nutj but under
present conditions and faced vith difficult pressures, many mnight find it
hard to resist the temrptation to sell. The authors of the Arrarian Code
probably had good reEson for imposing a restrictive ty,pe of ejido owner-
ship. IThat is not to S-,y however, that the completion of t-he grant4n of

titles of ownership provided for in the Code is not long overdue. It can-
not be denied either that the system of ow-nership is rigid and thet time
has come to make it more flexible. This is touched upon in paragraph 139.

177. Ejido non-land resources. iNexico is not Japan, but it may be
.2 1-~ -TC. 14~ 44 , la-1 ~,4~'nf Y iqnz

useLUl to co-L,pare it -it. h=elaUter country in -1hic 3 lan --or was

carried out in the presen-t generation. The avercge size of a form in
Japan is one hectare. To overcone this severe liminitation, the sppro3ch

adopted after the reforrm ias, in the words of the slogan, nailed down to

every door in every Japanese village: -Let the size of our output increase
the size of our holdings." The combin.tion of improved technology

facilitated y government assistence in credit, extension services ard
"interventiont, of many other kinds has proved that such a slogan con
become a reality, though agriculture Ealone in Jepcn does not provide a
complete solution to all peasent problemns. The measures taken did not
constitute a "one-shot" program to bolster up a reform which was in fact

e success from its inception. On the contrary, the Japenese polic- of

assistance is a continuous one and is part-and-nprcel of the reform-n
process.

178. That record is relevant to the 1iexican reform. The ejideterios
(and the private holders of less than 5 hectares), too, must enlarLe
their holdings by increasing their productivity, as one of the ways of
easing the conditions of the overcrowded ejidos. This assumes th;-t
Nexico's repid rate of in(justrial and com.rercial development will be
rmiaintained and that large nullbers of surplus rural workers vill be

ebsorbed in other pursuits, and that the rate of population growth Aill
eventually decline. Since securing higher productivity depends on

improving the means of production, including credit and technical
assista;nce, it is necessary first to examine the "peck)age" currently at
the disposal of the ejidatarios.

179. wlith few-o exceptions, the ejidetarios did not receive farm equipmjent
along with the land t:listributed to thein. This situation prevailed not only
in the first nhnotic days when the "noblemien's nests" were bein- burned: it
hae prevailed doun to the present days of a stable and relatively prosperous
Viexico. R't the ejidos heve gradu-l l1r accumulated some assets. According
to the census of L56G, the value of the ejido share in all types of farm

gneUip s Il A rp L pe nt. In the I of w.rhat thei St-rted w.ith, this is

a not inconsiderable achie!ve-,ent. Nevertheless, uith roughly the sam-e
amount of land, 4e privte sector has 69 percent of ill farm equinment;
and its equipment concentrated in the commercial sector is generally lore
sophisticated and efficient.
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15c. The overall 31-6? division of farmn equipment tells only part of
the story. A major comparative studY of conditicns in ejidos and private
egriculture 1/ is revealing in this respect.. The study was made in the
district of Celaya in the State of Guanaju.to, but the author considered
conditions there fairly representative of a nwiuber of other parts of the
country. It dates back to 1953-54, but there is no reason to believe that
the relationship betwjeen the ejidos and private farms has changed signifi-
cantly. '.hen the investigation vas undertaken, the district had 202,000
hecteres of cultivated lendc, of wlhich 96,00C was ejidal and IC2,CCC iac s
privately held. All of it wes planted to such -6typical crops as corn,
*heat .:nd beEns.

181. Table 3 compares the ejidos with the -private ferms. Thouhh the
privtlte sector had only 11. percent more land, the value of its land,
buildings, irriRaticn works, rmcchinery. transport vehicles and aniz,als
a.!ounted to 70 percent cf the value of the assetS of all farms - private
and ejidal. The r.-io of the value land to ejic,al land was 66:3b, clearly
showing a- difference in quality. Even treeter differences are show!n for
buildings w-)here the ratio is 9t:5 for irrigation vorks, wihere it is
76:214; for farnm equipment, 73:27; for transport vehicles 85:15, and for
animals 8C 20A Canital assets npr hent2arp amonint, to it_l,2 nesos in the
priv.te sector comrpared with cnly,7 1,198 pesos in the ejidal sector. 2/

-ltrrent in1Tst.1-xnt. sho-.pd rn ovrn rreatpr cIisnrri1.V. Tn 19C5L; net
investmient-s aiounted to 104. pesos per hectare for the private farms and
onl>T -oesns npr eiidel hert.are. 3/ 2yxcept. fo-r the nnirnnl st,n-,Q r.nniap l
conswimption in the ejidos exceeded newe investmients. Dr. Castillo con-
clucieco

II T ih~a *~ Ancc + r' ' -c I oliroo nr ,,-, A4 11 n+U,

those in the private sector and show Cgrave symptoms of deterior-

only not replenishing the amortiz,ition of their buildings,
irr4ation investmients, fvr.i teqAudI11U1, U .ndu Canspoxu tion neUns,
but are literelly ccnsuming their capital resources at the rate
of 3t percenlt per yeer." 1/

I ~~~J _I u 4

LU8. On tIhLie buaLss of! the ceiins-us fi- ets -be aebov-e cs -l i,. .

Castillots figures, it seemns clear that no valid coim,parison can be mi-ade
between the ejidaterio and the T;ruCh.r better provided privat-Le holder

1/ Carlos ' anuel Castillo5 La rEconomia A' ricols en L, -Re.ion deL Baio,ll 67.

2/ 10i0, Trable 92. pu9.9y.

j3' Ibid, TL7ble 91, p.9,.

4/ Ibid, o.`65. The discrep..nc, between this fin6ing end the census uata
cited in paragraph 181 may be due to the differences in tiirce and geo-
gra!;hic coverL-e of the t'.o sources.
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as cultivators. The ejidatario starts with grave handicaps which evidently
notu many can overcome. ThI'Llie lac'k ofL resources othler tLlan Land midakes it
extremely difficult for the ejidatarios to use the land. Obviously, the
goverrnment carnnot be asked to give each peasarit all the equipment he
needs, but a policy that would help an ejidatario willing to make the
effort to accumulate such assets is an essential part of an agrarian
reform.

183. Credit. The ejido farmer needs a great many things, but when the
ejidatario is asked what he needs most, the invariable answer - after
water - is credit. What he refers to is institutional credit, not credit
from private lenders. All Mexican agriculture is dependent on credit.
One gets the impression that even successful commercial agriculture,
despite the sizeable resources it has acquired, could not continue to grcw
without a constant flow of new credit. But the ejidatarios who need
institutional credit most, find it hardest to get - and get it least.

184. Almost the only source of institutional credit for the ejido is
the Banco Ejidal. In the agricultural State of Sinaloa, for example,
private baiks extend loans to established ejidatarios well-known to them,
with holdings considerably larger than the average. But these, like other
cases that could be cited, are exceptions. Private banks in Mexico
insist on "absolute" security, which means mortgaging the ejido land.
This is a condition which no ejidatario can meet, for under the Agrarian
Code he carmot mortgage his land. The recently established Banco
Agropecuario is beginning to extend loans to ejidatarios, but only to
those who have demonstrated that they are "successful" and creditw.orth:y.
But, to repeat, all cases of this kind are exceptional. The overwhelming
mass of the eiido farmers must depend upon the Banco Ejidal. That Bank
was created to serve them, but it does not perform that function as well
as its creators must have honed.

185. Thp Banco Ejidal provides the followinng types of Inans: short-
term production loans (avio) granted for a maximum period of 18 months 2nd
in the amount not exceeding 70 percent of the expected value of the crop -
such loans account for 70 to 90 percent of the total amount loaned by the
Bank in any year, Intermediate loanis (refaccion) mainly for equipment and
for periods of 5 to 12 years - these loans account for from 6 to 10 percent
of all loans made in any one year. The remainder - insignificant - are
long-term loans (immobilario). The interest rate charged by the Bank is,

186. Ulnlike the private ba1rbs and such official credit ins+;tuio±I±cn<3 as

the Banco Agropecuario, the Banco Agricola, the Fondo de Garantia y Fomento,
the Banrco E jidal i s the o.nl'y one that extends loans on the security of
anticipated crops. This practice has resulted in certain difficulties for

+1 k ", __ .' _r r
thle BankL, which are discussed below together with other bark problems. The
loans are made available in part in cash, paid in installments, to cover
he -Living expenses o bile borrow.iers; by far- the larger partU is made

available :in the form of supplies and services required for production.
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TLhe 'loars var-y considerably in size, luepending upon -th-i-e crop Por whidch

they are made. For cotton they amount to 2,500-3,000 pesos per hectare,
for wheat - 1,000 pesos per hectare, and for corn - 800 pesos per hectare.
The credits are not equally distributed throughout the country; the
Laguna cotton region, Yucatan with its henequen and the Yaqui Valley with
its wheat and cotton receive about half of the total. In recent years
(1959 and 1961) the average size of the loans ranged from 4,000-5,000
pesos (US$320480). Although the amounts are not large, they show that
the Bank0s principal concern is with cash crops grown on larger than
Laverage' ejido holdings. To ensure recovery, the Bank takes over the
produce at harvest time, arranges for its sale, deducts the amounts due
to it, and gives the balance, if any, to the borrowing credit society
for distribution among the latteris members. The repayment record is
relatively poor, as is shown by the substantial volume of overdues arid
bad debts.

8{ I . With the aid of 4;0 main offices and 300 branches, credit is.
maae available throughout the country, even though, as indicated, the
main emphasis is on a few regions. With few exceptions, the Bank extends
loans only to ejido societies (60-70 members per society), which are
supposed in turn to be prorated among the members of their societies.
Officially, in 1965, there were about 12,000 societies, but at least
5,000 were dormant. Since the number of the ejidos is estimated at
20,000-22,000, it might appear that roughly a third of the ejidos or
a third of the ejidatarios were eligible for credit. This is not the
case because (a) only a small proportion of the ejido membership is
covered by the societies, and (b) only about half of the members of such
societies actually receive! ltans. Many reasons are given why so few have
access to credito farmers complain that the Bank?s services are neither
adequate nor timely; that there is too much red tape involved in securing
a loan; that there is too much Bank supervision of the use of loans. The
Bank attributes the situation to the fact that a large number of farmers
are not creditworthy. It is not surprising, therefore, that ejidatarios
prefer to pay merchants or processors 2 percent per month as against the
10 percent per year charged by the Bank.

-tD_ Although the limited scope of Banco Ejidalvs activities is explained
in nart bv the factors cited above hy far the most important cause is the
fact that the funds at the disposal of Banco Ejidal are too small to meet
needs even in the selected areas and among the groups which it favors.
Between 1950 and 1960 the Bank?s disbursements rose from 200 million to
1.2 billion pesos a year; since 1960 they have remained at about the latter
level. Official figures for disbursements in 1962-65 have not been made
niblic, but figures for 1960 the peak year of loan disbursements
(1.25 billion pesos), are instructive. In that year, there were 9,069
societies with a mem.bership of 6 6SS300; the Bark dea"+ with ' I 2 soieie

with a membership of 370,018e Of these, 237,000 received loans, that is,
either 10n orl -16, percent of4 a"llc ejd a 4arios, dependi4ng on whether 4theJ. ...L ~J-L"UO. -.L .4AJ z U . JL VV1tU Lll ui1

official or unofficial est:imates of total membership of ejidos is accepted.
Clearly, the overwhe'Lmilg maj ority of the eJidatarios do not receive Banco
Ejidal credit.
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1r.C.. The six-fold increase in funds does not represent a much greate:r
scope in the Bank7s activities. The number of ejidatarios served by the
Bank has hardly changed in the past 30 years. In 1936-45, the average
was 260,000) per year; in 1950-59, it was 290,000 per year, and there was
a decline in the second half of the latter period. The average size of
the loan has increased substantially, but after adjusting the absolute
figures for many factors contributing to the rise, there does not appear
to have been nearly as much real increase as it might appear at first
glance. In the last three years of 1936-45 when the size of the loans
reached a peak, the average was 420 pesos per year; in 1959-61, it was
4,000 pesos per year. But when, account is taken of the chanRe in the
purchasing power of the peso J11 the comparable figures are 420 and l,00ti.
The more than two-fold increase hardlv offsets the rise in credit reauire-
ments resulting from technological change in agriculture. For example,
30 years ago few, if any; ejidatarios used chemical fertilizer. They now
fertilize 9 percent of the cultivated land (17 percent in the private
sector), while the ejiidatarios served hy the Barnk fertilize an even larger
percentage. Adding insecticides, better and costlier seed, and an
occasiona1 niece of equipment, the nerage 4,000 peso loan is inadequate
to cover the cost of the inputs required for a modern, as against a
traditional type of agriculture. It is unes - -able why f-e- who
receive credit from the Banco Ejidal, rely in addition, on other credit
sources,O

l Sp- Not only does the Banco Ejidal fil to .mee- the needs of the
ejidos, but it has suffered from a number of difficulties the most serilous
of whi-ch, f.rom. th.e very lbeginn'g I-as b-een a re'ative"y- large vol,,re of~~~u ~~~~~~~ V ~~~~~~~~J.J ~~~~~~~~~~'t~~~~~~

5 4~~~ irSi g.4 , Lid L ~ i 1. ~L LJ. V q -Ld.. -JLUA

overdue payments and bad debts. Of the loans made in 1958 and 1959 only
80 and 75 percent were repoaiu. 'Lei rae of recover-y in preceding years
was the same or even poorer, and that is probably true of the four most
rece-nt yers for whic da.ta are not availale. 's a results the i ank hai
accumulated a huge load of indebtedness. At the end of 1961, the most
recent year f'or which figures have been published, out of the Bank°s
total portfolio of 1.8 billion pesos, the accumulated overdues amounted
to 1.2 billion pesos, or 66 percent of the total volume of loans out-
standing.g/ The former figure does not include loans already written off
as bad debtso vverdue payments are due in part to recurrent crop failures
on unirrigated land. In part, they are due to the meager financial
resources of even tUe better OI ejidatarios who are the principal clients
of the Bank; it seems clear that they borrow from other sources as well
as tne Bank and because of the greater pressure exerted by the former,
repay these debts first. Finally, the poor record may be due in part to
the alleged inefficiency of the Bank, which is shown not only by its large
losses but also by the high cost of operations.

1/ Purchasing power fell by three-quarters between 1943-45 and
1959-61e

2/ There exists a large discrepancy for which no explanation could
be found between the figures contained in the 1961 Report of the Banco
Ejidal -- used here -- and the global data supplied by the Banco de Mexico
for the years 1961-65. The latter figures were used by the mission in th.e
;5ain Report.. See also footnote on page 70.
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191. I'he Bank is a traditional money loser. Crop insurance
(Aseguradora Agricola Nacional), which is compulsory for crops financed
by the Bank makes possible the recovery of some of the losses on bad
loans. But such recoveries only reduce, they do not wipe out the losses.
In 1961 the Bank lost 265 million pesos; in 1958 it had wound up its
operations in the red to the tune of 282 million pesos. When the
onerating results for 1962-65 are finallv published- they will probably
reveal losses of roughly the same magnitude. In addition, in 1961, as in
most other venrs. the Bankvs portfolio contained A n undetermined amount
of loans on which payments were overdue which will eventually be charged to
losses. jiS to ndiministrati-ve costsz in 1961 they nmounted to 115^5 million
pesos, or 12 percent of the loan volume for that year. Although it is
di f ff i t to fi ;n co rl nmprna ive fiies f.r m on n; n .. fr I 1r ;n it A is t
generally agreed that the administrative cost is abnormally high; nor does
the Bank nc inv_olrvoement in activities o.,,er han lendn,g conpletely explain
the high cost. To offset them, the Federal Government has been giving the
B1ark_1-a a yearly subsidy of ab1ou n t I&4.' j.i ros, ,ut en so, the 3ank cannot
make both ends meet and it is commonly regarded as the worst loser among

4-1A s1A 4 4 A- . -1 AA 1 _ 7h -__:the. pblinc and privae a nksUMZ5 of lieAicw.,Ea

3I hflUu/ L12 UULJ4UaL11Ut:U W-LUL1 jUb WUVIi& U11t: JDdIILU £DJ±LUd± L1dtO UUuIJIL

to be looked upon more as a 'welfare agency' than a banking institution,
with th'e goverrinment bearnlg all the losses, regardless of thII caLUse. For
this reason, it is maintained, the Bank is poorly managed, makes no effort
to r-equire the societies that borrow from it to build capital reservesd
solicits no deposits; displays little concern over the soundness and
recoverability of its loans, responds to political pressures in making
loans, and, in general, has come to look upon itself as a welfare
institution, an attitude which presumably enhances these tendencies.

193. Nevertheless, despite its faults, the Bank has helped to promote
better agriculture in some ejidos by financing crops and popularizing the
use of improved inputs. The Bank is practically the only institutilon tha;
gives many ejidatarios cheap credit. Its iwelfare" point of view is under-
standable in the light of the fact that it deals with ejido members who
are subject to all kinds of disabilities. Moreover, whatever the unfavor-
able results flowing from this approach, they should not be laid solely
at the door of the Bank; they arise from the difficulties of the ejidos
which the Bank cannot help to reflect. The often-repeated criticism of
the Bank that it serves only a very small number of farmers is also not
justly laid at its doors; the policy is not of its own making.

19a. Granting that the Bank?s performance could be improved, it is
doubtful it could serve a much larger number of farmers, given the present
agricultural policy of the government which involves channelling public
and private credit resources to the sector which can yield the quickest
returns in increased productivity and the best prospect that the loans
will be repaid. That policy has been eminently successful; this is amply
attested by the remarkable progress of private, non-ejidal, commercial
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1,/
agriul which hIas received th t lion's share of the cred-t resources

The newly created Banco Agropecuario is an extension of the Government
policy, for this bank, tvoo, is concentrating mostly on the -arger and
successful private farmers. But, in addition, the activities of the new
uarm create som^e pro-ler,ss for 4theI; Bac rJdl; 'VL e Banc Agoeu. -has

begun to take over from the Banco Ejidal the accounts of the most solven.
ejidatarios, leaving only the weakest to that less-favored institution.
The immediate prospect is that the Bank will do well if it manages to
maintain its operations at current levels.

195. How do the ejidatarios manage to fiil the credui gap of Uhe Banco
Ejidal? Neither the census nor the Bank provides statistical information
to answer this question. Inquiries by the mission among the ejidatarios
indicate that many get no credit at all; that a few individuals and
societies resort to privaite banks and credit unions with varying degrees
of success; that some ejidatarios with small holdings and equipment can
secure credit from private sources on the security of such assets; that
some borrow at 2 percent per month, while many others must pay the even
higher going rate, which may be as much as 5 percent per month. The conclus-icn
would seem to be that if the "life blood" of Mexican agriculture is
adequate amounts of credit at 10-12 percent per year, the ejidos suffer
from a serious case of anemia. Their situation is in sharp contrast with
that of the large and medium private holders who have access to an in-
creasing flow of public and private credit. And on this account too, as
well as because of the other differences already discussed, one should not
accept the simplistic and widely held view that the ejidatario is an
innately "poor" farmer and the private holder is a "good" farmer. The two
cannot justly be compared keeping in mind that the ejidatarios receive tthe
short end of the credit stick.

1$96. It would be possible to end on this note, but it will be useful
to raise some further questions about agricultural credit: What can the
ejidatarios and the small private holders, most of whom must rely on very
costly credit at present, expect in the future? And what are the prospects
for those who cannot get any credit at all?

197. It cannot be denied that the official credit policy has been very
successful as a contributing factor to great expansion of food and fiber

1/ Between the end of 1961 an-d 1965; loans outstanding provided by public
and private banking institutions increased by 3,413 billion pesos. The
comparable figure for the Banco Ejidal was 781 million, or 23 percent. of
the total. As of the end of 1965, the Bank's outstanding loans to ejidos
were about 36percent of t+hose su_p_lied hy all institutions. By either
measure, the commercial sector obviously receives the lion's share of
the credit. See Table 8: Loans Outstanding for Agriculture M4exican
Banking System, 1961-65.

Source: Departamento de Informacion de Credito. Banco de Mexico, S.A.,
Ap-4ri 4, L1
£LijJ J..J L4., L .J..
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production for domestic and foreign markets. But. the nplicv (eredit;
investments in irrigation facilities and price support) that insured this
veritable !miracle' of TMexican agriculture- has exacted a pric-e - the
neglect to a greater or smaller degree of the overwhelming majority of
the farming pnpulation0 This roers- hr far the greater- prt of apoi-
mately 60 percent of the countryvs cropland (ejidal and small private
f'qrmS)_ This land has a considerable production potential - given
certain pre-conditions, could be considerably enhanced for the benefit of
the opnts ard the Q+a+e The =cor.dltions, -v a --- no only

greater credit facilities; they comprise most of the items of an
a c u de velop...ent ~policy to reet the needs of.4VhV-J the e-j ido (Ian

small private holders).

2Q-0 Credit-for e-iidatarios and small farmers cannot be dealt with in
-01 __= uhz_ -r other problems^. sr-lotoiai 'eJunen.

of the_ej~idos; limited amnount of usable land at the disp2osal of the
e.iaIais-maens uiD their productive resources:. thi' sal '~~~~9 -n limieda

resources; lack of emploment opportuntities on the ejidos; v2ry small
n"umber of -Livestock and forestry ejiidos. or processing and-merchandising
ejido cooperatives; limited opportunities for e.jidatarios to gain access to

bettr aricultural techniq~ues, andL their resulting relative ineffi-_enc
as producers. Not every item enumerated is subject to remedy, shortage of
iana for example, but all the others are basic items for a poiicy to assist
the ejidos and small pri-vate farmers, without which credit by itself is a
useful but temporary relief measure between crops.

;1*. If credit is the productive catalyst for farmers who do not have
the problems listed above, it seems probable that ejido credit,too, would
produce results, but onlr if combined with efforts to strengthen the base
of the ejido economy. If Nexico continues with a dynamic policy for the
small and. more productive group of farmers, while leaving the uncreditworthy
to shift for themselves, inadvertently perpetuating a division of the
agricultural economyinto two sharply differing farm sectors, thorny problems
of economic welfare, social relations and. in a basic sense, politics are
bound to become more prominent in what is still an apparently quiescent
rural society. Hence the need for a persistent attempt to apply correcti\e
measures aimed at placing an increasing number of ejidos on a sounder basis,
buttressed with credit to make possible the achievement of the goals of
higher production and better living. This suggests the kind of "package',
of measures of which credit could form a significant element. There is
ample evidence from the experience of other countries (Japan, Taiwan and
parts of India - all mostly small-holder farmers) that under such conditions
the productivity and the standard of living of Mexico9s small farmers
could be improved by such a policy.

2LC,. Irrization, In any discussion of their problems with ejidatarios,
it is a safe bet that the conversation will eventually get around to irri-
gation0 This is not only among eiidatarios! all Mexinan faTrmers have water
on their minds; even today farmers do not make light of Tlaloc, the God of
Water0 This is quite natural in a counfry wherep only 13 prcent of the
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land has adeauate moisture in all seasons; 50 percent is deficient in
moisture in all seasons, and 37 percent is deficient in moisture in the
wintertime.l/ Understandably, a Mexican measures his holdings in terms
of irrigated hectares rather than total hectares.

201. The government has done yeoman work in expanding the country?s
irrigantion faci'lrities Estimates of the irrigated area vary, but the
apparently reasonable figure of 3.5 to 4 million hectares is an impressive
testimony to the efforto The distribution between eiido and the private
sector in expenditures for irrigation and type of irrigation work, is not
clear= In principle land irrigated hy a government agency is apportioned
in accordance with the policy of the government, which is intended to
favor the small farm opreator, whether he is in -n ejido or onerating
independently, although some writers on the ejidos claim that the theory
And the practice contradict each otherw In any case, according to the

1960 census, ejidos had 1.4 million irrigated hectares out of the total
recorded 3.4 mill-ion hectares under irrigation, or 42 percent of the
total. If these figures are correct, the ejidos whose cropland holdings
amount to 45 percent of the total have not fared so badly,on the whole,
though all ejidos have not done equally well. As an example, 60 percent
of aiL nhe ejidatarios and 50 percent of the cropland owned by ejidos are!
located in the Central and South Pacific regions but these regions have
only 40 percent of the irrigated land in the country. There are also
striking variations in irrigation facilities within the private sector.
Data on their distribution by size of cropland holdings are lacking, but
it is known that holdings from 50 hectares and more have b.y far the large
share of irrigation works, whether self-provided or supplied through
government sponsored irrigation projects.

2Q2. Secretaria de Recursos Hidraulicos is the irrigation planner and
builder. Its projects are divided into two categories. 'new' and -improvedt

works. Between 1930 and 1964 the former accounted for 1,568,000 hectares
and the latter for 910,000 hectares. Figures of expenditures by category
are not available, but obviously the greater part went into 1'newli major
irrigation works. These works, especially those carried out in the last
two decades, are located in the socalled peripheral areas away from the
old centers of population in which the ejidos predominate, and where the
emphasis has been on the clevelopment of large-scale commercial agriculture.
Natural conditions and the prospect of good economic returns were the souad
reasons for choosing such locations. It is difficult to determine how
much the ejidos of Central Mexico, for example, benefited from the inewl
projects, but it seems likely that they were not the principal beneficiar:ies,
particularly in view of the fact that six northern States (Baja California
Norte, Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas) accounted
for 68 percent of the irrigated land in 1961-62&/ Most of the irrigation

/ Nathan L. Whetten, op. cit., p.8.

j C. H. Myers, Education and National Development in lvlexico,
Princeton University, 1965.o.14.
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facilities in Central Mexico antedate the works carried out by Recursos.
It may be assumed that the projects carried out in that region in recent
years were mainly improvements. Thus the fact that the ejidos have 42
percent of the irrigated land in the country does not imply that a pro-
portionate amount of the 16 billion pesos expended for irrigation during
the past 25 years went to them. For the same reason, it does not reflect
the benefits from that investment, particularly when compared with those
accruing to the large holders of newly irrigated land.

203. The ejidos in the densely populated areas are concerned about
small-scale irrigation schemes (IlpequefiaXJ,rrigaci6n'') suitable to their
needs. According to IERD Report WH-137a-small irrigation is "the develop-
ment of water resources projects that will irrigate less than 5,000 hectares.
They are usually in dry land areas where there are no possibilities of de-
veloping larger projects." It is not clear how far the as yet unapproved
1966-1970 program of Recursos will go to meet such requirements.
All that can be said is that the program calls for a total investment of
13.5 billion nesos; of which the investment in "neauena irrigaci6n" is
earmarked at 1.016 billion, or 7.5 percent of the total. It appears, there-
fnre; that small irrigation schemes of the kind thP- eJidatarins speak in
Central Mexico is certainly not a major feature of the plan. It can be
argued that, in the future, Recursos might well take more acconunt of the
urgent water needs of the rural areas with a high density of population,
whether ejidal or nrot. WEJater has been the principal factor in making the
newly-developed lands so productive,and there is no reason to believe
that it woul'd not go a long way to+ward stepping up the productivity of the
areas where the traditional type of small-scale agriculture is carried on.

2C4. Extension. The indispensability of an extension service for the
prom.otion of better farm, practices is generally recogr-ze". Bu such a
service hardly exists for the ejidos (and small private holders). This is
thie more regrett'abUle because a great dUea'l of work L'I.as b'een doune andu usefual
knowledge acquired in Mexico about such major crops as wheat and corn which
these farmers grow. hne successes achiieved t-rough the application of this
knowledge can be seen mainly on the larger, irrigated farms of the private
sector. For reasons giveru elsewhere in the MIstaiOn"s report, -the knowedge
has not been applied by the vast number of small farmers who lack water,
credit and techni-cal knowhlow. The farmers need guidance in or-der tuo make
effective use of new varieties of seeds and improved practices. They must
be told if there are new varieties adapted to their localities and farm-ls,
where they can be purchased or how they can be produced. Beyond that, they
need specific instructions on cultivation practices to get the maximum
advantages from new varieties. This is the function of the extension service,
but in Mlexico in the ejidos, the service hardly makes an appearance.

205. The center of extension work in the country is the Departamento de
Extensi6n Agricola, a bureau of the Ministry of Agriculture. Though

1/ An Appraisal of the Development Program of Mexico, Volume III,
Annex II - Agriculture, p.33, paragraph 107.
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organized in 194h, it does not yet have anything like the resources needEd
to cope with its obviously enormous task. In 1965, the federal extensior..
department had a staff of' 435, including 135 home economics demonstra-
tors. The financial resources of the 1linistry are so limited that only
140 members of this staff were on its payroll; all the others were paid
by state and municipal governments, the Banco Ejidal, and some private
business groups engaged in the sale of farm equipment and supplies. The
professional staff included about 200 ingenieros agro'nomos and 45 home
economics demonstrators and supervisors. Approximately half of the
professional staff were in the field: the remainder were attached to the
main office. As to the qualifications of the personnel, a report by CIDA.
(Inter-American Committee for AYricultural Develoument) Drepared in 1961
said: "Only a small percentage of these persons have received formal
training in exfpnsion methods-"1/

2UO. T a1Ihe d.Uthri.LdiUesD Ire L.ze hlat t Lh .s .a A tosmall ever as

a supervisory -'orce to meet the needs of a couple of million ejidatarios
and, A nearly a ill-ini sm all piva t farmers. With a vi toe l lo sn

more adequate service, the IIinistry of Agriculture prepared a four year
-Ilan r195-68 -sich pro-vae for the ,rinn -d il _f200 dP.dan k_L.U~)UU) VJi±II QH V1UV±LUt.U .LUr AIUI UVaILLIU1L' cWl LI 1.1.1 UIU- U± UU CU

ditional agents and 1,000 home economics workers, and for the establish-
ment of 72 centers to train 9,000 young farmers per year. The total cost
was estimated at 850 million pesos. From the information available it is
not possible to judge the quality of the Niinistry's plan, but for the time
being that is not a matter of practical consequence, since for reasons
not altogether clear to the mission the necessary budgetary appropria-
tions were not made. At preeent, therefore, the extension service con-
tinues to carry on its activities with an inadequate appropriation of
about 20 million pesos, or US$1.6 million.

207. For an appreciation of the role of extension in ,exico, there
is no subsltitute for a visit to the countryside. Ihether it is in the
State of ilexico, IIorelos, Tabasco or Puebla, remarks made by the farmers
are as revealing as they are discouraging. Farmers asked about the ex-
tension service, usually disclaim any iknowledge of it; some greet the
question with a smile as if to underscore the visitor's naivete; and
one farmer identified the object of discussion in this way: "Ah, you
mean the fellow who drives by but never stops here." This picture of
the "extensionista" and his place in the village is not a fictional one.
Fairly detailed surveys in the first two States listed above provided
ample justification for the farmers' skeptical attitude.

208. Morelos is a small State with 34,229 farms and a total crop
area of 143,000 hectares, 65 percent of which are in ejidos. Close to
96 percent of the farms are smaller than five hectares. Production has
been increasing but slowl.y, and technical assistance would almost cer-
tainly be useful. But IMorelos has only two extension agents, or one

1/ Inventorv of Information basic to the Planning of
Agricultural Development in Latin America, Iiexico, p.61.
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per 17,000 farms. Clearly, this is the same as no extension service.
The situation in the State of Mexico is not much better. It is a much
larger State w.ith a cropland area of 612,000 hectares and 309,535 farms.
Here, too, most of the farms (97 percent) have less than five hectares,
and almost 50 percent are in ejidos. There are 21 extension agents in the
State, or one for nearly 15,000 farms. In addition, there are 10 veter-
anarians and 60 home economics workers. Even though larger than in
Morelos, the extension corps can render little service, and it is under-
standable that relatively few farmers have any contact with it. In the
opinion of the chiefs of extension service of these states, the largest
number of farmers a good extension agent can keep an eye on is 400; in
other words. Iviorelos would need 85 and 17exico State 765 agents.

Numbers are; of coiurse; not. the onlv consideration: there is
also the question of the ouality of the personnel and the terms of employ-
ment. The agmnts are yovng graduates of agricultlral schools which offer
no special training in extension work. Their pre-service training is limi-
t.p! t1in +the State+.r nf Neion (it) nlinclucs a wte ekf gpnpral orienta..tion
with individuals under the direction of supervisors. This includes exten-
sion orgization, role definition, ext-+sion procedures, lr
audio-visual training and limited time with an experienced agent."11/ Ac-
coriung tU cVaailaUble ±inforU,ation, agents tenU oU reUrJUesnI th less cle

of the college contingent; they join the service for lack of better empnloy-
ment opport-uLities else-where. Th1eir salaries are small, they do not looV-.
upon extension as a careeer, and they can be enticed out of it easily.
Moreover, their terms of employment are peculiar in certain respects. 0f

the 21 agents in Mexico State, l14 are paid by the state and 7 by the Federal
Government, or the extension department. The saiary scaies differ. The
maximum for those employed by the state is 2,500 pesos and for those em-
ployed by the Federal Government is 1,500 pesos. Travel allowances, too,
differ. An agent employed by the state must provide his owin vehicle, for
which he receives 1,500 pesos per month; part of this amount is a loan
for the repayment of the cost of the car and part is a subsidy to main-
tain it. An agent on the federal payroll is given a car and 450 pesos
a month for maintenance, although the cost of maintenance is estimated to
be close to 750 pesos. The question how the "extensionista" can operate
his car when the maximum salary is 1,500 pesos has apparently only one
answer: he engages in other activities. This assumes a variety of forms,
the principal one being trading in commodities such as fertilizer, insecti-
cide, seed, etc. But even if the extension agent should devote all his
time to work writh farmers, the extension service available for the states
of Morelos and Ilexico can hardly meet their needs. Whether the situation
in these states is typical of that of other Mexican states cannot be ans-
wered with certainty, but there is reason to believe that the conditions
described are not entirely atypical.

1/ State of Mexico Agricultural Extension Service, October,
1964. Sponsored by the Ford Foundation wsith the State of Mexico.
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210. !hat little extension service there is in Mexico, it is concerned
almost entirely wlith crops rather than pasture land or forest land. Yet 13C
percent of the ejido land is classified broadly as pnsture and forest.
Mexico's resources in lancl of these tAnpes may be seri-usl-v imnaired throuuh
the attemnpts by the ejidetarios to grow corn crops on land not suited for
cron nrodurtion. Tf Mpyxiro dens PvPnf-vll cre3t.p en Pvt.pnsion service that

is adequctely financed ancd a larger, better trained and better paid staff,
it ought to nrovide for technirnaL assistannc for non-crop Innd PS uell ns
cropland. For the time being, however, little of either type of ejido land
gets the tehnical assistane it so badly n s This is true too, for 4;he
land of the small private holders.

211. Administration. In principle, the ejido is a democrcaticallyr run
in44s+itutio-n, b"+ +1he acss 4 p+o t+ i,s4 is +ui,e 4in- n ,-- ^c 4 c i M)1 r~SJ)U~ U~ S* - U 1. VS~U ~ U~ L* Ufl - , - -U ~ -~ - J - - -* -t b -*t 

questionable. The way in which the comisariado runs the ejido and the
f'l, il 1 of the ej- ido comamunit 4-re b'y no) mecans 4Anio.Dt-ldeie 

.4. .L. J JUL~J.AJ LAJUUUJ X~LJ *.J LIC,~,4, UJ ~+i D..C L* JetU.. ..ileCA d ev .id..tl'c..

of administrative abuses is not wjithin the reach of a short-tinme observer of
ej i do c ondl 4 --it ions; 3instances of abuuses b-y --~ -- -e -1 -z- 'u- are no 0t liel to be'& ' re-
vealed in casu2l talks between a vistor and group of farmers. The Departa-
mentoAo AgrarJLo hLas relevant Informrration, but It is rnot available LIU UuLtiutrs.

Of course, abuses of this type are not confined to 1-lexican ejidos and the:r
existence cannot be regarded Ps extraordirnery in an institution ilhere inter-
ests often clash and authority can act in its own interest as wjell Ps impar-
tially. l/

212. The Spanish term fcaciquismo"l stands for rural "ibossismi". This is
the antithesis of the type of ejidal administration that was formally provided
for, including the safeguards (paragraph 214). Nevertheless, it is fairl
widely alleged that many ejidos have their "caciques" and problems to which
they have given rise, particularly in such matters as the juridical righti of
the membership with respect to land distribution within the ejidos, land luse,
and communal expenditures. It has been reported to the mission that a "Com-
mittee of Seven" appointed to draft e new ALrarian Code, which is expected to
be submitted to the Government of Mexico some time during this year, is,
among other things, considering recommendations for fairly substantial ch-nges
in administrative structures of the ejidos. This is allegedly based on the
Committee's recognition that one of the principal difficulties of the eji3cs is
the not infrequent inefficiency and irresponsibility of their management.

213. The administrative structure of the ejido has i portent implications
for the ejidatario apart from the quality of managenment. Under the existin_
system the ejidatario is not quite a free agent. In theory, and usually in
practice, the ejido member cultivates his allotted land in his own way, but he
~u:- 4 .et 4 <th_ iill of thu co:j unit:, i&hu :uth.O-ity of thc ccr .rido,

and the intervention of government agencies such as the Departamento Agraric
or occasionally Secretaria de Agricultura y Gan.deria, the Secretarip

1/ See in this connection a quotation from Jesus Silv; Herzog's La Revolucion
iJexicana en C!risis. no.5hL-515. in Rural Iexico b-. Nathan L. Yhetten.Also
Dr. U;!hetten's chapter on iiordida (the "bite") pp.545-555.
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de Recursos Hidraulicos, which determines how much water he will have
and how it may be used and, of course, the B&nco E.jidal which provides
credit. Often it is not the ejidetario as an individual who deals
with Departamento APrario on land questions nor with other government
agencies that have some relation to the ejidc. Nor, notwithstanding
many excentions; is it true ini iris thp e-iido in matttprs of land allo-
cation, land utilization, cornunal land use, w2ter distribution, in-
stitutio^nsl eredit, acqiiisitfin of iniut-sj- npurehase of sn expensive
piece of farm equipmient, repair of village roads, fencing of ejido
houndaries- etc. And the fact that the artions of the ejidit_rir0 re
limited by decisions made by ejido authoritites end, indirectly, bv those
ande hyr rcentr21 rfn%rvrnpn+. agencie, te.nd to rrpntp in him an Pttituide

which discouro[es independent economic action.

214. It is inevitable that in day to day operations the president
of thc- rnrcmcz;:"ol.^. Y:+.hav- +hrnn +ho iahnlr m_mhr.chin of ±+hp Piirin zhniilri

determine the interests of the ejido. The vigilance committee is sup-
posed to and could b- a useful ', f-qsin A npnr,+ a t ren+ presiden of' th

comisariado confusing private with public interests. In fact, however,
the safeguards liKe much else in the Agrarian Code, A re - ofte fnrmn r+her
than substance. Dr. Castillo's study of the administration of the
ejdAos leads him to say tat "iTn real' t i+an

has a tnedency to become a mere appendage in the service of the president
of UIthe coU,disrdoUU. "l/ LtU Ls gr.erlCly ree4 LAId U thAaIt thr are CA-

stances where the president of the comisariado acts in his own interests,
or those UI ihls cLouse asbciates, Uo nUiLviduals ouutsUi th ejlUU UUU

connected with it in a variety of ways. The results can be - and often
are - the polarization of interests between the aduministrators of the
ejido and the ejidetarios, the critical point being "the enrichment of
the members of the comiscriado and their followers.112/ The solution to
the problem is not merely to change the laws; it can only form part
of the solution of the complex of ejidal problems wjhich is discussed
in this report.

215. One other point deserves mention. The ejido is not only an
economic institution; it is a political institution as well. According
to Dr. C&stillo, the duel function of the ejido has serious consequences
because of a "lack of e clear conception of the difference between the
two functions."3/ In his view, the economic needs of the ejido and
the political role it plays cannot be served by the present type
of administrative organization. Even on purely economic grounds,
Dr. Castillo's investigations lead him to conclude:

1/ Ibid, p.164.

2/ Ibid, p.64.

3/ Dr. Carlos Ilanuel Castillo, op. cit., p.l60.
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"One of the most common problerms of ejidal agriculture in the
Economic District of Celaya is the inaptitude of the leadership
of the comisariado. Because of this, many of the internal
problems of the ejido cannot be solved satisfactorily. Several
reasons explain the inaptitude of the comisariado; among them
are the lack of formal training, little specialized agricultural
kMowledge, and ignorance of the ways of dealing with external
forces wshich affect the eiido... The importance of these
problems cannot be exaggerated. A good comisariado is basic
for the success of the economic development of the ejido.
It is not only that its members must have status in the com-
munitv. but also the canacitv to seek out and find solutions
to the problems the ejidos are faced with I/

216. Politically, the ejido has a dual function: first and foremost
to marshal the grass-roots vote on election day and second to parti 
cipate in agricultural organizations from the state to the national farmi
level, the Gonfederacion \acionalnGamrpesina. It is the crtention of
Dr. Castillo that the leadership is preeminently political. On this
point he -,-;+es:

"It isS~ ;oossible th.t fror,, the 4 ,ais of7O ft s stem
£ U ± ~ ~ b (aUlia U L.LU IS i Ul UL1C±Y_L11 U!. ±LLi. L%U_LVJ0. . .C " UI~IL

some of the problems that affect adversely the ejidal organ-
ization andU thue SuerV±umeS it ti-Les to renduier. .-In reitLUy, iLU

is difficult for the same group of individuals to carry out
s uccessf-U-lly both types of activity. In rea Ity, too, sinceu
,blitical considerations weigh more heavily in the selection
of the comisariado, administrative efiiciency is weakened. -/

Dr. Castillo does not oppose the involvernent of the leadership in politics,
recognizing that auch acltivity can be useful in gaining the ejido access
to outside economic resources. He does not, therefore, argue for two
separate units - one political and one economic-administrative - but
merely for a comisariado whose selection will not be determined by polit1i-
cal considerations and whose members will be the type of persons capable
of performing the required economic services. A decade has passed since
Dr. Castillo made his distinguished study, but his analysis and pre-
scription for a better ejido administration has not yet met a response
in decision-mal:in: circles.

217. Income Levels. An evaluation of the ejidos would not be
complete without some ccmment on the income of their members. The
redistribution of land substantially increased the real income of the
ejidatarios. But even a cursory familiarity with offical pronounce-
ments vields many direct and indirect references to their novertv not

I/ ThId n. 12 

°/ TIbi,¾- Ap.1
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only as compared with non-agricultural workers but with other farmers.
These are, however, only general statements; there are no figures for the
income of ejidatarios as a group or by sub-groups. The available data
make no distinction between the ejidal and private sectors or among sections
within these two major groups. However, some broad conclusions can be
reached from the far from adequate farm income data available.

218. The figures in Table h include incomes from both agricultural and
non-agricultural sources., with food consumed on the farms considered part
of the income. The data show a not unexpected inequality of income of rather
substantial proportions. Persons with monthly incomes of 700 pesos and :Less
represent roughly two-thirds of the total number recorded as agriculturaLly
employed, but account for only one-third of the total income of the group.
On the other hand. those with incomes of 1.700 nesos and over. who const-'tute
only 17 percent of the total number, account for just over 42 percent of
the total farm income. The rpsnpotivp firnirPe for the two ton grouns (4COl1
pesos and over) were 2.7 and 15.3 percent. If income from agriculture a'Lone
is considered. 90 percent of the persons emnplonv in agric-ulture showi in-
comes of 499 pesos and less, but this group accounts for only 54 percent of
the total amount of income; the remaining 10 percent of the group received
46 percent of the income../

219. The data are, as has been indicated, far from satisfactory.
However, there is reason to believe that they reflect fairly accurately t;he
general level of farm income and the pattern of its distribution, even though
t+e. h4 not , -- 1 A4 A h, f - -1U - - 4. 4 _ -0 4v- -4, A 4 - -_ T~4 4--1,4-

UA.,J. Lv J.JCI1U .Ili wit1 UP UII U± ULL U±Ui U L' Ja t . IUU Wonr 116

account of the size of the holdings of the latter, the low-value crops they
tend to produce, official statements, views of specialists, and information
gathered through personal interviews with ejidatarios, it seems overwhelming'.-
probable that bhe bulk oi the ejiLdatarios fall into the group earrunIg 600
pesos or less from agriculture and all other sources (Table 5). Even if it
is assumed that the average for tne group is tne fairly nign figure oI )Uu
pesos, that would mean orly US$40 per month per family, or under US$7 per
capita. It seems apparent, therefore, that a very large number of ejidatarios
do not receive an income adequate to cover their "basic requirements,"
however these might be defined.

1/ Source: Incomes of the economically active population,
Population Census, 1960, Bureau of Statistics, Mexico 1964.
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V. ThI PRIVATE SECTOR, THE LANDLESS, EJIDOS AND OFFICIAL ATTITUDES

220. The private sector, particularly its most productive section, has
been discussed briefly in the preceding pages, but it deserves more detailed
treatment. For one thing, certain of the problems of at least some of -the

ejidatarios, such as their very small land holdings are bound up with the
large land holdings of the private sector. It is not accidental that, :for

example, one of the important objectives of the livestock-breeders' associa-

tions in the State of Veracruz is defense azainst ejido demands for a share

in their extensive holdi-ngs. Nor are the problems of the ejidos unrelated
to those of the1 min-furLdista segment of nrivate agriculture. whose strength-
ening is an important objective of Mexico's agrarian reform, or to those of
the large number of land1less agri-tcultural workers. The latter often work for
the ejidatarios; they a:Lso compete wqith them for jobs, and they are, of course,
the labor force upon which the medium and large owners depend. The character

of non-ejidal agriculture is, at least to some degree, an outgrowth of the
agrarian revolution, but it is far from. being in tune with the original aims

of the reform. A closer look at the structure of the private sector and the

condition of the agricultural workers would shed further 1iiht unon the social
and economic aspects of this sector and also on the magnitude of the problems
of rural Mexico.

221. The Landless Peasants. "Farm. hands" are a large and growing group
in Mexico. There were 1.4 million in 1950 and 2 million in 1960 according
to the ansus of that year. In view of the higLh rate of rural populatio-n
growth, they very likely numbered 2.5 million in 1965, or 42 percent of the
active farm population. Between seasons, their numbers swell by underenployed
ejidatarios and small private holders. For the greater part, the rural prole-

tariat has no land at all; perhaps 500,000 to one million are on the land dis=

tribution waiting list, but have little hope of getting any. Some are
employed regularly on medium and large farms; others are seasonal or da:Lly

laborers, and until recently made up the large force of "barceros" who came
every year to the United States for seasonal agricultural e,-,ployml,ent. Some

go to the cities, but judging by the figures from the two latest census, the
exodus has not reduced their numbers on the farms. Their economic conditions
are difficult. The mission caught a glimpse of it while visiting a sugar

growing ejido in the State of Morelos. They were earning about L5 pesos per

day. Their working tool was the ubiquitous machete. They lived in tents in
a corner of the village square, which disclosed large numbers of chl-dren and

almost no possessions. Their situation was well summed up in these wrords:

"Given their geographical dispersion, their low cultural level,
their economic instability and mobility, these workers are not
organized in leiagues or unions, they often do not receive mini-
mum wages, they do not benefit from social security and medica:l
insurance and do not have access to the states' social welfare
programs except in small measure. They are, in fact, the pariahs

of Mexico's agricultural population." 1/

1/ Rodolfo Stavenhagen, Aspectos Sociales de la Estructura Agraria de Mqexico.

Quoted from a manuscri W.
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222. It is open to question whether employment on or off the land
can significantly reduce the numbers of the landless peasants. Considering
the recent experience, the continuous rise in the number of landless,
neither the village nor the city, or a combination of the two, offer much
promise. The expectation of some Mexicans that within a generation em-
ployment opportunities in the cities will depopulate the villages and
solve all or at least most of the rural problems is far from a certaint;y.
The rapid growth of industry in recent years and the associated exodus
from the countryside have not yet brought about any decline in the absolute
size of the rural Dopulation; it has indeed increased from 14.2 mil]ion
in 1950 to 16.3 in 1960, and to an estimated 17.4 million in 1965. _'
Even assuming a veryv rapid rise in industrial production. and looking a
decade ahead, any expectation of significant relief frm this source must
be carefully qualified.

223. Settlement on the rnntPredlv good, but as yet linimproved, land
with adequate rainfall in the Coatzacoalcos-Touola Basin in the Isthmus
of Tehuantepen and in the Pnnurco Pi.voY Basir. of the R+,+e of TnMnaulipn
offers possibilities. But past colonization experience is not a good
augllrv forJJ. a.L lag-cl *jdert4 ng of.A'J t y e c yi
the huge capital investment that would be required. In any case, possi-
bilities of this te are limited, for the --ou.t o econom,icaly ex-
ploitable land still available is rapidly dwindling. An elaborate study,

~ ~ L W1~.L JJ" I.P %A .LU. L 1 .± '..-UJ. _JL4..d.d±U.J U lLL-oc L - L.tP-r-%Ovecion1n ofP _upp -f ar.d ar Dmud Aciural and Lvestoc ProuL
in Mexico to 1970 and 1975, notes that Mexico has relatively little such

land l . Its concluso on U his point are as follows:

"Onheo the forces affect4ing the proJection of crop output,
and especially accounting for the lower growth in 1971-75,
is the fact1 uhiat it iS becoming increasingly difficult to
bring new land under cultivation. The harvested crop area
is projected to grow between 1961 and 1970 at an annual
rate of only 1.5 percent, and from 1971-75 at an even lower
rate of 1.1 percent. MltIexico is approaching the limits of
the possible land use for agricultural and livestock raisi.rg.

clh + ot _As p. U L.n_ : .1 -a u_st L U _ t_7 on)_

hectares. According to the census 51 percent was incorporated
in farm.s (whetherun-Lder cul.tivatlon or not) in 1940; by 1950
this proportion had risen to 68 percent and by 1960 to 81
percenii. In the latter year, only 5.5 million hectares of
probable reserve cropland were still available ....... This
situabion :is even more critical in tne case of pasture lani,
since reserves are practically exhausted..... Under present
conditions, population pressure is tending to expand the
amount of cropland at the expense of pastures and forests,
and is leading in many areas to a misuse of the latter. FDr
similar reasons, livestock extension is encroaching in some
areas upon forest land. Such trends can only be corrected

1/ 1950 and 1960 are census figures. The 1965A fiogres ar-
from U.N.N.Y. 1965, Boletin Estadistico de A.L., Vol.II, No.2, p. 1 0 .
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in the future by means of sizeabJ,e increase in crop yields
and in livestock productivity. "

22L. If these conclusions are valid, there is little that even the
best intentioned Government of Mexico can do for the landless. Thus, the
emphasis placed by the government on further accelerating the rate of in.-
dustrial development makes sense. Nevertheless, it may be questioned
whether rapid industrialization can solve the problem of rural unemploy-
ment when the rate of population growth is at least 3.6 percent per annum,
and the more sonhisticated new industries tend to offer fewer employment
opportunities.97 Whether the "services" created by these types of industries
can absorb enough ruralists to make up for a continued high rate of popula-
tion growth is highly questionable, or, at best, debatable. Resettlemenl;
and colonization are weak reeds to lean on. but some positive results mig;ht
be squeezed out through them.

25. The Constitution (Article 123) and the Federal Labor Law of l9WL
fArtij les )i - 1 90-20) nrnuvide the principal reptlatnrv provisii ons for
agricu tural laborers. Ihe main items relating to them are the minimum
wnage3/ and social security which was extended in theorv at least to all
rural workers during the years 1954 and 1963. / In addition, there are
provisions for the permanentlv employed such as maximum workday, free
housing, medical care, plots of land to raise food, access to firewood and
water, and hunting and fishing nrivileges. Can the government improve tl}e
lot of the rural landless through the enforcement of the minimum wage anc.
whatever benefits that can be cierireH. frnm the snnnli;ation of social
security?5 

_

226. Expanding social security coverage to the landless peasants
woulu be very expensive because less than one percent of them receive
now the minimum benefits guaranteed by enrollment in the Social Security
Institute. Greater enrollment would exact greater expenditures on the part

1/ Pages 119, 121, 123 and 125. The study was prepared under
the auspices of S1eretarZ'P A Agricultura v Ganaderia, Secretar`'a de
Hacienda, and Bak of Mexico.

2/ See in this connection Newsletter #22 of the Land Tenure
Center, Wisconsin University. It deals with two points of views: one
argues that the solution of rural unemployed or underemployed lies in a
rising rate of industrialization, while the other argues for greater
utilization of resources in agriculture and industrialization.

3j/ The average prescribed daily minimum wage in 19614-65 in the
111 rural districts of Mexico was 13.5 pesos.

4/ Robert E. Price. The Contemporary Law of Land Tenure in
Mex;ri e T+.et rnn+.-rhnm+Ar%n +.n Arar iinn Refovm in Latin Americn p.17 T.Lndr

Tenure Center, University of Wisconsin, November, 196 4 .

j/ "The number of citizens covered by Social Security comes to
6,565,551; a total which is 8.2 percent greater than the number registered
on September 1, 1964. In spite of the progress achieved, only 15 percent
of the population receives the benefits of Social Security." From President
Diaz Ordaz's First Congressional Report to the Nation, September 1, 1965.
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of the workers, employers and government, and the parties involved are
either not willing or financially incapable to meet the cost. As to the
minimum wage provisions, they have hardly been enforced in comparison with
those affecting industrial labor. As one comm,entator put it, " ..... that
this economic class has such slight strength (that) it cannot even reachi
the judicial system is evidenced by the 1962 statistics for "Resolved
Labor Disputes, by Activity": Of a total of 15,127 decisions, the
agricultural sector counted only 752" 1/ although this class includes
about 2.5 million workers. Obviously, enforcing the minimum wage pro-
visions would be difficult; moreover, it might raise additional problems.
M4exican farm owners provide more employment at present than is economically
justifiable. In most instances they pay less than the minimum wage,
but they keep off the labor market many more workers than if they had to
abide by the minimum wage provisions. They do not act thus out of phil-
anthropic considerations but in accordance with the traditional non-
economic custom of "patronato" which has survived even at the cost of
some failure to modernize agricultural techniques. An attempt to enforce
a minimum wage might, however; lead t.o the diSmissal of silrnlus labor and
in turn provoke physical resistance to such a move.

227. Finally, of course, the government could exercise the option
it has taken all along, whic-h is to leave bad enougnh alor;e. What the
outcome might be if the government decided to change its present policy
is anvbohn'vs guess= But one cannot help sympathizing with a government
faced with such unpalatable choices.

228. Minifundistas and Semi-latifundistas. Dr. Frank Tannenbaum,
the eminent student of Mexico -Ad its agrarian reform, believes that the
"chief zcause of the Revolution of 1910 was the uneven distribution of
lan.d." It A+ the present 4Jne, with4 15 percent of te crapldar,dI i1 th

hands of the ejidos, the maldistributionof land in the private sector
seems urnikely to have similar consequences. And yet the situation
warrants more than superficial consideration, for many ejidatarios, small
holders, and landless -whose position is unsatisfactory eye the broad
acres of the large owners enviously and hungrily.

229. In an earlier part of this report, the ejido system was
character,ized as one of "rm,arny people on iittle land." In the private
sector, too, the overwhelming majority have very little land and a
relatively small nrumnber own the bulk of it. iNo wonder that the most
striking feature of private Mexican agriculture is the polarization of

1/ Robert E. Price, op. cit. p. 18.

2/ Frank Tannenbaum: Mexico, The Struggle for Peace and Bread.
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small and big larnd ownership, as if they were - as indeed they are - two
worlds apart. Data on the pattern of land distribution support this
observation. The total area of privately owned land - cropland, pasture
and forest land - is 125 million hectares 1/ divided among 1,3L6,000
holdings. In the case of the ejidos, a figure for the average size of
an ejido holding can be regarded as an approximation, though subject to
some qualification. But computing an average for private farms would be
a pointless exercise because while 73.8 nercent of the holdings from
10 hectares and less account for only 1.6 percent of the total area, 6.8
percent of the holdings from 100 hectares and over comprise 94=4 percent of
the land. Moreover, one percent of the holdings (from 1,000 hectares and
over) account for 7h.3 percent, of which 3 percent of the holdings (5,50o
hectares and over) comprise 56.6 percent of all the land (Table 6). Iviuch
of the land, especiall1r the holdings from 500 hectares or over, is neither
planted to crops nor used for pasturage due to lack of water, but the tx-
trpem inequality of the distribution of l-nd resources raises disturbing
questions, especially in a country which has undergone a violent agrarian
revolu-t-ion.

230'. A - I,a.ch mo ,ea' stic p-cture esmerges fro.,, an exarainatIion of
the distribution of cropland in the private sector (Table 7). The ex-
tremes are not nearly as great but thney are s-uffiCaently so to give one
pause. Three percent of the holdings or holders - account for 63 percent
of the land, while 85 percent of the holders account for only 16 percent
of the land. It has been pointed out that a large fraction of the cropland
cannot be utilized for lack of water; there is no information on whether
the percentages are the same on large and small holdings but it does not
seem unreasonable to assume that the large owners are better off in this
respect. But whatever it is, the pattern of distribution remains

unchanged. Of the 1,20)1,000 land owners, 929,000 or 77 percent are in the

category of 5 hectares or less comprising 11 percent of the cropland. In
contrast, the 15,000 holdings of 100 hectares and more represent only
1.3 percent of the holdings but account for 52 percent of the land; even
more significant are the 2,000 holdings (.2 percent of the total) of more
than 400 hectares each which represent 35.5 percent of all the cropland.

233.. Mexicols private sector has gradually become one of mi-
nifundistas on the one hand and semi-latifundistas cn the other. That

1/ This figure includes 22 million hectares of communal, public
and other land. They cannot be isolated from the total with respect to
the size of holdings as given in Table 6. But even so, 1,346,000 holdings
and 103 million hectares do not materially change the conclusions drawJn
about the pattern of land distribution in the private sector.

2/ Farmers may have more than one holding but the census figures
refer to holdings only.
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was not the aim of the agrarian revolution, but the evasions or "mis-
interpretations" of the Agrarian Code have resulted in the creation of
this nattern. There is one great difference. however, between the pre-
Revolutionary latifundia and the present day large farms; the owners of
the latter are amrnna theh most skilled anri effirient agricultural pro-
ducers of Mexico. Having said this, it must also be added that the lop-
sidetrness eoif rnni dishtribtioAn in the priuva.t sct+.or may indu-e sorial
strains inherent in that structure.

232. The small private owners or minifundistas differ from the
eida+arios in a- r-.ber of ways. Disregarding rg n viations, the

have, on the average, only about 1.5 hectares of land per family, which
As Ies th.- halt, _of +e si;ze of h JiaAi +ol,ng lrhno su-AmL
farms have plenty of labor but clearly too little land. Unlike the ejida-
Ll .L5J LI, mor. eVer, V Ithey are notl even fo..a' V Ljy t.h LIc o.f .1 Sa con cer,

they have no Banco Ejidal to minister to the interest of at least some o;
them and Banco Agr{cola serves but ver-y few small holders; unlike the

ejidatarios, they do not figure nearly as prominently in public discussions.
taustisically speaking they form part of a single census which blakm-ets

the whole private sector - the one-two hectare and the 1,000 or more hec tare
farms - into the category of "peguena propiedad." They have less access
to irrigation facilities than the ejidatarios, and benefit less from sup.-
port price schemes, because they have little to sell. They form Mexico's
authentic subsistence farming sector, characterized by low productivity,
low income and a great deal of underemployment. The mission does not
agree with an observer who almost equates their conditions with those of
peons of old, but their impoverished state stands out sharply in the
productive and prosperous private agricultural sector.

233. The low income levels of the small holders, the great majority
of the ejidatarios and of the landless farm workers - all these interfere
with the creation of an expanding market for domestically manufactured
products. There are no good data on the number of "retarded" consumers,
but it is very large. In his study on Mexican development, Dr. Raymond
Vernon writes as followst

"The nature of Mexico's income distribution is such that, instead
of thinking of 35-40 million people as being the objects of their
sales campaigns, many businessmen are obliged to think of some
small fraction as a target. For instance, the urban peon, the
ejidal farmers, and the small landowners (not counting the
landless) making up perhaps two-thirds or three-fourths of the
country - may have to be regarded as si)mply outside the
market for many modern day products."l/

1/ Raymond Vernon. The Dilemma of Mexico's Development,
Harvard University Press, 1963, pp.183-184.
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23h. The farm income data, and admittedly subject to many limitations,
will serve to illustrate the point more precisely. They show that 26 percent
of the farm population have monthly family incomes from both agricultural
and non-agricultural employment of 300 pesos or less, or an average of 200
pesos; that another 32 percent have incomes from 300 to 600 pesos with an
average of 400 pesos. The estimated incomes include home-produced food,
the value of which can only be guessed at, but which is probably about
half of the total estimated income. If that is the case, the 11 millicn
persons who fall into these two groups have little disposable income an.d
can purchase only such basic items as salt, sugar, other seasonings, a
very limited amount of simple clothing, a pair of sandals, and essential
simple agricultural tools. They cannot be expected to buy most of the
wide range of "home furnishings," petro-chemicals, and other items which
Mexico has been producing in recent years. There are undoubtedly even
more than 11 million peasants in rural Mexico with extremely limited pur-
chasing power, although the available data do not make it Dossible to
estimate their numbers. It seems reasonable to assume, therefore, that a
large segment of the rural nonulation is only on the perinherv of the
market, and is incapable of contributing to the country's future econoRmic
develonment.

n . The nrehlpmn.- nf t.he s:mnll poJvriv.a holdnrs and the landlens
peasants are unlikely to disappear; on the contrary, they are likely to
hbecme more intractable. Yetthey hardly appear to fall 'i'hi t
of official considerations of agricultural matters. In this respect, the

'*S'_J-. - - ~ £L ~4 UL1LCL, 'J.L %,L, _JLULL J -%J '.LL V1i± i1 UlI

government has formally assumed responsibility through the Agrarian Code,
Dep -*tamento Agrario, Banco EjidaL, and suachi political arms of l'ithe govern-
ment as Confederacion Nacional Campesina, which is closely integrated with
+he Partidv RevoluciJ.aio Vnst.Lui (.P)LsiDU± 1-.rL Thl--- a-e all te1 v sible

ties and claims on the government which the latter does not deny, even if
it is only f-ulfilling them to a ver-y small degree.

236. 1twae1'ene anu Concern. The relation between the ejidos and the
Revolution has not been forgotten. The awareness takes many forms, tangible
and intangible. iT-hien on September 1 5,L96, Presidentu D&az Ordaz signed.
294 decrees to distribute 1,213,000 hectares among 27,763 peasants, he
affirm,ed by deed the process of giving land to the landless. Two quo-
tations from a recent address by President Diaz Ordaz, inscribed on
the walls of the new headquarters of the National Peasant Confederation
in Mexico City provide less tangible evidence of the tie, but evidence of
concern nevertheless. The first incised in marble in the lobby reads:
"Not only land distribution but also a good standard of living for the
peasants." The other one, in the "board room" of the Confederation, on. a
new mural showing the struggle for and the triumph of the land reform, reads:
";An agrarian reform must be an integral one or it is not an agrarian
reform." And "1intogrld" means more than distribution of land; it means
also all or most of the items required for land utilization.

237. There are other significant reminders of the state of the ejidos
and the poorer sector of agriculture. They are more than slogans, for they
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unmistakenly reveal deep awareness on what is wrong. In his inaugural
address on necember 1. 196l; President Diaz Ordaz. 2dressdi himself
directly to the ejidos, bringing to beer a thorough appreciation of their
problerns The President said

"fii nmillion :4eYica'-nsj half nf the worIkinrg forep of the nnt0ni-

toil in the fields. For their benefit and that of the country
.e shll car,, Y agrarian reform. to 4ts u1+4imm+p c

we shall accelerate the distribution of land until chat which
is ev3ailable is ed-.u 'a us 0t- ed; al LILs-r1l4tio-, conceelmien-ts and-~ V L~IJ.L ~ AJc4U~ ~U 0 . W. IIJU.LO L-I.UIIO, LAL L C JJ~L L I

whatever other forms of violations of the law, will diseppear,
.LoU UUllsiUC Uo. U dL U¢LAl, the LU W Ulawo canI liVe UIL.Y .LUv 

relatively short period of time, but never indefinitely; we
shall also be systematically :'Lainst perversion in distributiort,
such as the concentration of land grnnts to farm workers, or
their illegal subletting...."

"The agrarian problem is not only physical, but fundamentally
human: population grows faster than the land that we can put
at the disposal of farm workers. To complenent this wje must
face the urgency of giving employment to the people w.ho corne
to the cities because they no longer e?rn a living in the fields.
Ile shall not fool the farnm laborer. Those to whom it is im-
possibLe to grant lands shall honestly and quickly be told so."

''Granting of land is not enough to solve the agrarian problem;
we know that the implements available in the majority of the
'ejidos' are inadequete, that they not only require credit for
sow0ing, but also to Lather, if only gradually, the necessary
equipment to obtain better yields, as well as the acquisition
of the knowledge that will make them better citizens and better
farmers."

"As far as is possible, we shall take to the fields the necessary
economic elements and technical and scientific efforts: the main
thing is to make the land produce more and to accelerate the
proce : of industrialization of its products."

"The fields have contributed without stint and in a basic manner
to industrial development; today, industry must contribute to
solve the problems of the fields....Afrarian Reform is on the
march and it will continue fornwrd until it is integral."

The President pointed out; the serigus economic implications of the current
situation:

"...There is no oreater stimnulus to economic growth than an ever-
rowing market. Without a market, there is no production. And

without nurchasing nower of the imasses, there is no market.
le reiterate that no business can prosper if surrounded by
novertyv Thp trrPtefst nosRbih1e amoUnt of finqnr i al resources

should be channeled to the rural sector."
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238. Don Rodrigo Gomez, Director General of the Bank of Mexico, in
an address delivered on March 25, 1965, before the National Bariers'
Convention, made a number of equally pertinent comments:

"This important effort of investment and financing should not,
however, take place only in the cities. We must recognize
that the exodus of poor farmers who come to live in the large
towns is accelerating dangerously due to the extremely low
income of our rural masses. The difference existing between
the urban and rural income is so significant that we could
hardly criticize those who affirm that in Mexico there are twc
countries; one represented in various regions by farm workers
with a level of living comparable to that of the poor sections
of Asia and the other constituted by a large number of in-
habitants of the cities with incomes and public services com-
narable to those of many inhabitants of Western Europe....
Nearly 50 percent of the population of the country lives in
rural districts ard has an average per canita income not
exceeding 1,500 pesos annually...."

239. Attention was called in no uncertain terms to the problems of
the ejido by Senor Carlos A. Na , then Presiden. of the ruling nol itinni
party of Mexico, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). In an
address before the Fou1-th National Assembly of the Party (April 23, 1965')
Sr. lIadrazo minced no words:

"The juridical insecurity, the constant deprivation of lands and
water from the ejidos and communities, the frequent violations
of individual rights, all this is being reflected in agriclil-
4url ,d.L livestock prouc ion. Wit hu. Jur4idica±l secur4ty

in the rural districts there cannot be economic stability or
political peace in the natiorn."1

2t0). MJlexican leaders know that the country's economic progress req,lreS
the correction of the imbalance between Mexico's "two countries." They
know, too, that the real imbalance is between a fast developing industrial
economy and large-scale commercial agriculture, and a drifting ejido syStem
and a mass of small farmers and landless whose share in the economy is -very
small. Save for Sr. Madrazo, none of the speakers quoted suggested that
X ilure to maice the needed adjustments might lead to internal dis-
turbances. That is understandable because, while complaints among
peasants are common, as the Economist expressed it in a recent article
on Žiexico, "nobody in Mexico feels the sl;ghte6t danger of any
immediate political or social upheaval."Y'

1/ "vMaking a Little Go a Long way, ; The Economist, April 23, 196",p.237
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211. VUisits to the field confirm the above conclusion. In the viP apes

one can hear many complaints from ejidatarios, and the offices of the
Departame-nto AgrarLo are inundated with them. The individual - imhbl--tE

cover the gamut of things wrong with the ejidos, but not about the system
itself. Many landless peasants still hope to get land through the for-
mation of new ejidos. The memory of land acquisition and the abolition of

peonage is cherished. Nor are government promises taken lightly, for eVen
in recent years a good deal of land had been distributed, thousands of titles
have been granted and many complaints have been adjusted. Moreover, as

political organization tightly bound to the government party, the ejidos
continue to hew to the official line. As to the minifundistas and the

landless peasants, they are too dispersed, disorganazea, and leaderless to
confront the government with concrete demands. It is perhaps for all these
reasons that while an observer in the countryside can find many problems,
he cannot at present detect signs of a breakdowm of the status quo.

242- Yet, the risks inherent in the present unsatisfactory situation should
not be overlooked. One particularly disturbing phenomenon deserves mention.
Squatting on someone else's land in a desperate quest for land has not been
uncommon in Mexico since the reform. The commonality of such moves re-
flects the militancy of the causes that lie behind them. This was demon-
strated by the events of 1961, when discontented and resentful peasants
took to arms and challenged the government - unsuccessfully it is true, in
widely separated parts of the country. Tensions borne of dissatisfaction
exist in rural M4exico, and are bound to grow if "integral reform" remains
only a slogan, and income disparities remain as wide as they are and if
industrialization and/or population control fail to reduce the absolute
size of the rural population to manageable proportions.

2L3. The problem'sof the Mexico of 1966 are of course not the same as
those of the Mexico of 1910, and the desires and expectations of the mac;s
of the neasants go far beyond those of 1910. The peasants who have re-

ceived land have much to be grateful for. But it is questionable whether

the sons and grandsons of the former peons who live in the ejidos are
equally appreciative. What was good for the generation of half or a quarter

of a century ago is not nearly good enough now; not only because holdings

are small and getting smaller, and the standard of living is low. They want

but do not often get, more and better food; clothing, shelter. education

for their children, and such items as sewing machines and wristwatches and

much else that lies in between. The knowledge that for other people of

Mexico such things, and more, are standard, piles frustration upon unful-

filled desires. It wto,01d be a bold man wdho would assert that the "80
percent" problem of Mexican agriculture cannct be dealt with by the pre;5ent

allocations of material a-nd human resources to agriculture 4 which are not
directly addressed to the problem that can be summarized as follows:

a. The subsidization of a small number of ejidos through
loan-losses sustained by the Banco Ejidal;

b. price subsidies through CONASUPO,-/the main beneficiaries
of which are the medium and large farm producers and urban
consumers;

1/ Companiia Nacional de Subsistencias Populares.
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c. the financing of very useful ma.jor irrigation facilities
primarily in the northiwest, combined, however, with a
relative neg].ect of the main areas of ejido concentration
in other parts of the country;

d. the very inadequate support of technical assistance (ex-
tension nervices'r ) 2S an id to m-ore effective use of ejido
and small-holder land;

e. the non-enforcement of many crucial provisions of the
Atgrariann Cnode; a-nd

f. the absence of any significant assistance for the lend>s
peasants.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

244. Whatever the shortcomings of the reform, the Mexican farmer is very

much better off than before the reform. The aches and pains of the ejidos do
not make them failures. For many reasons already stated, it has been the good

fortune of the peasantry and of Mexico to have had this reform rather thdan
none at all. With all the faults of canmission and omission, the offspring of

the agrarian revolution, the ejidos, have more than justified their existence

for many reasons as indicated in Section IV of this report. But changes are

needed to shore them up.

245. There is no single, simple or quick solution for the economic ail-

ments of the ejidos, but their conditions can be improved and action-areas har~e

been noted. In addition, part one of the mission's agricultural report mak'es

a number of recoTmendations for investment in non-commercial agriculture. They

presuppose the "broadening of involvement by peasant farmers in expanding the

production of agricultural commodities." This implies either a gradual addi-

.ion of new resources or a gradual shift of currently available resources in

order to extend assistance to a larger number of farmers with small but -Poter-

tially productive holdingrs. This change in policy would meet a long-standing

need - to raise the level of ejidal agricultural techniques and increase the

quantity and improve the quality of the equipment and supplies used in produc-

tion. These are the only means of increasing productivity in the ejidos, of

"enlargingt" their holdings so to speak, and of giving practical meaning tlo wlhat

President Diaz Ordaz so apttlv termed "reforma integral." Therein lies not

only redistribution of income that immediately follows redistribution of lard
but, and more importantly, lasting agricultural development as well. Only

the latter can prevent the redistribution of income from degenerating into a

mere passing phase of -easant welfare. One unexmoTred nossibilitv could be

the adoption of cooperative forms of organization for ejidal holdings, that

could also be considered for small private farms The responsible leaders of
Mexico know what must be done to improve the ejido as an institution as well

a IL 14 CJUI±. k -.JL.. .4J-4 .b.L VLP + 1, ti na o s r atons
a, the econom,Li condA.t.6on of the ejidatario, but sor.e additinlosrain

on this point may be useful.

246. The problem of too many ejidatarios on too little land cannot be
so'ved taough agricultural plicy alone. Much more is -involved; according

to the President, "It is imperative that the nation createapproximately
four hundred thousand new Jobs per year." 1/ These jobs are required to take

care of the new entrants into the labor market. Under the circumstances,
therefore, the already underempployed ejidatarios, small private farmers
and landless will have to compete for jobs in a market saturated with

other seekers of employment. Assuming that 4I00,0O Jobs are created annually,
only a small share of these will be at the disposal of the groups discussed
here. In the meantime, pressure on th-e land iS bound to continue unabated

1/ President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, Inaugural Address, December 1, 196h.
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a.Wd no bLtep Laken oy- une government can eliminate it.-' However, a
combination of measures, all of which are fealible and one of them difficult
(sue (c) below), does hold out more promise. >ese include:

a. An active program to improve conditions in the ejidos, along
the lines noted in paragraph 2U2;

b. Industrialization with a view of maintaining at least the
current rate of growth;

c. Population control - a measure which has not yet won support
in Mexico but is of the greatest importance.

The Government of Mexico cannot quickly re-equip a large number of ejidos,
significantly expand irrigation facilities, increase the volume of credit
and make it more widely available as an adequate and well-functioning
extension service, give ownership titles to all the ejidatarios, bring
into being dedicated and competent ejidal administrators. nor quickly undo
at this late date the wholesale and grave violations of the Agrarian Code.
But it can make a beginning by persistont efforts starting in the
ejidal areas where a gradual improvement can be effected, provided the
deed matches the existing awareness and concern, and provided the popula-
tion question is considered with the seriousness it deserves. Barring
that, and mindful of Mexico's capacity to double its nonulation in 20-25
years, there is the danger that in the long run the ameliorative measures
will be written in water.

247. The need for all these measures is very great on ec-nfiomie and
social grounds. The meaning of these and what they imply is clear, after
all, modern Mexico was nursed hv a revolu1tion dedicated to econnomc pro-
gress, higher standards of living and social justice. But immediately more
important than invokinng the basic philosophy of' the revolu1tion is the out-
standing record of Mexico's leadership in recent years to develop and carry
out vital piihlin policies IT+ is because of this that largescale agricul
ture is where it is and seems no longer to need the preferential attention
lavished on it in the recent past. It seems- timely, therefore, for the
Government to turn its attention also to the ejidal sector. That the task
will be more difficult and that the invrestments m-y for some +ime to come
yield lower profits than the public investments made previously in commercial
agriculture need not be considered overridig objections.

1/ This is particularly true if attempting to give more land to
the neasanTs is one of +.he measures. Said the President; 1W.en land d s-
tribution began, the rural population was growing by 50,000 individuals a
year; todlay the Y"r"n workn force hasnobld At this, rate, thecoU-- ; --- j _ - - . - - -... -- ~, £- U~LL O .OL IU ., Uiiv UL) W.IU y

will not have land enough for all; hence the unavoidable necessity of
dedicating ourselves to t h.e crea tion ofL ew sources of wealth.. From

President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz's First Congressional Report to the Nation,
Septem.ber 1, 1965I
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24o. If 1;he a LI.*t.U1J.d L. s bUUOiLIIs as Usua.!! AJI Uille non-coriu,nerciall
sectors of agriculture, what of the prospects of bridging the wide gap
between the '"twoo" Mexicos, so feeilngly and accurately described by- one of
the country's ablest economic custodians? The answer is already in, and
it lies in the very existence of the "ltwoi` M%exicos - one rich and one poor -

and in the accumulation of instabilities best avoided. It is encouraging
that the leaders of Mexico are not about to make peace with this condition,
for they have given evidence of beliefs that the ejido system is closely
bound up with the development of' the ration as a whole, and are prepared
to try to solve difficult problems, 1/

249. Certain practical considerations deserve note. More and better
irrigation facilities and more institutional credit are top priorities.
The technical skills and organizational structure to develop and implement
such schemes are available, though more in the first instance than in the
second. Another "must" is security of tenure through the issuance of ti-tles
of ownership. Since the President of the Republic rates it of highest pri-
ority, a move in that direction would be natural. To accelerate the rate
at which titles of ownership are issued, the budget of the Departamento Agra-
rio would have to be substantially increased. To provide adequate extenSion
services, an organization would have to be created almost from scratch. As
in the case of the Departamento Agrario, the budget of the Ministry of
Agriculture would have to be greatly increased as a first and essential step
to attain that end.

250. Another important requirement is to lend a much greater measure
of prestige to agencies and persons connected with the ejidos: the Departa-
mento Agrario. the Ministrv of Agriculture and the Banco Ejidal. The im-
pression is that they are not held in equally high esteem with some other
imnortant agencies. Whatever the rensons- the Piidal sprvices arp not among
the choice ones, and it is understandable that "The younger, better trained
junior administrators- nvronomistsq techniciann nid cierks re not att.raicted
to the ejido system's bureaucracy....The better personnel seek out the st;atus
of t.he non-Peidn rePLte- organizt.ionsn w.7i1iih -h.Jivr creat+e birdetsf andr pno]iti-

cal prominence."t 2/ If these observations are as valid as they appear to be,
more status or nrestige could hp off nnnsirPrnhlp vnInp

1/ This is based on the following quotation from the President's
Inaugural Address:

"These questions (ejidal and non-ejidal) are intimately related to the
enonnomic and Rocinl growth of the nation. To conquer them we will
meet new problems with courage and will not fear the solution which
some of the.m are uvrgently de.manding. 11

9./ Mr.uel -ar-- Jr.,, I,^ h- --.J. of I V;JA'c
Administration and Politics. Quoted from an unpublished manuscript.
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251. XLhe elj.1.Lsi- 4on of evasions and violations of 1 the Agrrin Code
LI.L J. L A L L V.L ~ .L ~ ~~-

will be a particularLy difficult problem. The abuses run so far and so
deep as if they were natural phenomena, flesh of the flesh and bone of
the bone of the agrarian reform. Deviaticns from the Code are found in
and out of tne ejidos. Tne f-ormer ha-ve been described; the latter are
mainly the building up of large holdings beyond anything provided for
by the Code. Here reliance must be placed on a determined effort ground1-d
in the view expressed by the President: "outside of or against the law
one can live only for a relatively short period of time, but never indefi-
nitely," and that all forms of misuse of law "will disappear." The probLem
is certain to be much more troublesome than any other. Undoing what has been
done may prove impossible without serious economic consequences to an impor-
tant national asset with a long and successful life behind it. That the
ceiling provision of the Code might have been enforced considering the
rather generous retention limit, is academic now. What is not academic iS
that the often illegal accumulation of land has created a situation which
serves as an irritant and reminder to many that they have been deprived of
land which should have legally belonged to them.

252. Equally rough going will probably be encountered in trying to
make the ejidos comply with the Code provisions. Non-compliance is part'Ly
due to the ejidatarios themselves, partly to the comisariado, to some
outmoded features of the Code and partly to the overall administrative
processes. Here, too, a set of relationships have been created which have
assumed the character of permanence over the years. However, reform de-
viations are probably caused by the fact that the ejido system was framed
with an eye on socio-economic conditions prevailing early in the century:
for a rural community that was static in its agricultural practices; a
farm population that remained more or less constant; needs and aspirations
that were limited, and contact with the outside world that was minimal.
Half a century later, these conditions in midst of a changing dynamic
societv no longer hold, The economic base of most of the ejidos cannot
support the expanded needs of a rapidly rising ejidal population. Illegal
subletting nf' lAnd, for example, is not the result of a mere desire on the
part of the ejidatarios to evade the Code; it is essentially a product o:,
the social and economic changes that have occurred in the last few decades.

253. This dops not mean that the maladministration in the elidos should
not be re-examined, particularly on the local level, while activities to
raise production are graduallry put into effec-t. Nor does it mean that an
examination of the process of land accumulation might not bring useful
results, Th-r are not lir. lrolt to yrield vry- substantial amouints of new
cropland to distribute, but they may well yield large areas of excess
-sable past+-e land, and without distur bing the present livestock econoym
pattern. Finally, it is not necessary to take for granted that illegal
subletting ofL land ca.n b je signif i cantly redu^ed. .ere reiteration

that the practice must cease will fall on deaf ears; of much greater
promise is a careful re-evaluatioXn of the Code provision wkhich prohibits
selling, mortgaging or renting ejido land. Since the present system is

rigid and ofen se-,-defeting, the problem it 'as created calls fora
more flexible approach whlich may well have to include updating the Agrarian
Code iLse'" , so thbat it reflectLs riore realisticalLdy- tuhe peasar,ts' actual

economic possibilities. The ejidatario should be given a status which, without
freeing him completely to transfer the land as he wishes, would permit hui
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particular holding to other ejidatarios, thereby realizing the accrued value
on his la-nd, if he should wish to leave the ejido and take up some ouiuer
activity. This is not the only possible solution, but merely one of mary
possibie methods to acnieve the same end.

254. Central to the Code evasions and to all other issues raised in
this paper is the utilization of the production potential of the ejidos
through the strengthening of their technical base. There is no substitute
for this regardless of the nature of the ejido problems. The prospect of
additional cropland to make their holdings more "viable" is poor or non-
existent. They will have to do with the land base they have. This does
not, however, preclude an increase of productivity of the ejido land if
the well-known factors of production are added to enrich the soil. These are
the so-called "substitutes for landt", which have worked well in other coun-
tries, as well as in Mexico. There is no reason why they should not be effec-
tive on multitudes of ejido farms.

255. The initiative in this regard lies with the Government of Mexico.
Admittedly, the task it faces, judging by the mere enumeration of the pro-
blems of subsistence farming, is indeed formidable. While the issues of
ejidal agriculture are certainly complex enough to tax the will and capa-
city of the Mexican Government, this is no cause for discouragement. It
has sufficient economic and political power and expertise to insure a
measure of success in an undertaking of this kind. One cannot repeat often
enough that Mexico has demonstrated its genius in creating a progressive
economr on the shattered ruins of a feudal one. This argues well for its
ability to face and act upon the problems discussed in this report. However,
if for any reason, the challenge is not met, there is a grave question of the
future of the eiido system and half of the cronnand of Mexico, as well as of
the repercussions that are likely to come in the wake of failure.
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Tab:le 1: LAND DISTRTBUTTON IN MrXICO, 1915-1965

Number of
Period Years President Area in Hectares

1915-19:34 20 7.,697,329

1935-19110 6 Lazaro Cardenas 17,883,792

l9L:L-1946 6 Manuel Avila Camlacho 5,,518,97()

191.7-19',2 6 Miguel Alerman 3, 8.4h,745,

1953-1958 6 Adolfo Ruiz Cortines 3,198,781

19593-1965 6 Adolfo Lopez Mateos 16,00(),00( a/

1965 1 Gustavo Diaz Ordaz 1,213,00(

TOTAL 55,36-3,617

Estimated figure. This area includes the colonization program which was transferred to the
Agrarian Departmnent in :1959. The total is not therefore strictly comparable with preceding amounts. The
area distributed under the colonization program, however, is not believed to have been very sigrnificant
prior to 1959.

Source: Dpartamentorario.
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Table 2: DISTRIBUTION OF EJIDO HOLDINGS

Grop Td m JNu.-e;r Nu.,ber
per of of

E,idatario Ejido Percentage jidatarios Percentage
--2

Up to 1 ha. 1,12)4 6.2 147,118 9.7

1 to 4 5,68:l 31.0 521,044 34.5

4 to 10 7,878 43.0 612,984 40.5

Over 10 3Z618 19.8 230,979 15.3

TOTAL 18,301 100.0 1X512,125 100.0

Source: IV Censos Agricola-Ganadero y Ejidal, 1960. Resumen General. Direc-
cion General de Estadistica, Mexico 1965. p. 556.
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Table 3 CAPITAL P9ES'@URGCES IN AGRICULTURE, CELAYA DISTRICT
(Millions of Pesos)

195:3 195h

Category Total Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per-
_ ___ g Y Total cent Private cent Ejical cent Total cent Private cent ---da1 cent

IaLnd 273.6 100 180o.8 616 92..8 3b 273.7 100 181.0 66 92.8 34

Structures 13.6 100 12.9 95 0.,7 5 13.7 100 12.9 95 0.7 5

Irrigaltion Works 26.8 100 20.L 76 6., 2LL 25.8 100 19.6 76 6.2 24

Machinery and Equipment 61.6 100 L5.1 73 16.!L 27 67.5 100 51.3 76 16.2 24

Vehicles 19.3 100 i6.L1 85 2.9 15 19.L 100 16.6 86 2.8 IL

Aridmals 2! 9 .h 100 23.5 80 6.o 20 3h.6 100 27.7 80 6.9 20

TOTAL 424.3 100 2599.1 70 125.,2 30 L34.7 309.1 71 125.6 29

Source: Carlos Manuel Castillo, "La Economia Agricola en :La Region de E:L Bajio," Problemas Agricolas e Industriales
de Mexico, Vol. BJ 1956, p.99.
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Table h: MONTHLY INCOME DISTRIBUTION PER FAMILY IN AGRICULTURE

Crops and Livestock
TnDnm-- Percentage Percentage

Category Persons Income

TU to 175 6.9 1.3

1764 to ) E2 7.1 21) .A.I w &J UJ LC). I .1. L -.-

n .4 I)f X n 1. '7

)U± L,U 4UU .lU..l I sr- 1 zo 530 e 12. 74.2

53i to 700 12.1 9.0

701 to 950 10.1 12.0

951 to 1250 5.0 6.1

1251 to 1700 3.7 6.1

1701 to 2200 5.2 8.0

2201 to 3000 3.6 11.3

3001 to 4000 2.3 7.7

4001 to 5200 1.2 5.3

Over 5201 1.5 10.0

Source: Family Income and Expenditure Survey, Agricultural Projections
Office, Bank of Mexico. From: APUNTES PARA EL ANALISIS DEL DESARROLLO
ECONOMICO DE MEXICO by Leopoldo Solis M.
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Table 5: FAMILY INCOME SURVEY, 1963: AVERAGE PER CAPITA MONTHLY INCOM]3
BY FAMILY INCOME BRACKETS

Monthly family Average per
income brackets capita income

(Pesos) (Pesos)

0- 300 43.27

301 - 600 79.32

601 - 1000 133.22

1001 - 1500 209.65

1501 - 3000 333.75

3001 - 50oo 515.54

50ol - 68oo 782.70

6001 - lOOO 1.266.83

Over 10000 ;87lnh9

Avo.rngen 221 -79

Source:* ~ ss Or Supply of and Demand f or Agric,ultura' A TdLi

stock Products in Mexico to 1970 and 1975, page 322 from Table AII-4.
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Table 6: TOTAL FARM AREA - PRIVATES

Size of Number of Total
Holdings Holdi.ngs Area
(ha.) (thousands) Percentage (1000 ha) Percentage

Up to 5 899 66.8 1,328 1.1

5 - 10 94 7.0 679 0.5

10 - 25 332 9.8 2,1oh 1.7

25 - 50 70 5.2 2,484 2.0

50 - 100 59 4.4 4,137 3.3

100 - 200 41 3.0 5,679 4.6

200 - 500 27 2.0 8,185 6.6

500 - 1ooo 11 o.8 7.3L1 5.9

1000 - 5000 9 0.7 22,021 17.7

n000 and Over 0.3 70.626

TOTAL 1lJ'6 100.0 12)A jR6 100.0

TA Gropland, inure . f Includes 2 in,n5 ea.

of communal, public and, other lands.

Source: IV Censos Agricola - Ganadero y Ejidal, 1960. Resumen General..
Direccion G-enera-1 de Esaitc,Mex_co 1965. pp.16-21.
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Tabl e 7: CROP AREA - PRIVATE

Size of Number of Total
Holdings Holdings Area
(ha.) (thousands) Percentage (1000 ha.) Percentage

Up to 5 929 77.2 1,461 10.8

5 - 10 95 8.0 665 4.9

10 - 25 103 8.6 1,581 11.7

25 - 50 37 3.1 1,280 9.5

50 - 100 22 1.8 1,499 11.1

100 - 200 10 0.8 1,329 9.9

200 - 400 3 0.3 888 6.6

400 and over 2 0.2 4,787 35.5

TOTAL 1,2()1 100.0 13,490 100.0

Source: IV Censos Agricola - Ganadera v Ejidal 1960. Resumen General.
Direccion General de Estadistica, Mexico 1965. pp. 25-28.


